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How profitable is teaching? 
DW Birch and JR Calvert 

What are the economic benefits derived from the decision to invest in a 
teacher's certificatt:, or to obtain a deice� a postgraduate to clºing 
certificate and then follow a teaching career? Are these benefits greater 
than the costs involved in liecoming a qualified teacher? ' These are tine 
questions we attempt to anmver in the first part of this paper. We do so 
from (he point of view of tire individual t; al, in the decision to become 

or not to become a teacher rather than limo the nation's Standpoint. 
It may be as well to preface our analysis by emphasising the point that 

we arc concerned solely with an economic evaluation. Plainly there are 
cducat; onal, cultural and social ramifications to the investment but a 
calculus for assessin` these objectively has yet to be developed. It seems 
reasonable to assume, however, that these other aspects would add to 

rather than subtract from the economic return. 

Economic evaluation of an investment opportunity: 
The theoretical framework of the economic evaluation of an investment 
in education is well setticdl and is not different from the economic 
appraisal of the opportunity to invest in an item of capital etill ipmen1.2 
We may define an invcstnlcnt in this contc. \t as an outlay of ca", il or 
resources now or in tile near future to-acquiic an asset in the expectation 
of receiving in the longer run a larger stream of cash or other economic 
benefits as a result of holding the asset: the extent of the investment 
horizon is the expected lifetime of the asset. io evaluate an investment, 
therefore, we have to measure and compare outflows (costs) and inflows 
(benefits) which arise at different points in time. This is accomplished 
by discounting the costs and benefits by an appropriate rate of interest 
to achieve a comparison at present values. Formally the net (beuelits 
less costs) present value of an investment is given by 

t=n 
1; 

=(13t-Ct) (1 + r) -t 
t=0 

where 

(1) 

t=n 
= the stun of from t-0 to t=n; 

t=0 
(cg if we were assessing tlic decision at the c, ',: of 15 to aim for a tcachcr3 
Ccrtificale and thcil fot'tow a te.; icliing career' t= 0 would conespond to 
age 15 and t-ii to retirement at arc 65. ) 
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Bt and Ct = respectively the benefits and costs which are assumed to 
arise at the end of year t; and 

r= the discount factor. 
What r should be in investment appraisal in the public sector is a matter 
of some controversy. Therefore, it is usual to employ an alternative 
investment appraisal fo: iuula - the 'internal rate of return'. The internal 
rate of return is that rate i which solves the following equation 

(Bt-Ct)(t+i)-t=0 (2) 
t=o 

The rates cif return we derive below are for the most part the result of 
following a sli; }tj variation on (2). Specifically they aie those rates i 

which equate the present value of (lie lifetime benefits stream of the 
total population with the lifetime benefits stream of teachers: le 

t=n 1, (FXt -Fyt) (1 + i)-t =0 (3) 
t=O 

where 

Fat = the c\pectcd cash flows of the total population in year t; and 
Fyt = the expected cash flows of teachers in year t. 

The relevant benefits and costs , The identification and estin)ation of the benefits and costs is a hazardous 
business in any investment appraisal excickc. This is 1>articulariy so in 
education imcstment anprai,, A where the investment is in human bcinis. 
The discounting, models discussed above appear to be exact but the 
precision of the calculations depends upon the accuracy of the benefits 
and costs estimates and in the appraisal of an education investment 
opportunity we are relying on proxy measures at various points. If we 
are examining an education Investment opportunity from the point of 
view ofan individual the relevant benefits are the extra earnings lie might 
expect to receive during, his working, lifetime as a result of undergoiing 
the educational process; the relevant costs are largely his loss of earnings 
less any grant received during his study period. Strictly speaking the 
benefits should be calculated net of personal tax. The tai: rates, of course, 
will depend upon domestic circumstances and will vary from individual 
to individual. It is usual to assume some representative personal tax 
situation and that this will remain stable over time. In fact unless one 
assumes that the tax situation for teachers in terms of fixed allowances 
and tax rate is different from that for the total population the rates of 
return will be only stitIitly affected by tax adjustments. On the grounds 
that tllc necessary tax assumptions compound the articificiality of the 
investment appraisal exercise, and in the belie! that individuals assess 
career opportunities on the basis of gross rather than net salaries, we 
have ignored the tax adjustments. 
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The most meaningful view of the rate of return on an investment in 

a given educational qualification is to compare its net benefits 
(je expected lifetime earnings net of costs) with those of the next lower 
level of education. 1lowever, we are concerned with the economic 
in"Iplications of the individual's decision at the age of 15 to opt for a 
teaching career as astainst :: Il other career possibilities. Consequently, the 
type of comparison we have used is of the lifetime earnings of teachers, 
taking into account their students grants and vacation earnings, with 
the lifetime earnings of the total population. The age earnings profiles 
of the total population ºnight also be taken as a proxy for the un- 
qualifled. 3 

The data base 
'Consider a group of people aged 15: what are their expected lifetime 
earnings? An estimate of the expected cash flows at a particular age 
is given by 

. (A) (13) (C) (4) 

where 
A= Proportion of the group that would be alive; 
B= Proportion of the group that, if alive, would be economically 

active/employed; 
C= The median salary at a particular age of the economically active/ 

employed inemhcrs of the group. 

Each of these values requires a long; itudin; l study bitt, as is norrna! in 
educational rate of return studies, we have used cross sectional data. The 
age-earnings I)rofi'es were derived horn DES Stctistics of Education ! 970 
and the New Earnincs Suivev 1970; information on the proportions 
economically active and the rl! orortiaas employe() was obtained from 
the 1960 Sample Census; and the sui ivai rate: were derived from data 
in the Registrar Generals' lhccnnial Supplement 1961 and Report 1968. 
The data were divided by sex and also, for teachers, by graduates/non 
graduates and prirnary/s, cond ry. The nature of ouc data base and our 
analysis of and adjustments to it are summarised in the appendix. 

These calculations gave us the annual expected earnings from the 
age of 15 to 65 after adjusting for the probability of sureival and the 
probability of being economically active. An adjustment substituted 
for the latter the probability of being employed. As the survival rates 
are high except in the later years which are heavily affected by the 
discounting process the survival correction has little influence on the 
final present value calculations. The overall effect of the economic 
activity/cnlhloyni nt aditistmcn! s is to reduce the expected benefits 
particul: uly for females. However, women teachers have a hither 
activity/enlploynlet; t rate than %vomen generally and this is reflected in 
the final rates of return. 
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The rates of return 
The benefit streams thus derived were discounted by various rates of 
interest from 0 to 40 percent to obtain the present values. A scarch 
was then made to identify that rate ofinterest which equated the present 
values of the expected benefit streams of the total population with 
those of teachers (ic the rates of interest which satisfy equation (3) 

above). These rates of return are shown below in fable 1. 

TABLE 

Alternative estimates of private rates of return 
on the in cstnrcnt in a teaching career from age 15 (1970) 

Percentages Percentages 
economically active in employment 

Males All graduates " 11.7 11.9 
graduates : secondary 11.9 12.1 
graduates : Primary 8.7 8.9 

All non graduates 6.9 7.0 
non graduates secondary 6.9 7.0 
non graduates : primary 6.8 6.9 

Females All graduates 27.5 29.0 
graduates : secondary 28.1 29.8 
graduates : primary 26.5 28.3 

All non graduates 26.8 
, 
28.5 

non graclu: rtcs : secondary 27.5 29.5 
non graduates primary 26.5 28.3 

In 1970 it was possible to leave school at 15 to obtain full-time 
employment: today the school leavim age is 16. The rates of return in 
Table 1 are based on lifetime earnings expectations at the age of I5; if 
these are corrected to expectations at age 16 the effects are to raise the 
rates for men by about 11" percent and for women by about 31, percent. 
It is popularly claimed that one of the `pctks' of teachers is their longer 
than average holidays. Plainly some of this extra holiday expectation is 
taken tip with further study, class preparation and'so on but some of it 
might be used to earn extra money or to pursue activities of equal 
value to the teacher. Therefore, to take some account of this perk' all 
the benefit streams for teachers, from age 21 for non graduates and age 
22 for gr; duates, were adjusted upwards by 1/ 12 (ic one extra month's 
salary). The results in terms of the new rates of return ac given in Table 2. 
The effects of the holiday adjustment are to narrow slightly the 
differences between the returns to graduates and non graduates and to 
increase the returns to men overall from 21, i percent to 3 percent and the 
returns to women overall from 1'r percent to 2i4. percent. 

Conclusions so far 
In all cases the rates of return are positive and therefore we may 
conclude that under the preseni free tuition and maintenance grant 



TABLE 2 

Alternative estimates of privcte rates of return on the bmcstment 
in a teaching catcer from age 15 adjusted for Ituliduv 'pct ks' (1970) 

Pcrccntagrs Pcrccntai'cc 

economically active in employment 

Males . All graduates 14.1 14.4 
graduates secondary 14.3 14.6 
graduates primary 11.2 11.4 

All non graduates 9.6 9.8 
non graduates secondary 9.7 9.9 
non graduates primary 9.4 9.6 

Females All graduates " 29.3 31.0 
graduates : secondary 29.8 31.5 
graduates primary 28.3 29.9 

All non graduates 29.0 31.0 
non Fvaduates : secondary 29.8 31.5 
non graduates : primary 28.8 30.5 

provisions the decision to invest in -. I teaching career k CCDIIOFIlicall,, a 
worthwhile one. The decision to tcach is much more profitable for 

women than for men. However the high rates of return eujoyed by 
women tcachcrs are more a commentary oil tile poor state of the fell1: 11C 
labour mirket than they are evidence ofWph salaries for vvomcn tcaJiers. 
They are the result III stly, of cqual pay and secondly, of fenmle tc-, -., Iicrs' 
high economic icli%ItV IS COMPared %vith wortien gcrwially. For the 
present, teachin, g 1-its in better \vitli a worrian's chýld-bearing -! nd sub- 
scquent doines(ic tespowibilities th. nn. most other carcels. In the Iollgcr 
run future equA pay le, 2iskition zind t!, e chmit-im, socKil climate oil 
women , it work are likely to erode the substaiiii. il economic advallinget. 
currently enjpyed by female teachers. Appirc-ritly the importint dccisiori 
for wonlell is tile one to become a teacher; thcreafter tile c1hoices 
between graduate and non graduate status and between a circer ill 
secondaiy rather than piinlai), education have little effct oil the 
economic rate of return. However, for men gr3duate status clearly 
enhances economic rate of return expoctations ilthoiq'Ji this Avantage 
is reduced sonlev. 1lim if tile male teacher opts for a career in primary 
rather than secondary education. 

A recent paper by Adrian Zidernian 4 offers Ils tile Opportunity of a 
limited comparison of teachers' rates of return with other 'qualified' 

career opportunities. Ile uses the age earnings profiles of the total 
population as a proxy for Hic 'unqualified' and compares this with data 

on earnings for graduates and holdeis of GCE A level. His adjustments 
for lifc expectaticy, economic activity ind employment appear t*o be 

similar to our own. II owever, lie uses meart r3ther thin medi2n (tile more 
usualmeasures ineducatioi I rate of ret II I'll studies)S. ) I., I ics, 11"d 11C correc 'IS 
for personal taxation. Ile also adds oil 2 percent to the rates of return 
as a 'conservative' estimate of the expected irimase in real earnings 
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ovci a lifetime. This adjustment is rcasonab! c if we assumc that the 
supply and demand for each type of educated manpower moves in line 
so preserving current relative income differentials. His findings after 
these adjustments are as follows. 

TABLE 3 

Priratc rates of rclurn on education 
from age 15 (1966-67) 

Pcrccntigcs 

Males Females 

First degree 15.0 20.5 
CC{? A level 10.0 - 

Note: There were insufficient data to calculate the rate of return for female 
holders of CCL A Level. 

It might bo argued that so far as teachers are'concerned past experience 
has been to narrow rather than widcn their absolute income dift'crentkds 
over the rest of the communily. Therefoic, life addition of 2 peicent. to 
take some account of fultire expected incrc: iscs in real earnings is 
tinjustificd. Nonetheless if we add 2 percent to the rý'ites idciitified if) 
Tables I and 2a more direct comparison %vith the results of Tab1c 3 
is possible. However it ShOUld be noted that Tables I and 2 are based 
on earnings data for 1970 vdidst ']'able 3 is based on the patmn of 
earnings in 1960-67. The rate of return for fO*111.11C 0radU3tO 10achm is C, from 9 peicent to II reicent hii,, her than that idenhfwd by ZiLlciman 
for all female gmdwites. This confimis, our Niew that te: ichiiig is, at (his 
moment, a very piol'itable cajeci foi a As might have bmi 
expected (lie rates Of r0tUrn for inale gmduate teachers are kss than for 
D110C gradliates However 

, the econoniii.; retum for male b 
, in secondary education is only sliolifly lower - graduates (cachinc. 0 14 percent as coml). ired with 15 percent, - and much closer to the rate 

of return for all niale graduates than %vc had ýxpccied. If a"ount is 
taken of teachers' longer tLan averaic holidays (lie iates of return for 
mile graduate teachers compare javourably witli ma! c graduates 
following other careers. 

So much for the good news, the bad nc%vs so far as teachers are 
concerned is the rather indifferent rate of return for inale non graduates, 
9percent ascompired v., ith 10 percent for GCE A level holdcrs. I lowever, 
since age specific earnings data relating to GCE A level holders %vas 
not obtainable from (lie earnings sub-sample follow tip to the 1966 
sample census, Ziderman was foi-ccd to use a Iless Ihan satisfactory 
alternative e0iinatc: ie the salary scaics of the executive class of the. 
Civil Service (for which A level is the iiornial entiy requirement) and 
assuming iepresentative proniotio: ial Pa! tern", within the class. Given "he 
high level of Civil Service s. daries Ziderman concedes that this could 
have resulted in in o%,,, r estimate of the rate of rewirt. Hence it Inight 
be safer to sui; , gcst that for m. 1e, non gradmtes a career in the 
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exccutivc class of the Civil Sctvice appears on average to be slightly more 
profitable than a teaching career. 

The non graduate teacher and the Open University 
Thus far we have examined the economic returns to the decision at age 
15 to invest in a teaching career as compared with all other career 
opportunities. We now turn to briefly consider the investment oppor- 
tunity offered by the Open University to the non graduate teacher at 
various points in his teaching careers A degree, at the Open University 
is granted after a student has successfully completed two foundation 
courses plus four other 'credits' for a hass degree and six for an honours 
degree. A, teacher whd has attended a three year full time course at a 
college of education may claim three `credit' exemptions if he opts to 
follow further studies in education at the Open University. We shall 
assume that teachers take advantage of this possihilit'j. We have gnade a 
number of other assumptions which ale detailed below: 

That the teacher follows an honours course spread over four years thus: 
Year one . two credits 
Year two . one credit 
Year three : one credit 
Year four . one credit; - 
That the teacher pays his own tuition fees (CIO initial registration fee 
plus £25 per cicdit) and spends £25 on books for each 'credit'; 
That the teacher receives a giant from his LEA to cover the cost of any 
'summer schools'; and 
That each `credit' involves the teacher in 400 hours' study. (We cannot 
put a precise value on this foregone leisure but be ring in mind the 
importance of opportunity cost we have assumed three different v, ducs 
of 0 new pence, 50 new pence and 100 new pence per hour. ) 

Table 4 sets out the pattern of monetary and opportunity costs resulting 
from the above assumptions. 

TABLE 4 

Annual monetary and opportunit v costs of a 
degree course at the Open University 

Year Value per hour of forctonc icisure: 
course: Op 50p loop 

1 110"' 510 910 
2 50 250 450 
3 50 250 450 
4 50 250 450 

The matrices of private rates of return based on six arcs of entry to the 
Open University an(1111 ree 1l tornative valuations of fore, one leisure time; 
and assuming that the teacher wia immediately move from the non 
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graduate to the graduate age earnings profiles are presented in Tables 
5 and 6. 

TABLE 5 

PrP, ate rates of return to MALE'Pum graduale teachers investing 
in a deg ree course at Me Open University: - 

Age of All prima. 'y Secondary 
Entry 

Op 50p 1001) Op 50p 1001) Op 50p 1001, 

25 50.0 . 118.0 11.5 29.0 8.0 4.0 S1.0 19.0 12.5 
30 53.0 19.0 12.0 26.0 7.0 3.5 54.0 20.5 13.0 
35 53.0 19.0 12.0 25.0 7.0 3.0 57.0 21.5 13.5 
40 54.0 20.0 11.5 27.5 7.0 2.5 59.0 2' 2.0 14.0 
45 S5.5 19.5 10.5 31.0 7.0 1.0 61.0 22.5 13.0 
so 55.0 17.0 7.5 33.0 4.5' <0 62.0 21.0 10.5 

TABLE6 

Private rates ofreturit to FEII NL /-. 7tin n j., ro ihia Ic trarit ers in vesfing 
in a degree course at the Opot unircrsity 

Age of All Prknary Secondary 
Entry 

Op Sup 1001) Op 501) 1001) 01) 501) 1001) 

25 3S. 0 14.0 9.0 27.0 8.0 4.0 3S. 0 13.0 8.5 
30 45.0 16.5 10.0 28.0 8.5 4.0 , 41.0 IS. 0 9.5 
3S 50.0 18.0 11.0 31.0 9.0 4.0 47.0 17.0 1O. S 
40 54.0 19,0 10.5 34.0 9.0 3.0 52.5 18.0 10.5 
45 54.0 17. S 8.5 35'. 0 7.0 0.5 54.0 18.0 8.5 
so 50.0 12.5 2.5 33.0 2.5 <0 51.0 13.0 3.0 

If the teacher places no value on his lost leisure time, the rates of return 
on the investment in an Open University degree are formidable (from 
27.0 to 62.0 per cent) for all ages of entry for both primary and 
secondary, male and female teachers. However. this assumption of nil 
opportunity cost is probably unrealistic in the majority ofc; scs. When 
each leisure hour lust in study is valued at 50p, the rates of return are 
reduced substantially but are still very worthwhile for secondary teachers 
varying from 13.0 to 22.5 per cent. For primary teachers at this level of 
opportunity cost the economic viability of the venture is mole marginal 
(from 2.5 to 9.0 per cent for wonien and from 4.5 to 8.0 per cent for 

men). At an opportunity cost of 100p per lost leisure hour the economic 
case for primary teachers investing in an Open University degree is 

somewhat shaky. Indeed, at age 50 the returns to both male and 
female teachers are negative. For secondary teachers the investment 

remains profitable (especially for men) even at this level of oppor- 
tunity cost. 
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A general conclusion from the Preceding analysis is that the Open 

University will continue to 'receive substantial support from non 

graduate teachers. We would expect this support to come primarily 
fr, )+u male secondary teachers: for them the investment opportunity is 

very profitable for all six ages of entry and three levels of opportunity 
cost examined. 

Notes 
1. Our attention was drawn to these questions by Colin Turner of the Further 

Education Staff Collctpc. However there\ponsibilityforourancwrcrs is oursalone! 
2. N1 Mang 'The rate of return on investment in education in Great Britain', 

Manchester School, September 1965 pp 205-62. 
3. Sec for example V Morris and A Ziderinan'"Ibc economic return on investment 

in higher education in England and Wales', Economic Trends No 211, May 1971. 
4. A Ziderman 'Does it pay to take a degree? The Profitability of private 

investment in university education in Britain', Oxford Economic Papers 
Vol 15 No 2, July 1973, {ph 262-274. 

5. This question was first considered by K flinchliffe, 'Teachers, the Open 
University and the rate of return', Higher / Jucetion Rcric i', Summer 1971. 

APPENDIX 
The draa base, analysis and adjustments 

A Survival rates 
Teachers, male/female 
Registrar General's Dece, znial 
Supplement 1961 
Proportions of 10,000 aged 0 
dying in i, -e ranges with mid 
points 20,30, ; 0,50,60; 
Translated into proportions 
of 10,000 aged 15; 
Converted to survival proportions; 
These points were then plotted 
on a graph and the yearly valises 
for ages 15-65 were read off the 
smoothed curve. 

Total population 
mule/female 
Registrar Gencrul's Report 
1968 
Proportions of 10,000 aged 0 
surviving to reach at least 
20,25,30,35,40,45,50,55, 
60,65 
Translated into proportions of 
l 0,000 a;; cd 115; 
These points were then plotted 
on a graph and the yearly values 
for ages 15-65-were read off the 
smoothed curve. 

B Economically active/employed 
All qualified Qualified in education level C. Total population Total Population 

females females females males 

1966 Sample Census 

Medians for both sexes for ranges 
with mid points, 23,271,, 32'h, 
371 

, 
42'h, 4712', 521114,571h, 62l, 

There seems no reason to suppose 
that qualified males are less active 
than unqualified males and there 

Medians for each sex for each 
agc 15-20 and for ranges with 
mid-points 23,27'/, 32'/, 37'/x, 
42'/z, 47'iß, 52'/1,57'iz, 62'/,. 
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is little room for them to he more 
economically active. Thus little 
erjor should result from xjsuming 
that all mules, qua! ified and un- 
qualified, are cqimlly economically 
active. The (Ilmlified rates involve 
males and females and in fact mirror 
the two population curves. This 
indicates that %voincri have a consistent 
pattern of economic activity, although 
at varying levels fer qualiFi, -d and 
unqualified. 1 lence, assurnin, all 
males are e(jtj.! I! y active we can deduce 
the qualified 1eimile rates Q'iven the 
proportion of qualified males and 
females) with a small expcoation of 
error; 
Thesc were then plotted on a The se points were then plotted 
graph and the yearly %, allies for on a graph and the yearly UILICS 
ages 2 1-65 vvere read off the for ages 15-65 were read off tile 
sinootlicd cuive. STrIOOtllCd CLlr\'C. 
Since average student carninCs are used clsev., here we have put the rates 
to I for ages 15-20 for all te. ichers. 
An identical procedure to that described above for the economic 
activity rates v., as uscd to deiive the proportion,; empluýed. 
C Expected carnin. -gs: 

Teachers 
Male/female 
Graduate/non graduate 
Primary/secondary 
DES Statistics of Education 
Vol IV March 1970 (Total 
Population of teachers) 
Medians for age ranks with 
timid-points 23,27',!, 35,45,55, 
62'/ were calculated; 
These points were plotted on a 
graph and the yearly values for 
ages 21.65 were read off the 
smoothed curve; 
Benefit flows for ages 15,16, 
17 taken as 0 and for 18,19,20, 
for non graduate teachers, and 
18,19,10, and 21, for graduate 
teachers taken as grault E360 

plus Vacation Earnings 
£100 = £460. 

Total population 
Male/female 

New Earnings Survey April 1970 
Department of Eniployincnt 
(1 percent Sample) 
Medians for age ranges with mid- 
points: 1G', ß., 19%, 23,271r., 35, 
45,55,6? '/. 
These points were plotted on a 
graph and the yearly values for 

ages 15-65 were read off the 
smoothed curve. 
The benefit flows for ages 15 

onwards were adjusted by the 
"student r: te" to include cash 
flows 0,0,0,460,460, 

...... . 
to inco, poratc student income 
into total population figures. 
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APPENDIX 2.2. 

"ACADEMIC STAFFING FORMULAE: WITH PARTICULAR 

REFERENCE TO ADVANCED FURTHER EDUCATION" 

by BIRCH, D. W., CALVERT, "J. R. and DAVIES, J. L. 
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f lErE'; l TO ADV. /V, ED 
FUR11IILT EDUCATION 

Derek W Birch, John L Davies and John R' Calvert 

The Environment 

We begin by rehearsing some of the background to the Pooling 
Committee's recent investigations into academic staffing levels in 
advanced further education, culminating in, the memorandum to local 
authorities which sets norm staff to student ratio bands of 7.5 to 
6.5 for laboratory-based subjects and 9.2 to 10.2 for classroom-based 
subjects. Serious public*concern to improve the management of 
institutions of higher education (in terms of cost per student) is a 
comparat 

- 
ively recent phenomenon. True, as far as further education 

is concerned, we have had the Pilkington 4nd Hunt Cormattee sitting 
since 1964 exhorting the system to 'do better' (1) cost-wiso, hut in 
the main, until about 1967 to 68 expansion rather than ccst per 
student was the primary interest. During the 1960s the development 
of criteria for planning and assessing the effectiveness of resource 
allocation at the macro level in education %.., as eirphasized and tho 
so-called manjower forecasting and rate of return schools prospered. 
There has long been a need for diagnostic planning arid control tco. Is 
at the institutional level. The staffing form. ulae diSCUSSE, d below 
are indicative of the switch in emphasis from macro to micro analysis 
in the management of further and higher education. 

Tables 1 and 2 examine the growth rate in full-time equivalent 
students and public expenditure in higher education in England and 
Wales from 1966-67 to 1970-71. If we allow for the relative Pr; ce 
effects of labour intensive industry like education; and also in the 
case of-advanced further education, allow for an inprovement factor 
(a necessary element if the resource provision in advanced further 
education is to approximate to that obtainincl in the univercities) 
then expenditure has not noticeably outrun the rather crude product- 
ivity meassure. of full-time equivalent students. On the other hand, 
there is little evidence that higher education has been able to take 
advantage of economies of scale and the possibility of economies of 
scale is implicit if not explicit in much of the debate surrounding 
the polytechnic policy. 

Table 1 

Percentage growth per annum England and Wales students full-time 
equivalent. 

66/67 67/68 68/69 69/70 70/71 Average 
Universities 9.9 8.5 5.9 3.7 3.9 6.4 
Colleges. of Education 16.7 18.7 8,2 2.7 ' 1.6 9.6 

Advanced Further Education 
16.0 21.0 8.5 8.5 5.9 13.5 füll-time and sandwich 

Total: 17.. 9 13.7 
. 
8.6 4.5 3.7 8.7 

Source : DES Statistics of Education,, 1Ut-SSO. 



Table 2 14 

Percentacc growth per annum England and Wales public expenditure 

66/67 67/68 . 68/69 G9/70 70/71 Average 

Universities 9.6 8.3 1.7 3.4 17.4 8.1 

Colleges of Education 17.6 16.1 10.3 7.3 8.6 12.0 

Advanced Further Education 20.2 22.5 14.5 13.3 16.0 17.3 
full-time and sandwich 

Total: 12.6 12.0 5.6 6.0 15.3 10.3 

Source: DES St4tistics of Education, HMSO. 

it has been argued(2) that the methods of financing higher education 
have in the past precluded any economic advalitage froin increased size. 
The allocation of current expenditure in the universities and 
colleges has been, and is, %argely based on the staff student ratio. 
So long as this was maintafned constant the best we could hope for 
was a situation of constant costs. As far as advanced further 
education, is concerned current resources have been determined by 
class contact hours. If Burnja-, 1 (3) underst-. ý'11dIngs are maintained 
this again leads, at best, to a situation of constaant costs. 
HOwever, thore was some basis for the belief that marginal costs in 
advanced further education would rise, initially at any rate, with 
expansion. Firstly, an increase in the proportion of advanced work 
leads to an upgrading of a college's academic staff estahlishment, 
and these higher post gradings in turn lead to fewer contact how. 's, 
(i. e. on the face of it the same staff could be paid "-re for 
teaching less). Secondly, the pooling procedures were suspect. 
ftoviding authoritles submit clainis on the advanced pcol on the baýý, ic 
Of the following formula: 

Volume of lecturers' salaries 
on advanced work x Net college expenditure Total lecturers' salaries 

lwhil_nt all-'authorities contribute to the pool on the basis of their 

Population and rateable value. From the providing authoritied view- 
point, the formula argues strongly in favour of aL low a staff 
Student ratio as is possible for advanced work. The total of 
poolable expenditure is determined in arrears and until recently no 
generally accepted criteria for assessing the reasonablencss of a 
claim existed. in theory at any rate there were opportunities for 

unscrupulous authoritics to mill., the pool. As far as %,, e know there 
is no evidence to suggest that this was indeed happeniig. However, 

so long as the net contributing authorities believed that an 
inequitable distribution of resources between institutions was 
possilh)lc there was mounting presL; ure for a review and a reform of the 

pool's operations, and an end to its open-ended commitment. 

Referring back to Table 2 we see that over the period 1966-67 to 
1970-71 the average annual percentage rate of growth in public 

expenditure for all higher education in England and Wales was 10.3 

percellt. (4) over this same period the average gro-oth ir. the gross 
text of national product at factor cost was 6.0 percent. In the cont 

successive government-, ' avowed intorest in curbing public oxpenJiture 
this stato was bound to attract publicity. '1110 gross national 
product comparisons apart, in the rather r. -jore-parachial local 

authoritY finance field the groý, ith in ab., '; c)1utO tcrns in zid,. Yanced 
further education pooled expcnditi., ro, frqm CAM million in 1966-67 to 
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£81 million in 1970-71 inevitably caused concern. 

The Development of Staffing Formulae 

The largest single element in most institutions' budgets is academic 
staff. To be able to calculate the total requirement for academic 
staff and to distribute this rationally between competing dcepar. tments 
and sections is, therefore, of critical importance. Add to this the 
fact, that other costs tend to follow academic staff costs and it is 
not surprising to find a considerable research effort in this area. 

The traditional academic staff resource allocation mechanism was, and 
is, the staff to student ratio. However, successive studies have 
gone behind this rather crude device to further examine the factors 
which determine the requirement for academic staff. 

The Robbins Committee (s) identified the parameters as follows: 

T=f (s, t, h, g)' 

where T= fte academic staff; 

s= fte students; 
t-= average teaching load (formal class-contact) hours per week 

per fte academic staff member; ; 

g average group (class) size; and 
h= average tuition load (formal teacher--contact) hours per week 

of the average group (class) g. 
One simple specification of the relationship would be: 

gt.. 
h 

T=s..... ............................ (1) 

and, hence, the SSR (staff to student ratio) is defined as: 

SSR .................................... (2) h 
g. t 

This relationship is the one postulated by John Delany(") and is the 

. basis for the Pooling Committee's recommendations in the Assessment 
of Curricular Activity and Utilization of Staff Resources. (7) 

There are, of course, possible improvements to Equation (1). For 
example the total number of teaching hours provided per week (h) 
might be divided into hours given in the form of lectures (k) and 
hours given in smaller group situations called, for the sake of a 
name, seminars (m). i. e. h=k+m 

Assuming that a lecture can be delivered to an audience of 200 or 
more (i. e, group size is not critical for lectures although 
accommodation, saving the deployment of educational tcchno'Loay, may 
be) then the average group size (g) now refers to seminar group size. 
Again, since the paramcters (k) W and (g) ri-lay vary by the leval of 
students a distinction could be drawli along these lilies too. Thus, 
with two level (say undercjraduates and postgraduates) Equation (1) 
might be rewritten: - 

kl +sm1 +k +s m l222 
91 g2 

.............. (3) 

t 

where subscripts 1 and-2 refer to first and higher degree students 
respectively. Equation 3 is similar to the rc1ation:, hip proposed by 
Legg ((3). 
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l3ottomley ct al(9) have put forward a more generalized version 
simile- to Equation (A) below which emphasizes the imporLance of the 
educational strategy dept(-ved reflected in the pattern of different 
types of meeting: - 

IM' 
T .................. (ý) 

t 

where hij = average number of formal tuition hours per week received 
by each type of teaching meeting i in the jth year of 
the course; 

sj = number of students enrolled in year j of the course; and 

gij = maximum size of each type of meeting; in the jth year of 
the course and the meeting types are analysed under the 
following classification: - 
Lectures; Exercise Classes; Discussion Classes; 
Seminars Or Small group discussion; Tutorials; 
and Practice-Classes or Laboratories. 

The University of Lancaster CERI-CECD research group(lo) in determ- 
ining tý. eir teaching load have developed a model which takes account 
of' lecture and seminar preparation and post-rr7orten. time as well as 
the actual formal student-teacher contact time and have derived a 
relationship roughly similar to Equation (5): - 

k(1 + p) + Sm (1 + q) + su 
T=qr............ (5) 

t 

Where p= average preparation time hours per week per lecture; 

q= average preparation time hours per week per seminar; 

r= average number of seminar repeats per week per member of 
staff; and. 

u= average post-mortem time per student per week 
However', they experienced difficulty in collecting data on 
krer>aration times and concede that a teacher's esýiinata of these 
'night be more a mcasure of his experience than of his industry. 
Insofar as it is difficult to obtain reliable data . on preparation 
and post-mortem times directly, it seems preferable to allow for them 
indirectly as a part of the reciprocal of (t) - the average formal 

,, -Class contact of a fte teacher. 

A survey by the OECD Centre for Educational Research and innovation 
of universities in member countries based on the Legg forrula 
(approximately to Equation (3)) revealed the info=iation tabillated in 
Table 3 (overleaf). An analysis of variance(ll) of the data support- 
ed the contention that each subject field has its own peculiar 
pedagogical problems and the teaching and learning environmunts 
developed (as reflected in NW and (m) TLt any rate) will be much 
influenced by subject field. 

In the Spring Term of 1970 a similar survey of all further education 

collogos with 50 6orcent or more of their work at A, and A2 l1vOl 

was comiIiissioned by the Pooling Conunitt(le. The data was collected 

under ten broad subject classifications and analysed according to 
t1lo equation (1) to reveal for each institution the factors (g) (11) 

(t). The rcspcinnse rate %, )as high but, 'unfortunately, an under- 
given hy the Pooling Committec to the institiLitiolls, and 

pyoviding the data hass pxc-vented the puJilicatior, of 
t-. 1-1c,. re. sults. vlhat is known is tliaL Oicie were fairly %, 7ido 
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disper-sions aroun(l, means for each Of tho faCtl-Drs; tho P, tttorll 

jc, ct. 7, Y.,, U. (, cLc(! U, (-! acro!; f; ý; ubj 
waro consistent. ly high(. -i. Wid (q) wi:; cc))-t!; iýAoliLly lowor; and Lll(-- 
analysis ai-Tarcatly sul , -, portcd the makin(j of a !,, ro. acl , Iistirction 
between laboraLory-basud (o. q. -. cj. (2ncc! anol tr-ýchnoloýjy etc. ) and 
cla! -; sroom-based (c. g. humanities and -ocial scionci-, s ctc. ) disciplin- 

es. 

The Uses and Limitations of Staffing Formulae 

The first and most obvious use of academic staffing formulae such as 
those defined above is that they provide a basis for resource 
provisi-on. However, whilst individual institutions (Loughborough 
University for example) may apply such formulae to assess internal 

allocatio'ns, at a national level the distribution of academic staff 
resources continues on the basis of staff to student ratios. 

A second use of sýaffing formulae, which follows directly from the 
previous paragraph, is that they form ý basis for data collection 
which can be used to support staTf student ratio'targets. The 
recently introduced targets for advanced further education were 
(presumablv) based ori-the data analysis of the 1970 survey. If staff 
student I ratio norms are based on historical ineasures of central 
teiidency then care is needed to ensure that the data is collected in 
a reasonably stable-state situation or that it is continuously 
updated, or, preferably, both. In the Spring Term of 1970 polytech- 
nics were newly established z,. nd, arguably, in a, period of rapid 
change and development. Insofar as SSRs are a function of (g) (h) 
and (t) and these, in turn, reflect the educational strategy 
deployed, it might be argued that norms based on yesterday's 
behaviour were a poor guide for tom. orrowls provision and that, say, 
national commuttees charged with identifying future optimum pedagog- 
ical practice, were to be preferred. fioaever, even if it was poss- 
ible to obtain a ri,, easure of agreement from academics on cptilnuni 
teaching and learning onviror-iments, the resultant standardization of 
practice would be at odds with the British tradition in education. 
There is nothing particularly golden about the mean and if all 
institutions wore forced towards it the result could well he a 
trixb-ph of mediocrity. 

At institutional. and sub-institutional level staffing formulae 
provide a means of self-analysis and a guide for future action. 
Faced with specific staff student ratio tzrgýts they can be used 
internally to examine some of the cost aspects of alternative 
educational strategies. From such utterances as they have made on 
the topic this would appear to be the use that the Pooling Committee 
have in mind for Formula (1). This tactic of allocating resources 
at the centre via an overall staff student ratio and allowing 
institutions to discover their own roads to salvation has the merit 
that it allows for flexibility and, hence, creativity in teaching 
and learning methods at course level. Pressure in the form of staff 
student ratio targets may prompt a search for alternative, less 
labour intensive and may be educationally superior ways of achieving 
the learning objectives i. e., it may 

' 
prove to be an effective change 

agent; whereas pressure in the form specific targets for (g) (h) and 
(t) might well at). ophy the system in the form of prcscnt, or worse, 

past pedagogical. practice. on the other hand, BottoInly (It al(12) 
have demonstratea that, as far as Bradford University is concerned, 
supporting expansion with a constant staff student ratio could 
result in moro staff being allocated than were necessary to maintain 
existing average clasfý-cont: lct loads. Therefore, they recommended 
that considty. -, tion be given to using a teaching commitmont rathe-r 
than a staff student ratio in calculating the extra staff 11ccossary 
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to support the expansion of student numhurs. 

The Bradford exercise is particularly interesting in that. it 
illustrates the use of staffing formuliie to invei-, tigate the potential 
econom. ies inherent in various educational strategies. They --tudied 
the eli. ects of varying various parameters on cost per studcnt via a 
staff co-st inclex (SCI): - 

SCI - x. 1.1 . 100 
P 

t. s 
p. 

x. M 
q 

t. s 
q 

= 
g"sq 

100 ........................ (6) 

Ms 
qp 

- where x= Average salary per-member of staff; 

M= The number of meetings = h... s. /g. 
, 

from equation 
iJ 1J (4) 

s= The number of students enrolled; 

p .= 
The original situaticn; and 

q= The new situation. 

Wit! ) regard to the economies arising from the expansion of stur3ents 
they hold the pattern and types of mectings, the tuition loads, and 
the teaching loads constant (i. e. the Miality of the teaching inputs 
to the educational process was unimpaired) and discovered that, over 
the eight d7epartnicnts investigated the SICI fell beti.,, cen 52 percent 
and 82 percent with an approxi! -, iate doubling of enrol, -zent. This 
result is due to the potential economies inherent in the open-ended 
(in terms of the numbers of full-time equivalent students) lecture. 
However, the extent to which a class can grow , jithout diminishing the 
educational effectiveness of the teacher is a moot point. Tho impor- 
tance of an abun0ance of small class teaching is nevertheless not yet 
proved. 
'Naturally, it is harder to teach more students than it is to teach 
less, but t: h-- prevalent ideas about this subject are scarcely based 

-on xational analysis. Sonn tjrnc? ago a colleague and X studied tj2e 
matter briefly and intervieved a good many teacher-- and other 
educators. We concluded that, according to our inforv&-Ints, the 
optinium size of any class is three less than are in it, and we cari., e 
away with the impression that each teachor can nam-c tl2e three ho 

wants out. t (13) 

Some Questions Reeding Answers 

If an organization wishes to operate effectively and efficiently it 

will seek that combination of activities and allocation of resources 
which maximizes its objective function. 11b move to%.., ards this state 
it mu-st, firstly, he agrecd on its targets; sccoiidly, it muot bo able 
to -. t)cci[y and incasure its inputs, imi--ýJiate oui-puts aild b1timate 
im), zxts, on tho vider society; ar. d, thirdly, it must be able to defil-13 
its proc-csses aiid establish the relatioushi. l. ) belu., ceii its inputs and 
outputs. As far as educati. oiial iiistitutions, are co., icerned they are 
solne %., ay C)ff Such a Complete spcýAfication of th(ýI. r productioi-, func. - 
tion. mont of the work done So It,: hii:.; been in the area of j), puts 
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auic3 teaching ýrocc::: _, c: and tiic major attention has focus sca on the 
dop]. oycnent of academic staff. 

The acad, --inic staffing fo-. iiulao discu.,. sc(] above have implicitly 

definc--d output in terms of (.,; ) the nuidDcrti of full. -tinv-, Stud(, MtS. 
Moreover they have taken as the system'L cl)jectives either maintain- 
Ing constant the academic staff cost pcýr full-time student, or 
(hopefully) minimizing this cost or m. ax! i: d-. ing the full-time student 

throughput for a given level of academic staff expenditure. The 

studies h4vc demonstrated som, -ý of the economic coi- se-que rice s of 

particular learning and teaching environri, ents as reflected in the 

pattern and sizes of formal staff student meetings and teaching and 
tuition loads. The economic effects of the implied trade-offs 

between academic staff on the one hand, and technician staff, space 

and equipincrit on the other, have yet to be e:, -plored; as have the 

educational con sequo rice s- of alternative pedagogical. strategies from 

the traditional mix of staff supervized lectures, tutorials and 
laboratories at one end of the spectrum to the svad(ýnt-orientatcd 

prograimried learning and resource-centre based enviro"ri-ment at the 

other. We know that an increase in the average class size and a 

reduction in students' tu-ition loads will lead to savings in 

academic staff but will he the effects on exai-iriinaticn pass--rate4 

studcats' wastage rates and stu(lents' ultimate employability? If the 

quality'of the educational process and its outputs is to be maintain- 

ed how far would savings i. n acadcmic staff need to bz! offset by 

increased investment in technician staff, library facilities and the 
hardware and soft%.., are of educzýtional technology? Can we identify 

and meaningfully categorise the alternative learning and teaching 

strategies? How much will they cost and what effects, if any, will 
they have on outputs? Can i.., c agree on tll-. (, - recognition of the 

system's outputs? Is the output merely the number of full-time 

students; or is it the number of succesýý. ful graduates; or yet is it 

the purpose of an educational institution to maximize the lcarn. ing 

gain as mcasurod, say, bv the differenco Y; c. t,..: ecn noints on an 
A-lovel. scale at entry and class of degree at exit? Is a college 

effective if both its examination pass-rates and its contributions 
tO gl7aduate u-, (, i-. ipl-ymcnt arc high? We have hinted at some of the 
difficulties of constructing performance indicators on the education- 

al and economic planes, how then do we begin to recognize the 

system's contributions on the cultural and social fronts? These are 

a few of the many questions which need ultimately to he answered or 

at least attempted. 

It is likely that large parts of the system will not he susceptible 
to quantification in the normal sense but hcpefully 'subjective 
Judgements may be ordered and caýporisod even when they cannot be 
placed on a calibrated scale. ' U What is important is that we 
attempt to sort out those areas which carl be quantified to leavo 

expo! ýcd those part! ý which canncot for discu,:. sion by all the interested 

parties. Even if we could specify the relatiorship hetween inputs 

and outputs preciscly we would still have to make jiidgcnC-nts o,, the 
scale of activity and the levels of resource allocation: - 

'Flow much money should be allocated to a pro, arrmie depends on what 
outputs and effectiveness woulA cmerge if vaYious amounts were to 
be spc-int -a question of fact. - and on what increments in output and 
effectiveness the decision-makors feel are worth the extra money -a 
question of taste. How much output or effectiveness nhould be sought 
depends on ho-a expenditures would clizuige if various levels of output 
or cf-Coctiveness, vicre to be !; ought -a nLitter of fact - and on which 
inci: ewents in expci,, Iiturcsý tl,, -, dlecision-r. tkcr fecl.,; zire(ýu!; tifivd by 
the extra output of effcctiv(. ý), oss - it inatter of ta! Ac. ' 5) 
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, rho staffing furamlae for Idgher education devulopuO in Wi UK ill 

recent years kno Mal in vwqcnw!, in to increa! ýin(j 
to COI)L' with nure with Was Moro rusources. They ha%, e oilly 
part of tlie total system and to that extent they may have up 
witli sub-optirlal answers. 110',,. Ievcr, thcy j-)rovide u2; eful cotic(-pLual 
franieworks for turther research zjicl dt2volopmv-, jit. 

The Immediate Position 

The fqregoing survey has attempted to trace the development of thought 
on. performance measures in higher education. However, at this point 
in time, polytechnics are confronted with a problem of strategic and 
tactical dimensions: how to react to the Pooling Ccminittoe 
recommendations. Much as one may dislike or welconic the document, it 
seeins td us that it is impossible to ignore it. At one level, its 
acceptance by LEAs and Coverning Bodies obviously determi-nes the 
global staffing which will accru,: - to the institution, and if one 
faculty is hopelessly over the top in terms of its staff student 
ratio, the potential for growth of other facultJNs is likely to be 
seriously curtailed. If the concept of the norm factors is, accepted 
and investigated witbin an institution, the repercussions are likelly 
to be even more profound in terms of the questioning of tho way in 
whi 

' 
ch the learning process is set up; the deploymOnt of staff; 

processes of ii, ýarketing courses etc. Those who claim to be ignoring 
the document or dismissing it as beiAg unwortthy of attention are, in 
fact, doing nothing. of the sort: they are merely accepting the 

, 
global ratios set out (1: 7.5-8.5, and 1: 9.2-10.2) and not implement- 

ling anything else. Staff student ratio, of course, is not a new 
concept or practice, either for planning staff establisl-Lnents or for 
control purposes. It is subject to the usual changes of creeping 
incrementalinni, of course, which may be levelled against any budget 
based on forward projections froin the status quo. 

Thus, the Pooling Corinittoe's recommendations on staff student ratio 
bands based an equations (1) and (2) above have caused the polytech- 
nics to recalculate their staff studt? nt ratios according to the new 
fonaulac and to compare their positions with the nornLs. It is too 
early to assess the preciL; c nature of subsequent decision-making but 
two distinct groups of reactions are likely - those based on problem- 
resolution through devices which are primarily cast oricntated; and 
those based on producing more favourable cost effects through a 
thorough-going analysis of educational objectives and alternative 
learning strategies and teaching models. Iri the short-run it is 

probable that the former reaction will be in the ascendancy 
exhibiting the following characteristics: 

The substitution of capital (equipment etc. ) for labour. 
The substitution of student initiative for staff stipervision 
(technicians/clerical), 
The substitution of low cost labour for high cost labour (teaching 

s týa ff 
An increase in the intensity of labour utilization. 
The non-filling of acadenlic staff vacancies and the re-education and 
subsequent redeployment of staff in. other related disciplines and 
departments. 
A closer look at the efficiency of the marketing function with a 
possible change in priorities, e. g. a search for full time equivalent 
student-warthy courses and incroased enrolments in low co-, t (in terms 

of academic staff) subjects. 
A curtailment of the opt3. on ranon- in courses. 

In themselves, each of these are perfectly valid activities, since 
they attack an imnx: diato problem by -'ttempl; ing to rcd'_ic,! staffincj 
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co., -: 
ts ancl increa!; e student ni,: iihei: s, and i, t is ari. iu, 0jlc tlhaL polytech- 

nics ought'to have been striv. ing Ift(-, )-' t'-uch vconwdes anywzy, %-, -ith 
t or wi. t,. ()ut the stiviulus of the Pooling Cmný. mitA. ec. -. ! lc)%-: (! ver, in the 

position of reacting to zuý imul(-Cli-atc problem, it 'would-l-'e unfo)-tw"ate 
if precipitate action, justifiable in cost tcrms, neglected ot-. hor 

si(pificant factors. In particular. 

r1lie primary aim must be to maintain-. and extend the academic 
excellence and social. responsiveness of the institution. 

2. Any st4ffing adjustments require it humane and supportive 
personnel policy. 

3. Staf 
, A' wi th minagerial responsibi 1i ties, ought to be inc-luced with 

the Incentive to be cost-conscious and economic in their planning 
and deployment of staff (consistent of course, with their 
educatiorial goals) . Staff who design and run courses are making 
vari-ous types of decision. - but it is debatable whether resource 
consunption is a factor high in their minds. At present, there 
are no such incentives, and it is not ýhe purpose of this paper 
to consider them. Howcýver, the notion 'of cost centres i., ithin 
departments has something to ccr,. jT,. (-ncj it. 

4. To facilitate 2 and 3 -there should be an increased investment in 
attempts to establish: a finer dofinition of output than the 
ntunbers of full-time equivalent students, and the extent to which 
it is possible to make sub-, titution in input and the relationship 
between inputs and outputs. 

The Future 

It is one, thing to tear apart the attempts to Bottoinley, Delany, and 
others, to develop an analytical system; we are all conscious of the 
pitfalls. It is rather more difficult to be more constructive, and 
it is the contontion of the authors that the problem needs to be 
approachcd thus; 
establish the nature of the educational objecti'ves of one's 
activities, in hchavioural terins; 
identify a range of alternative instructional and learning models 
which %,,, ould enable these objoctives to be fulfilled; 
cost these alternatives; 
select 

, 
that which offcred the optimuin in ternis of erlucational 

benefits and resource consunption. 

The accornpanying Appendix indicates a range of such alternatives, 
principally drawn froin lunerican sources, 16 and not at. all complete. 
(it oinits reference to the Keller Plan, for instance., which is 

-finding appropriate application in the UK). Clearly, a considerable 
act of judgement has to be made at the conclusion of the analysis; 
in educational decision-making it was cvcr thus. llowever, the 
Judgement is clearly directcd primarily towards educationally-baz; ed 
alternatives, not cost-based alternatives. 

One of the fears of the authors in thc current situation is that 
analyticzil experiments will be rejected out of hzind. This is 
di.,; turhiiig for two reasons. First, it is gonten0ed that this is a 
process N-: 11ich vie must go through to find out more about our-, elve-, 
and what ve are doing. if we can learn fi: oi,, i the.,; c, experii,. ients and, 
find a mothod that satisfies a series of acceptable criteria, a great 
deal will have been achioved, but the criteria nceds a great deal of 
thrashincl out first. Second, nobbins a nuint-or of -his assumpt- 
ions on the manatgew. cnt and government cf 1', ighor education on the 

1-11. "'his invulved not-ion of the Sci. f-floverniny I 
fr(.,, _, dom, but al., ýo responr; ibilitic's, oilv of Which wasý to 
re-ý; onrceý-, carefully and effectively. In the st. i. c. tchinq cf illfant. 
Winqn, Polyt(--ulilics woula lit! well advised not to 1'. ýe too arro(j. -ait or 
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C i. n,. -. k-nsitive of exterrial. pol-Cept. Lon: -', loy 

ýT,,. 'lvý, T)!. 's ot If we reject 

a scries of plziiiiiii(j (J, -, vj. (-CLi, do riol: havc 'm ObIj, jIttioll to 
produce one of olar own? 

1 1: 

"e' 

14 
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Figure 2: hltenºativc i n;; t ruc i icna]. iiocl-1s- 

1 Convcntiona1 Modal 

"I Traditional nAx of ltctures, tutoriaj. s, lab. %-., ork. 
Common course for all stud-imts moviiig at sa-!. c, speed. 
Gtýnerally: High priced lahour coiisLmiption (low use of support 

staff) . 
Passive studonts. 
Intensive for staff and students. 
Capital a supplem, -, ýnt for labour, not a substitute. 
Poor use of equipment. 

. 
Quality questionable - inefficient use of individual 
time. 
No incentive to learn. 
Incentive to pass. 
Fragmented uSc of time. 

2 Ruml Model 

Emphasis on large lecture groups for ý course, supplemented by 
intensive tutorials. , 
Generdlly: Concentration of academic offerings into major areas 

of excellence. 
Considerable reduction of smaller courses and options. 
Labour productivity high, but also reduced loads. 
Star lecturers, + pastoral academics + assistants 
(C + Burnham! ) --alary savings. 
Capital costs lowtor - larger rooms 
Higher utilization of teaching and library facilities. 
Lowerinstructional costs. 
Quality Unclear: Complaints of large classes 4 
impersonality. 
h1o, active encouragement of fringe, subjects. 

3 Progrimrncd . 
i. ndopendent study model 

Broad-frare syllabus within which student pursues tailcy-P.,. adc, 
prograw. me. 
Considerable latitude for students - lecturex. a xesource contre/ 

consultant. 
This would replace ý existing curriculum. 
Genexally: Savings in staff. 

Role change for staff. 
More courses possible with same staff 
Less capital cost for classrooms - moxe for individual 

work sPace. 
Considerable potential for raising quality of 
instruction. 
Active students. 
But - students unable to ta%e respc)nsibility rejected? 
or increased indlvldual superviE; ion time which would 

negate savings. 



Figure 2: (Continued) 

4 )3akan Nodal 
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Compressed + unstructured curriculum + extensive- use of tutori-, als. 
Arrangement of curriculum so that. 'tutorials used without unduc 
cost. 
Student free to select from a list of courses + dcvclo,,: ) individ- 
ual plan of study per term. 
Staff free to decide own role + frequoncy of activities, for 

determining student assignments; 
review progress; 
evaluate results. 

5 Kieffer Model 

Creation of courses based on 
programmed learning and instructors; 
students selection of p, ýce of work; 
sequential phases (with instructions, assignm. ents 
etc. ); 
learning resource centres. 

Independent study base differing from 3&4 in that 
it requires heavy prepiration by staff: 1 year in 
advance; 
staff must be experienced in learning behaviour; 
major investments must be made in software and 
hardware; 
major investments must be made in support staff; 
individual staff are denied much creativity in actual 
operation of programmes. 

Effects of increased labour productivity; 
increased labour savings (by capital substitution); 
more integrated courses; 
maximizinq learning momentuin; 
behavioural objectIves for courses; - 
teaching students how to learn effectively. 

sumrmry 

Instructional Labour Capital Labour Relative Rel. cost Rel. 
Model costs costs intensity 'Labour of quality 

product-- outputs of 
ivity outputs 

Conventional H .4 H m mi m 

Ruml VH m H V11 ML m 

Programmed 
indep. study 11 m m H m MH 

Balkan H m H ML H mil 

Kieffer H H m 11 11-VH M11 
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DISCUSSION 

The principal issues arising were as follows: 

Dr Jones, Bolton Corporation 
I cannoý lidlp feeling that the whole issue is being made consider- 
ably mo,. e 6oinplex than it need be. Educational planning, as has been 
indic'ated, primarily requires a policy stated in clear, unequivical 
terms. It seems that the whole debate around the rooling Committee 
activities: has produced a massive smol-escreen, designed to cloud the 
issues, not expose them. The purposes of the documont itself are 
unclear and, in fact, cuments. one is the ricinoran- there are two do, 
dtun issued by the Pooling Comm-ittee to LEAs referring to explicit 
staff to student ratios for the two qroups of norm bands for class- 
room and laboratory based facilities respectively. We can argue 
about them, but they a-re defined. The second document, the psyched- 
elic book, is the one which has produced the confusion. It has 
impossed false measures of quantity, and iqnored aspects of qUality. 
The problem is that one can spend considerable time on this measure- 
ment, and it will take one no way forward in policy planning. 

Furthermore, the emphasis on linking staff allocations to student 
hours is inflationary, and encourages overteaching, to inflate 
student hours, and thus obtain more st -aff. 

T Burgess, North East London Polytechnic 
I also feel that the whole thing is being made very mystifying %,., hc-, n 
it is actually rather simple. V'e can leave aside the pooling 
Committee's dacunncnt, whichever version we choose, because the staff 
to student ratio does not depend on any factors. It depends on the 
num. ber of stuOents and the number of staff. A government may 
to say that i-., hen higher education expands it must do so with fcwer 
staff per student. A polytechnic may say that in or. der to serve the 
community it %-., ill tako on more students than other polytcchnics take 
on with that nixr. )-, c-r of staff. How can either of those things be 
affected by all these elaborate calculations contained in the P, 3pCr 
or Pooling Committee document? FurthermlOre; how can we proceed if 
we regard student places as an output of our system? 

Response by JL Davies 

Can we first respond to the question of simplicity and comple-xity. 
We have observed in the pz)pc--r a situation where various 1)eot--)J. c have 
been attempting to analyse what the factors are which are like ly to 
determine the requirements of staff within a polytechnic. IL Phus, it 
is apparent to us that the norm formula is being used both for 
planning and diagnosis, and this is clearly one of the sources of 
confusion. In the diagnostic situation., people have begun to look 
at the lcarning process in higher education anO at how the learning 
process has been set up. The learning process, it is conteri6tud by 
various people who are quotcd in the paper, has been set up pres-'LLIi- 
ably with some educational assiunptions and objectives. - 13ut soli'le 
learning situationý-*, appear to be more costly Lhan otl'iers as a result 
of the i-,, ay in which one . %? orhing wock for the studenL is evolved in 
terrcs of the way in %-., hich students are- timutabled eyeball co cychall. 
Rolative cofýtlinosýý of cou):, --es, may be a result of Lho high amount of 

st-aff actually ! ýpcnd in a toaching -situation, or the fact 
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that on(-, may have a Iarge numbor of ý; mall v., orki. ng rj): Oi1ps,. Fach of 
these fzictors is likoly to mean that staff con, -. uwption, is hicjh, and 
thereforc resource consumption will rise in cstim. ute t01-01s. These 

are the fincUngs of all the various re! ýearchers which vie. have 

analysed within the main docuri,, ent and Profcs, ý, or Bottomley's paper 
also demonstrates this. Now it is of - course true that if one is 

concerned with planning future projcctions of staff, the conventional 
staff to student ratio is perfectly adequate. If on thtN other hand 

one is trying to diagnose area-, of inefficiency in resource consimip- 
tion, the norm factors are more useful. Certainly, it becomes more 
complicated. Would we argue that polytechnic-, are simple institu- 
tions anyiýay? Complexity coires from the problem itself. 

Presumably we all have our own methods of allocating resources 
between dopartments. In my experience, few polytechnics do not hava, J- 
as one of their criteria the extent to which departments are over or 
understaffed, and this is usually assessed against some ratio or 
another. This is normally tempered by the natural urge to make 
resources available to enable develcpmdnts to take place before 
student nuitibers have been produced, and I see nothing in the Pooling 
Committee document which prevents this. What I would say is that 
the excellent original analysis of abnormal factors, which explained 
variations from the norm, has been omitted from the final document, 
which quite clearly detracts from its appeal. 

I 
Mr Burgess criticized our using provision as a form of output or as 
a result of the educational organization's activities. In my view, 
the term output is far too simple a term since it has been used to 
contain many different concepts, which need separating. The Poly- 
technic, as I see it, takes in raw resources of finance, space# 

. 
equipment, staff,. and converts these into an integrated provision of 
student places, which can 1-, o ineasured in teri-, is of quality, quantity, 
location and type. The student then makes a behavioural response to 
this provision by dociding to use the facilities or not, and this 

can beassessed in terms of involvement, wastage, dropout, etc. 
Furthermore, his response may he improved as a result of the 

provision. As a result of being improved, there may well be a 
longer term impact, both on himself and society at- large. 

If'we are interested in using this model for planning or assessment 
purposes, it is important to try to detect casual relationships 
Setweeri these thre 

*e 
elements, and, this requires considerable social, 

economic and pedagogical information. I would, of course, entirely 
accept the point that it is a deviýce to test whether a, policy aiin 
(impact) is capable of being fulfilled by a host of subsidiary 
activities, and not a su. bsti. tute for them. 

D Birch, Loughborough University 
Essentially, the Pooling ComrAttee docunient aside, there are two 

ways-of looking at staffing establishnent. The traditional way is 

the staff to student ratio; the more students you have the riare 

staff you are entitled to. The alternative way of deciding upon a 
staffing establishiient is to look. at. the teaching colm-AtiTlent, where 
it does not necessarily follow in those circuiistanc6s that you, with 

an increase of stueents, should got a proportionate increase in the 

number of staff required to cope aith them. Instead, it may be the 

function of the three factors identified. It depends where you want 
to start. What cannot be dismis. sed is that resour 

' 
ce s in higher 

education are liriiitekl, and fliat cost-effectivenerls, if practi: lcd 
syinpathetical-ly within the institution,. should be to everyone's 
advantage, including the student. 
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14 Garnhnn, Polytochn1c. of Central Luz), Iun 
I would like to offer a slightly alternative interpretation of the 
purpuse of this exercise. it is characteri, "Ac of analytical 
technique-_; that they are coipplex. The purposue Of th0-CC); T! J_)1C_XitY is 
actually to fog the issues. it is a political device used to disguise 
the real. con. flict of interest in a situation. Now I think we have a 
real conflict of interest in higher education at the moment. On one 
hand there are institutionalized teachcrs with a large body of people 
who have, coii-ýparatively speaking, a comfortable life and good 
salaries výhic 

,h 
they wish to protect, and this is perfectly understand- 

able. C)n the other hand vie have had a series of governments who have 
been commnittLd to an ideology of education which says "Education is 
a good thing; ý2e must have more of it but the trouble is we cannot 
pay for it. " In fact education, particularly higher education, 
protects a hierarchical and devisive social structure, but govern- 
ments cannot openly discuss this situation because electoral pressures 
would tx-- so colossal. Therefore both sides have an interest in 
putting up a smokescreen of jargon to disguise the real conflict of 
interests. The jargon will continue, in fact it will grow, until the 
conflict of interests 1)urst open. 11, he sooner these conflicts are 
discussed openly the bet, ýer for all of us. 

D Reeley, Department of Education, Dubl-in 
I feel we arc, neglecting one important pctrt of the paper. in order 
to attain cortain objectives there are various strategies that can 
be adopted. In education we must be prepared to lcok at alternative 
inodels and alternative modes of oneration, as the paper indicates. 
I would think that one of the problems in this exercise is to 
evaluate the relative quality of the alternatives postulated and to 
select appropriate criteria. 

�I.. - 

Response by JL Davies .1 

The particular examples of learning methodolocfies quoted are taker 
from davelopinents in liberal arts colleges in the United Statess. 
In state government they were fa(: ed with the same sort of 1., roblem.: 3 as 
we are now, namely, the attempt to impose c; ome Sort of StaffIng and 
efficiency controls from the outside. The criteria used included the 
eXtent -to which they fulfilled educational objectives in relaticn to 
student needs; labour costs; labour productivity; capital. costs 
(space wid equipment) an-ong others. I am interested in the altern- 
ative learning r%ethodology approach because iý starts from educational 
policy promises, rather than the demands of economic crises -a 
rather more convivial starting point! 

Nevertheless, let us not forget that politically we have an iiiur. ediate 
situation iri polytechnics where we have to decide what we are going 
to do as a matter of tactics, in response to the Pooling Committec! 
Document. Numerous options are open: You could tear the whole thing 
up and have nothing to do with it. I have not seen any polytechnic 
authority which has, despite the bold words uttered in this debate! 
What we tried to identif, in the paper were quite differont responses, 
some are cost solutions, others stc--mi from'a basically educational 
orientation, and I am not particularly defending one of these 
re-sponses against the other. I would prefer, naturally, to start 
from the prciýAse of the, alternative learning mcthodologieF; des. cribed 
in the paper, which stem from policy and arque, costs from there. 
But it cannot be denied that, arising from this parLic6lar doctullent 
and its implications, a n=iber of institution: -. way be havinrl to 
think about th-Li-igs like identifying f; tudunt need, staff redclJoymcnt 
and doveloi., riont in particularly difficult areas in a rore accclerat-L-d 
man, nor thnn they wotild have liked' Not evury consequonce of this 



movement is necessarily evil. 31 

In many wAys we have a reaction %-,, hich one finds in any professional 
sector. If C(2rtairl avj1, -w; jy. -d cluestions are ciý, kcd by external agencies, 
we tend to put up defencos. and argue, tl-io irrelcvance and i9norancc of 
the external ag-, nt. I think we would be U11WiSC to jLICI(J(.! this thero- 
fore on emotional grounas, and very unWise to put up the barricadbs 
to prevent a thorough examination of our management practices. 
Failure to recognize the force of environmental opinion and public 
accountability could be damaging in the long term. 

ß 

"r 
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APPENDIX 2.3. 

"A NOTE ON ACADEMIC STAFFING FORMULAE" 

by BIRCH, D. W. and CALVERT, J. R. 
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PLUS 

"ACADEMIC STAFFING SCHEMES RECONSIDERED 

A COMMENT" 
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Derch W Birch A REVIEW OF ACADEMIC STAFFING FORMULAE 

and 
jobn R Calvert, 

Uniyei, sity of 
Tecliziolo, -, y, 

Loughborough 

ý 
1ý 

Abstract 

A number of recent studies in the UK have developed academic staffing 
formula, on the basis of the institution's teaching conimitnl--nt rather than 
Its recruitrrient of students. We review these formulaca and examine their 
uses and limitations and conclucle that they are useful more as situation 
analysis tools than as resource allocation devices 

Introduction 

Ile largest single element in most educational litidgets is academic staff. 
Therefore, in the context of the increasing dernand for education, the 
questions of how to calculate the total requirement for academic staff and to 
allocate this nationally between cumpeting institutions and departments 

within institutions is of sonic importance. The traditional academic staff 
resource allocation and control device in collcges of education and tiniversitics 
Is the student staff ratio. jn further education the complex pattein of student 
attendance and the high incidence of part time teachers had led to staffing 
on the basis of stt, (Icnt hows at the various levels of work and divisors which 
reflect the "understandings" on the agreed "class contact" of the various 
grades of staff appropriate to ilic5c levels of work. However, the Pooling 

s 1Or adva ced further Committee has recently recommended staffhig norin n 
education in the form of student staff ratios. 

Lacking any agreement on real output measures educatiouists have tended to 

argue that the quality of the learning and teaching process can be measured 
by the inpias to the system and, in particular.. by reference to the largest 
input the tcaching staff. Intuitively one supposes that small classes arc 
better educationally than large ones, but, whilst some direct and personal 

"Memorandum frorn the Pooling Committee on Sludent/Staff Ratios 
for Advanced Level Work in Polytechnics and Colleges of Further 
Education": distributed by Association of Edtcation Committees in 
August 1972: 

"Laboratory -based subjects" 7.5 -8.5 
"Classroom -based subjects" 9.2 -10.2 
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V. 

contact between teacher and student is important, the case for an abundance 
of small group teaching is not yet proved. 

Since 2 number of items in the college budget seem to be pmitively correlated 
with the expenditure on academic staff, supporting an expansion of the service 
by a constant student staff ratio would tend to result in constant marginal costs . 
Underlying the debate on educational expendittoe, however, is a view that 
there are economics of scale to be had. No doubt inspired, in part at least, 
by the possibility of tappirg some of these a number of recent studies in the 
UK have analysed the factors which dqtermine the requirement for teaching 
staff in higher education. 

The Staffing Fqrrnulae 

All the investigatio-as' are agreed that the requirement for-acadernic staff is 
influenced by (a) the students' tuition, load; (b) the teachers' tcaching load! 
and (c) class sizes. One simplification of the re lationship would be: - 

T=S. h 
9t 

WhCre T the number Qf f, 411 time equivalent (ftC) Staff 

S the number of fte students 

g tile average group (class) size 

the average tuition load (formal tinne -tabled "teacher contact") 
hours/v., eeJ, /pveragc group (g) and 

the notional teaching load (formal tinic-tablcd "class contact") 
hours 1we e k/fte teacher 

whence the student staff ratio (S S11) is defined as:. 

gt (2) SSR 

Equations (1) and (2) form the basis of the poolilig CQmrnittee's recornmcndatiom 
on data collection and analysis for further education. 2 -Mey were also the 
basis. on which the Pooling Committee examined the staffing of advanced level 

2 See: V. J. Delany 1971 "Coýt Efficiency hi-licators in Further I'duc-ition" 

Association of Colleres of hirther'aiid Higher Education: and 
"Assessment of Ctirrictikir Activity and Miliýntion of Stiff Itesmuces in 

Polytechnics and H" Culloý,, cs" Councils and Education 1'ress 1972. 
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(first degree level -, nd above) work in polytechnics and collcges of FE, in the 
Spring Term of 1970 (the results of which presumably supported the student 
staff ratio "nornis" referred to in the first paragraph) and again tile Spring 
Term of 1973. 

The paranicteis h, g and t may be said to define, in part, a college's 
educational strategy. To some extent t is the result of agreements between 
the employers and the employees' unions but decisions on It and g arc, quite 
properly, institutional decisions within the province of the academics. Once 
h, g and t are set, and given s, then T the requirement for teaching staff 
follows. 

Plainly equation (1) is capable of improvement. In ', higher education at any 
rate there are occasions in most llcourýc" tinactabIcswhen the clais has no 
theoretical maximuni size: - accommcdation constraints apart, the "straight 
lecture can. oft--n be delivered as we'll to 400 or more students as it can to 
40 or 4. Con; cquently the total number of teaching hours provided per weeý 
(h) might be divided into hours given in the form of straight lectures (k) and 
hours given in smaller group situations called, for the saýe of a narne, 
seminars (in) i. e. li =k+m. The ayerage group size (g) nový, rcfers to the 

seminar grout) size. Thus with two levels (say undergraduates and 'postgraduates) 
equation (1) might be rewritten 

k'+ 1-1- 
m+k+ 'S-? m 

T=Ig, 
12 V- 22.0.... 

(3) 
t 

where subscripts I and 2 refer to first 2nd higher degree students iespectively. 
Equation (3) is sirniar to the' relationship pioposed by L2gg (1971). 

Bottomley et al (1971) have put forward a more gencialised version similar to 
equation (4) below which emphasLses the irnportance of the pattern of a whole 
range of meeting types - lectures, seminars, tutorials, laboratories, etc- 

T_h, i . Sj/. g1i 

wliere hij = average number of formal tuition hours/week received by each 
type of teaching meeting i in the jth year of a programme of study 

S) number of students enrolled on the jth year of a programme 
of study and 

gij maxinnui n size of each type of mceting i in the jth year of a 

programme of study. 

The University of Lancaster CERI-OECD ic * SC2rch group (M. C. Simpson et 
al 1971) developed a model which takes account of Iýcture nnd seminar 

preparation and "r-3st-mortern" time as well as the actual timetabled student- 
teacher- Contact time and derived a relatiowhip roughly similar to 

equation (5)! 

T= lc(14p) +Zm (145) a su (5) 

T t. 
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.- 

-whcre average preparation thne hoU'-:; /Wf ch /lecture 

-average preparation time hours/week/seminar; 

average number of seminar "repeats" /week/ 
member of staff; and 

average post-mortem time /student/week. 

They experienced difficulty in ccllcctng data on preparation times and 
conceded that a teachers' estimate of these might be more a measure of his 
experience than of his industry. Insofar as it is difficult to obtain reliable 
data on preparation and post-mortem times directly it seems preferable to 
allow for them indirectly as a part (along with administration and research) 
of the reciproca I of t. 

The implications and ]it-nitations of th, ý formulae 

The student staff ratio suggests that the basis for staffing is the number of 
students - an increase in students should be followed by a proportionate 
increase in staff. Mc staffing formulac described above, on the other hand, 
suggest that the bass for determining and allocatirig teaching staff resources 
should be the timetabled teaching commitinent: an increase in students 
may not lead to a proportionate increase in the timetabled mcetinzs of 
students and staff, and, the rc fore, may not necessarily need to be supported 
by a proportionate increase in staff. For example the Bradford University 
group (ilottomly et al 1971 p. 125) wc! rc able to identify potential economics 
in academic staff in the ten "Courses" examined of between 52ý'ý '. nd 8250, 

with an approximate doubling of enrolment. Since the course structure 
(size, type and frequency of timetabled mectings) Yas held cowtant Oiese 

savings arose largely from taking fuller advantage of the straight Iccture. 

There is no doubt that the formulae highlight some-of the econornic 
consequences of particular learning and teaching strategies so far as these 
are reflected in the pattern and sizes of formal thnietabled meetings, and 
teaching and tuition loads. A cursory study of equation ()) reveals that we 
can effect economics in staff by increasing the average size and/or the 
teachcrs teaching load and/or by reducing the students' tuition load. 
However, what the equation does not reveal is what effect this will have on 
the quality of the process on, say, sttidents' wastage rates, their examination 
success rites, or their ultimate employability. If We are to m2intain the 
quality of the educational process (so far as this is measurable) how iar * 

would savings in teacher-, have to be balanced by increased expcriditore on, 
say, library spaces and the hardware and software of education ti-chnology? 

There is a conflderable and growin g body of opinion which supports the 
substitution of btudcuL initiative for teacher supervision but this does not 
imcan that the teacher is increasingly redundant. What it docýz me. 131 is that 
he's))cnds more thne thinking 2bout whaC how; and when-, and less time 

with "chall; and ta! W'. Professor Acl; off (1.968) argues that the objective of 
education is learning no, teaching and "tlic best ývay for a student to Icam a 
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well defined and recorded body of knowledge is to teach it to another. 
Therefore, he envisnges sinall grouln of studnnts oiganised inu. -I "learning 

ce)ls" sharing the responsibilities for teaýhing cach other. He did not 
thereby envisage the faculty disapp, -aring from the campus, rather they wou! d 
be busy preparing bibliographies and material to be learnt and availabln like 

the bool(s on the library shelves for consultation. In sum, savings in the 

students' tuition load have to be offset by a reduction in Vie teachers' teaching 
load consequent upon his being busy with other but equally important things: 
the result may be educationally superior but it does not necessarily result in 

savings in academic staff. 

Security of tenure mcals thit in the short run a college's tcaching staff is 
fixed) tile institution is, however, able to plan and effect in the 

parameters g, h and t. If we rearrange eqxiation (1) some of the economic 
consequelaces of this exercise are Identified: - 

t" 
T()=s................. (6) 

If In the short run T is constant any manipulation of g, t and h will produce 

a change in s. From a Co.; t viewpoint presuniably the onl7 changc we are 
Interested in is an increase in s, i. e equation (6) invitcs us to roaxinnise 
the nuinber of student places However, the purpose of education is not 
just to acconii-nodate studeits but to bring about some change in thern. 
Ultimately what we need to understand is the relationship, if zny, betwecn 

the various patterns of I inietabled ineetin7s of staff and studzilts, (and for 

that rnattcz the other inputs) and the economic, educational, cultural avid 

social "value added" to the students between their entiy and exit. The 

major features of the systein are illustrated in Figure I (See Page 
I 

77hus far attempts to ý. pccjfy tile oducatiou production function have 
Concentrated on the inputs and processcs. It is not easy to o'otain agreeiner,. t 

icc-tivcs and th. -refv7e, on the among educationists on thoir ainis and obj 
ldcritification let alone the inzasurenient or weighting of the outputs and 
benefits. Most progress has been made on tire' recognition of the economic 
impacts of education, but few would argue that increasing the students' 
lifetime earnings or the nation's GNT were the only, or even the major, 
purposes of further and higher education: the maintenance and enlargement 
of the stock of knowledge, the advancement of culture and the improvement 
of the "quality of life" arc! all claimed as lcgitimate rni-. sions. This being 
so It is unlihely that we shall ever be able to c; uantify the systom exactly, 
altho ugh in thue we may devise plausible wý: ighlings and ranhings of tile 
outputs and benefits. Nleanwhilc we niust be content with 11.1v*ial 'lid, 
therefore, Ilmsibly sub-optimal answers. 

Conclusions 

Plainly acadenlic staffing fonnulac will give us p-irtial answel's shice they 

are concerned with only part of the system. lu the short run, as indicated 
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Components of the Teaching System 

FIGURE I 
OBJECTIVES 
Educational 
Economic 
Cultural 
Social 
Political 

INPUTS PROCESSES OUTCOMES /OUTPUTS 

(i) Students: knowledge, (i) The Curriculum /Learning 

sjýills, aptitudes, attitudes, EnvironmAt: Provision of learning 

expectations at cntry: The pattern of fornialised opporlunities: "Places" 

so, cio/econonliC "incetirips". teaching and on an organised curriculum 
background. tuition loads Response --applications -ýN 

pcd; tgo7ical strategies Enrolment,. 

(ji) Staff: Academic, and tactics -e-2. from 

pedigogical, tradillonal mix of staff (ji) Short Term: Graduates 

administrative supervised lectures, Tiudents: 
skills, 

technical, managerial tutorials and labs at one aptitudes, attittides. 
competence and end of spectrill" to student expectations at exit- 
experience orientated programmed 
Expectations learning 

and resource (iij) I. onger Term: 

centre based environment Impacts on GNP/Life time 
(Iii) Physical Facilities-. - at the other Earnings: Ctil: ural and 

space, equipmcnt: - Soci aI "i'"C", io's 
learning, teaching, i) The . %ssessment/Licensing 

cultural, recreational mechanisms/criteria- 
assignments, tests, 

exams etc 

(iji) The "org. an4sation": 
Management structure 
+ process, "style 

+ "ethos", etc - 
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T. 

above, they talke one input, academic staff, and thvn via an analysis of 
parts of the pr*ocess (i c the pattern and sizes of timetabled niectings) they 
determine a second input, student places whIch is then implicitly defined as 
an output They ignore the trade-offs betwecri academic staff, on the on-3 
hand, and the other inputs - technician and administrative support, space and 
equipment, on the otber. and iniplicitly, relLgate research from a primary 
to a residual activity. The simple licad count of s: iýeat places, as an index 

of Outp, ut, avoids through lacý of hiio%vlcdge the complexities of "value added" 
measurement but it does recognisc sonic of the "consumption" aspects of the 

educational process 

The Bradford stuqy (Bottornly ct al 1971 p 125) strongly recommended the 

allocation of staff on a teacher co-mitincrit rather than a st"Ident staff ratio 
basis 

- It is possible that this tactic would encour2gc departments to ser up, 
their courses so as to inake the maxinnini use of the teacher inputs and would 
thus be self-defeating from the point of view of econoiny in this resource We 

would have thought it preferable to continue with the allocation of staff on 
the basis of the student staff ratio In the future it is probable that this ratio 
will become less favourable in terins of staff provision Faced with these 
pressures the departments might use the alternative stiffing formulac to 
examine the academic staff cost consequences of various patterns of tinletabled 

meetings ie the formulae are useful inore as situation analysis tools than 

as resource allocation devices Ultimately the "encouragemcnt" to extend 
the search for alternative ways of achieving the educational objectives 
(to substitute capital for labour, student initiative for teacher superviiion, to 

re-exarnine the pioposed extension of the option range and -. o on) cowes 
from a "worsened" studont staff ratio rather than the allocation of academic 
staff on the basis of a teaching conimitinent. 

r 
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DV Birch Comment 
211d 

R Calvert, It seems to us that Alan Crispin has missed the' point of our aTurncnt and, 

, 
Mniven. -. 4y of on re-rciding, our article, ive are not at all sure that -C succeeded in inalillg 
Technology, it. Our pos itior; was, and is, as follows: 

Loughborotigh 
We start with the premise that the system is interested in improving 

efficiency. 

2. Improved efficiency is achieved if an institution produces more outputs 
(graduates, research, public service or whatever) with the same inputs or a 
less than proportionate increase In inputs or, alternatively, mnintains the 

same outputs with fewer hil., uts. However, the measurement of output in 

education is sw; pect, so the system falls back on a stratepy of cost effective. 

ness: i. e. given two or more ways cj achieving an apparently identical 

output it chooses the least costly method. 

3. The murjor activity of education Is teaching: teachers am. the largest 

input to thin- activity and stitdcnts its "outcome": ignoring the difficulties of 

assessing the "quality" o4 both teachers and students, the cost effectivcness 

relationship bctwcen them is established by thc student staff ratio. 
I 

4. The centre - be it the Treasury or the DES via the UCC, the Advanced 

Pool, or individual LEA's - may achieve economies in thi5 activity by 

operating on the staff student ratio. 

S. This does not mean that stu, ýcnt nunibcr and teaching commitment 
models- are inappropriate in assessing the equity of staff allocatioiLs between 
departments within an institution. On the contrary we believe Lhese formulac 
(whether expresscd a4: ebraically or "sold" via diagram:; ) may be of great 
value in helping academic policy makers understand some of tile ccononlic 
implications of t*hcir ped. a., ogicil straterios and tactics. Nevertheless, so far 

as the central resource allocption bodies arc concerned, we maintain that the 

staff sttident ratio remains a simple and cifuctive mcchanism for achieving 
savings in academic staff. 

6. We fully endorse Crispin's reservation concerning the application of 
quantitative analysis "without some overriding qualitative judgements". 
Education modelling is in its infancy. A'Zreat deal remains to be done 
before we can imocramble the complex iclationships between inputs, procesýcs 
and outputs. It inay well be that the system will defy quantitative trialysis 
In the end. Put even if we could specify the educaiion production flanctioll 

precisely the resulting modal would not recognise the local case or satisfy 

peoples' inlv! rent need to bar- Noliethe gain their way to a consensus. 

quantitative data, no niRttCT how partial a representation of the systern form; 

i base from vihicli the political process can start. It is important, however, 

that this data base is objective and, as for as is possible, beyond dispute. 

Ranking and welghtii. g systenns are, we bclieve, part of t1w political process. 

Ideally they sliould be debated and agreed by all Oic partics at the bargailling 

stage - not built into the formulac-by a priviloged fL-w. Ni-thernicre, these 

"fudge factors" are not the tablets brought down from the moýmtain immutable 

and unchanging - rather they should be continuously rcspPrnised. Finally, 

wlicn the acadenlic policy makers have hc: ird the special pleadings and agreed 

the incidence and extent of stibsidies and deprivations, a careful audit of thc 

effects at the quarryface is desirable. Tho. s(, -, ial impEcations of tile 11"Plicatioll 

of resomce formulne is a putentially fruitful area for research. 

We conclude with two scts of qur: stions. 
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Fitstly, let u; consider student number schemes, which all 1(! ad to the student 
staff ratio. In polytcclmics, furtiwr education, and univcrSitics, the calcul- 
ation of students is bcdevillod by the complex pattern of atLendance. In such 
circumstances we prefer a straight head cotint grouped w. der appropriate 
headings - full thne, sandwich, part tinic day and so on. The alternative 

Burnharn the FTE concept - involves either a weighting systern (se Reports) 

or the use of sonic device such as recommended by the Pooling Committee 
(1971), i. e. 

FTE's = Total Institutional Cunicular Hours ........... 
Average Curricular I lours of a Fuil Time Student. 

I 
These sorts of approximations are reasonable whan one is considering dhe total 

institution biq may lead to problems when assessing allocations within dic 

institution. A not untypical situation is that in which a significant amount 

of service teaching is further complicated by "joint mectings" (i. e. meetings 
Involving more than one course dra%-. -n from acroýs departments)* . Suppose 

for example, the cc-onomics departii! ý. nt offers service teaching to dic 

engineering departinents. Are the average curricular hours of a full time 

student (equation I above) to be those of an averagge economics student or an 

average engineering student? V. 'e hnoNv different disciplines have very 
different timetable loadings (Frcdriksen, 1971). 

We approve of the Table of Comparative St-, iffing employed by Sheffield. 
It seems to us to be a good point froin wl, ich to start the annual (and quin- 
quennial) internal debates on resources. But how do thcy nicaiu-, e student, -? 
Is there no sewice teaching pioblein at Sheffield? Having coped (somel'o-w'. ) 

with the measurement of students t1w rogression lines merely identify existing 
trends. The intriguing fact about these is the different behaviour of depart- 

ments below and above size 30 staff. We woOd have liked niorv information 

about this aspect. 

So far as Aston's approach is concerned, what is the b-asis for counting "each 
hour contributed by service departments to four year sandwich coulseS.. . 
as 1/32nd of a student unit? " Why should undergraduates and postgraduates 
be weighted Cifferently? Do postgraduates al\v,. AN, s impose a heavier burden 

on their teachcrs? There are a number of exampks in our own institution of 

postgraduates and third year undergraduates attending joint inecting's for part 

of their taught programmes. More importantly wbo decides these weightings 

aud when? Once imposed are they there for all time? 

Secondly, in discussing worMoad or tcaching commitment appronches, 
Crispiu conceiitrates on a description of a 1-. roposed model for an institution 

which is not named - although it seenu familiar to us. lie has posed a 

* Abc)ut 40% of our own departments' teaching, is service teaching. At - 
Loughboroogh i, 1972/73 tl-. c tuition load without johit mectine. 5 %-,, otlld 'lave 

been 129,980 bours: In the event joint meetings reduced this to 71,251 hours. 
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number of questioný; himself - questioas, w, think , iti, ', Iy valid. Therefore, 

we will content ourselves with juit two more: - FirstlY, if we amend dic 

model as he suggests to drav., the line of "teaching credits" through the 
origla, how do %-ie decide its slope? Secondly, it Ls proposed apparcntly to 
have several giapllu, one for coch type of meeting - lecture, tutorial, 
laboratory: if the approach has any jV. StifiC, -ttiOU at all it seems to us to be 
the fact that it reco, -niscs the size of the student group as an important 

variable. Hence why should a "lecture" to 20 be credited any differently 
to a "tutorial" to 20? From the point of view of the teaching techniques 
IiRely to be deployed it seems to us that the critical factor is the number of 
Students In the group rather than its tinictabled descripLion. We can see no 
point in reinforcing the myth of a lecture to'five and a tutorial to fifty. 
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1.13. N. Ix. 95 

A PROPOSAL FOR 

A MANAGE, 'VENT INFORNATION SYSTEM FOR FURTITV, R EDUCATION COLLEGES 

ABSTRACT 

1.1 This paper*explores the possibilities for developing a Management 
Information System (MIS) with general applicability to Further Education 
in. England and Wales and with the following objectives: - 

at to faciliti-Ate institutional ple. nning"and control from 'course' 
level upwards; 

b. to be compatable with LEA and DES data requirements and 
management needs; 
I 

. C. to'be capable of enhancement i. e. to be a first-stage in a 
multi-stage development to a total integrated system-, and 

d. to be amenable (so far as is possible) to 111and' as well as 
computer manipulation. 

1.2 We begin with a brief review of the 'state of the art', a conceptual 

, 
franiework is then developed and finally a first stage solution is outlined 
and illustrated. 

1.3 For ease of reference the Figures and Exhibits referred to in the 
text are bound separately in an Appendix. 

THE 'STATE OF THE ART' 

2.1 This section is an outline of the state of the art in MIS in North 
America and Europe. Readers interested in a more comprehensive review 
are referred to Hussain and Freytag (1973). 

2.2 Interest in the development of MI S leading to planning and costing 
models in education is a comparatively recent phenomenon. Of the three 
major systems in general use today CAMPUS, RUM and HIS only CAMPUS 
was operational before 1970- 

2-3 CA11PUS, (Comprehensive Analytical Methods of Planning in University 
Systemo) has its origin in the work done by Judy and Levine (1965) in 
simulation in higher (--, ducation. (Minter and 1, awrence 1969). Tile first 
operational version CAI-111)US V involved a large investment in detailed data 
Collection And was beyond the reach of most institutions. Nevel-theless 
it was implemented in a small number of large and daring universities and 
demonstrated the feasibility of a comprehensive comptiter-hased resource 
and Planning model. Ifliat was required, however, was a model Which 111.1de 
fewor demandn on data -and equipment. To achieve this objective the USA 
Office of Education ftinded a proposal for iuýodel developincn*t by NCHEMS 
(National C(-nter of Higher Education Management Systems) at IUCHIL (1-10'stern 
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Interstate Conimission for Higher Educa-tion). Tile result is PRP14 (Research 
Requiverncýnts Prediction 'Model) currently the most widely implem-anted 
inforwation system in higher education. RRI'M 1.3 was released in mid 1971 
Olu-ýsain and Martin 1971) and a simpler version RRI), "'. 1.6 in 1973 (Clark 

et al 1-973)- 
. Meanwhile CAMPUS underwent changes md,, ing it modular, more 

flexible and leFýs demanding in data and equipment rcquirements. Tile 
result - CkMPUS VII - was implemented in Ontario Community Colleges. 
Development in Europe is best seen in the HIS (Hoclischule - Informations - 
Systems) model. (Dettweiler and Frey 1972). HIS was founded in 1969 
supported by the Volkswagen rouridation to develop madelf, and. operational 
systems that will be applicable to all institutions of further and higher 
education in Germany. 

2.4 The core of RRPýl is shown in Figure I which is, hopefully, self 
explanatory. CARPUS and HIS siart from a similar base. Predictably this 

core fastens on to the-actudi and/or predicted timetable contact between 
faculty and students a3 the key to the requirements for resources. 
Figure I is a simplified version of the actual trodel. For example, in 
the original the 'Induced Course Load Matrix' and the''Induced Work Load 
Matrix' (their jargon) are drawn tip in credit hours* which are subs-Cquently 
converted to contact hours by an appropriate conversion factor. Nontheless 
it captures the essence of the logic. The major differences beti-icen RRPM 
on the oiie hand, and C., %1-11PUS and HIS on the other, lie in the ariount of 
detail produced at the instruct ional loading stages. In Cl"', IPLIS and HIS 
the load induced is in terms of specific dourses and activities %diereas 
RRIN is at a higher level of aggregation in terms of studzýnt Imajors' 
at different stageýs - undcrgraduat, ý_- upper and lower- divisions, and post- 
graduate. Again, the planning variables such as class sizes are more 
detailed in CA1.113US which allows for maximum and minimum as well as average 
sizes. 

2-5 The doLermination of the requirement for academic staff in Figure I 
closely reflects the arguments in Delany (1971, 

. 
1972) which will be 

familiar to readers employed in Further Education in England and Wales viz: 

SSR -ýý - 
ACS x ALH 

T ASH 

TSx ASH 
ACS x ALII 

where SSR = Student Staff Ratio 
S= Full-Tinic B'quivalent Students 
T-= Full-Titn3 Equivalent Staff 

ACS = Average Cla.., ýs Size 
AUI = Average Lccturer Hours 
ASH = Average Student Hours 

(See also Legg 1971; Botto,,. iley-et all 1971; and Simpson et al 1971 
variations on this theme). 

*Footnote: A 'credit hour' is a unit of academic achievement. VIICII a 
student sticce. ssfully sits an examination hin, acadomic record is credited 
with tile appropriate Credit 11C)III-S. The accumulaLion of an appropriate 
number of cro-dit hom-s leads to the au-ard of ,*I dogroe. Typically the 
credit hotir. s, for a progi-ma of study nre eqttal to the lecturo Contact 
hours ill a ncvaef; t(ýr week. 110wevor" in the, cn--, ý of labowatoric. --; tho Credit 
110111's tend to be le: js than the Contact 1-. 0111%; involv0d. 
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P 

2.6 Figure I presents only one module in the iliformation system- Typically, 
it is'preceded by a student flow module. and followed by modules calculating 
other resource'requirements and producLng costs. The basis of the costing 
module in RIMIM is outlined in Fiqitre H. The student flow module in CAMPUS 
determines the flow of students through the system by using pass-fail rates 
at each level, repeat rates at the same level, drop out rates at all levels 
and transfer rates betN.., een courses. This is conceptually similar to the 
student flow module developed by NCIIIAýNS to interface with MPA. Both modules 
still have problems and issues concerned with the calculation, aggregation 
and stability of the transitional probabilities and the validity of the 
underlying assumptions. I 

2-7 Both CA!, IPUS and HIS calculate space requirements by size and type and 
CAMPUS also computes and analyses revenue from fees and funding agencies. 
All three systems can answer "what-if" questions of the following typcs: - I 

a. what if the current staffing ratio of support personnel was 
iiicreased or decreased by lUlo? 

b. what if there was an X9v rise in academic salaries and a Y% 
r is e in non-aca(lemic salaries? 

C. what if a change is made in the faculty ran1r, mix? 

d. what if a change is made in instructional techniques 
e. g. substitute capital for labour? a 

e. what if a new degree prograitutle is added? or dropped? 

: r. what would be the effect on X Department if the requirement 
for maths in course Y was dropped? 

0. what if specific changes in the mix of students discipline 
or level - is made? I 

h. uhat if the institution limits its admission in. various fields 
thi-ee years from now? 

The answers produced are concerned solely with the resource implications 
of the changes in staffing, curriculum and adi,, ii ss ions policies. 

2.8 In summary HIS and CAMPUS are the more detailed in input required and 
output produced. They are, therefore, more suitable for decision making at 
the departwcnt/course level. The price of such a capability is a larger 
computer core requircment and higher costs of both develop.;,. cnt and . 
operations. HIS is confined to teaching personnel and teaching space 
resources and unlike INRI'M and CAINPUS does not cover non-academic personnell 
costs and budgets. All three systems are simulation and not optimising 
Inodels*; have mostly linear equation-, ý for calculatting their non saInry 
costs (where this is done) , and thus ignore discontinuities; -they do not 
predict new entrants to the inStitUtion nor do thoy relate enrolvients to 
Manpower roquirem(,. nts; they are all. (apart from the probability matrix 
Uved in the student flow module) detci-ministic models. 

01"Oot"Ote: There are many theoretica. l. fornailations of optimising w0dels in 
C(ItIC-Ition (-Soe Benard PM for an exai--ij)IO mit there are none so far 
operational, Thoir "oefulness haist await our ability to identify, meamire 
mid USUIlt vach output and to specify the mact relationnhip betwevn inputs 
and outputn. 
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A CONCEPTUAL FIWIE WORK 

3-1 Without information inanagement is likely to be a series of reactive 
gambles not-withstanding that they are carried out with great style and 
panache. On the other hand 'information overload' may induce paralysis 
in an otherveise normal human being. The border line between too much and 
too little is finely drawn and a conclusion that the information system 
should concentrate on the important merely raises the question - what is 
important? Answers will be subjective and, therefore, we begin by exposing 
our prejudices and by stating our view of the purpose and the outputs/ 
outcomes of further and higher education. 

Objectives 

3-2 One view of education is that it is a civilising process whereby the 
student acquires the behaviour and discipline pattern necessary to 
appreciate and perpetuate his culture and contribute to society. This 
approach also er-,, braces the concept that educalion is a worthi.. -Iii-le end in 
itself. An alternative vie%v is that of the so called human capital 
theorists who establish a direct link between education and ultimate 
productivity and et-, iployability. (Schultz 1963, Becker 1904). Further 
study improves a students' skills level and, therefore, he contributes 
more to the gross national product and, hence, he earns more. A third 
a0proach is noii referred to as the filter or screening liypothesis (Arro,.., r 
19731 Wiles 19-710- This theory suggests that increased lifetive earnings 
expectations reflect not the productivity enhancing effects of education 
but merely its effects as a method of signalling ability differences that 
existed before the education process began i. e. further education is simply 
a sorting device albeit an expensive one! 

3-3 All these views of the education process see it affecting an 
individual's lifetime chances. Education whether general or vocational gives 
rise to benefits - some of these may be more easily measured than others 
but it is usually agreed that they are, on balance, benefits. Moreover 
education is beneficial to the coi-nmu, -iity at large beyond whatever advantages 
may be enjoyed by the individual - culture is enriched, political and social 
institutions ci-dianced, and productIvity improved as a result of these 
'externalities'. 

3-Ik Some of these benefits can be quantified in terms of increased 

earnings expectations. On the other hand it is contended that education 
is not undertaken 'primarily for money'. Nevertheless there is information 
to sul)port the hypothesis that further and higher education does muterially 
improve lifetinic earnings. (Selby Sinith 19701 Morris and Zidernian 1971). 
Those improvements probal)ly reflect the -Aills more than the cultural/ 
social aspects of education but if education is seen to cover the social 
skills necessary for posts available only to the leducated' or has no 
effect oil skills levels yet acts as a label conveying some information on 
the job market (i. e. the filter theory) then it can be arqued that tile 
resulting earnings strý, ayiis signal the effectiveness of the process. 
Therefore, the maximisation of' enhancod earnings c.,, pectations is all overall 
objective which cnibraces a large part of tile ixims ()f flirther and higher 

r 
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education and our success in achieving it can be measured. However, in 
the absence of alui-, ini age earnings profiles it is not an objective which 
is 01 perationally useful at the college level and we must search for' more 
proximate goals. 

3-5 The Dr:, S has identified the overall aims for Further Education in 
England and Wales as being broadly: 

a. To provide education for those who could benefit from'it; 
and 

b. To ineet the requirements of society for qualifled manpower. 
(DES 1970)- 

3.6 The first of these objer-tives is at a level of generality such as to 
'-be beyond dispute. The second aim is more controversial. We subscribe 

to its sentiments but if it is defined as "organising courses of education 
so as to Match With precision the forecast needs of employers for trained 
personnel of various typos" we remain sceptical as to how it can be 
effectively deployod in either a macro or micro planning or control context. 
Nevertheless students may choose to enrol or not in higher education and, 
having on. rolled, the majority of them are aiming for specific qualifications 
and definite career prospects. Therefore, within a college the following 
goals might be postulated: 

Subject to maintaining academic standards and satisfyi, "g CO-St 
Constraints. 

To attain a 'satisfactory' level of: 

a. student enrolment 

b. pass rates 

C. learning gain as me . asured by some indices of student 
achievement at entry and exit-, and 

student employability. 

Goals (a)(b) and (d) are capable of being defined as targets, i. e. in 
'quantified terins. Learning-gain (c), however, presents problems of 
definitions and is less susceptible to quantification. To accurately 
measure learning-gain, we would need to give the students a pre-course and 
post-course test and allow for outside influences. To collipare performance 
in different institutions -%.., e would have to produce standardired tests 
covering common syllabuses. (Atti. yeh and Lunisden 1-971 and 19721). If 
learning-gain is interpreted as being concerned primarily with editcation 
rather than attitude culture and social gains or personal consuniption it 
overlaps with the pass rate goal and the latter may serve as P. proxy. 

Otcomiand Outputs 

3-7 As Stated nbove. the, 1011gel. t(,, rm outputs of education are its impar-t-C, 
jiftýjijjjýý C11,111ce. 9 - economic, cultural I soci, I oil flic, student's post-collcq(. 

and political - and the spin off from his contribution to society qviierallY 
i. e. thc 'externalities'. A calculus exist-s for measuring the economic 
imilacts Lut it-s xise at the collecie level. is blocked by the paucity of daU, 
oil aluirni cýirecrs ima age ezxnin, .1 
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3-8 Taking a more parochial view, the first teachinq task is to provide a 
variety of learning opportunities. in an organised curriculum. This 'course 
mix%-, veflccts the college's perception of the needs of society. The result 
may be measured in terms of potential 'places' on a course. Society's 
response may be assessed in terms of the number of enrolments. Potential 
121aces and enrolmc, nts are the immediate outcomes of the teaching function. 
SubsequenLly teaching takes plact: ý in the main in formal meetinqs between 
students and academic staff. These student contact hours although not a 
final output are also an outcome of the teaching process. Ultimately the 
student either 'drops out' or, as a result of the assessment procedures, 
fails and repeats or fails and leaves or is successful and moves on to the 
next stage of the cycle or, in the case of a final. student, graduates. 
Dropouts, failures, rnpeaters, successes and Praduates are all outcomes of 
various stages of the educational process. The ultimate measurement of 
these outputs is the value added 
between entry to and exit froin the institution. A reliable practical and 
accurate calculus for assessing this value-added, embracing attitude change 
as well as skills and knowledge acquisition, is riot available. Consequently 
the examiliation system with all its imperfections remains the most important 
indicator of the degree of success in achieving edUcational objectives. 

Performance Indicators 

3.9 Given the college exists to provide a set of learning opportunities 
subject to satisfying cost constraints two qLl(! Stions may be posed: firstly, 
what was the response to the provision? and secondly, - how well did the 
institution manage its resources? 

3-10 In line with the objectives suggested above resj)onse, can be assessed 
for each course by: - 

a. a comparison of enrolment with 'places'-, 

success and attrition rates; and 

c. graduate employment statistics. 

Inherent in the success rate criteria is the view that the institution can 
rely on teachers 'prof essionalism' for the maintenance of academic standards. 
In an ideal world the institution would also run student surveys to monitor 
the level of satisfaction with curriculum design, syllabus content and 
teaching metliods and assemble longitudinal data on former students' careers 
to assess value-added rather than learning-gain. This sort of information 
will be difficult to interpret and costly to collect and is currently not 
a practical proposition. 

3-11 As far as resource management is concerned possible indicators for 
each course nre the relationship of each direct input expressed in 
quantities and/or monetary terms to: 

a. enrolmentsi and 

successes. 

I-lowever, often the important qu(ý. qtion is not vrlinther but why a particular 
input/output vatio or urrit (-c,., -, t is good or bad. The vao, ýit popular co. st 
efftetiveno. "-s Invasure in the UK Ls tile SA-tident slktff' ratio. As demonstrated 
e-1-SOV-110re (Dc'L-: mY ()I) cit 1972,1972; Dott, )11110Y ct Id 01) cit 1971; 
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1971) this ratio is a function of a number of variables and decisions on 
these are largely within the province of academic staff. Therefore the 
HIS ought to monitor class size frequencies, tuition loads, and contact 
hours. This may involve a detailed course profile and timetable analysis 
such as described. beldw. 

Implications for an Information EY-1-11-em 

3-12 A manager is required to agree objectives; to quantify targets; to 

specify, evaluate and choose between alternatives; to plan and budoet for 
the resources required; to organise, motivate and direct these resources-, 
and to monitor performance against the plan and to correct adverse 
deviations. The design and implementation of Ln informaZion system to 
support this range of tasks is not a trivial exercise. However, we hold 
to the view that management s primarily assessed (or ought to be assessed! ) 
in ternis of its effectivencs, and its efficiency. A mamager is effective 
if lie achieves liýis objectives and he i. miproves his efficiency if either lie 
produces mýro outputs with a less than proportionate increase in inputs 
or he attains the sai-ýie output with fewer reso6rces. Therefore, the 
information system should concentrate on providing a base for planning 
and controlling resource utilisation and in monitoring the level and quality 
of the system's outputs. 

3-13 Figure III sets out what we believe tobe the major components of a 
college information system. Given a studefit flow model (2) a course 
file (6) and plarLniiig parameters (10), a projection of coniact hours (11) 

resourccs requircd (12) and, operating and capital- budget (13) can be 
produced. Comparison of (12) with Mi (8) and (9) ident-ifics the extent 
and location of short falls and excess capacity. This part of the system 
is concerned primarily with the planning function. In the absence of an 
accurate specification of cause and effect in education the planning 
parameters of box (10) will be historical, subjective and arbitrary. 
Therefore, ideally the model will allow the decision taker to test the 
sensitivity of the system to variations in these parameters. Boxes (3) (4) 
(14) and (16) are concerned with monitoring actual events; (5) and (17) 

compare actual against planned performance and produce reports and indices. 
This part of the system is concerned with the control function. So much for 
an ultimate integrated system, but now to a more practical first-stage 
solution. 

A FIRST-STAGE SOLUTION it 

Cour. se Analysis 

4.1 In this section a system for monitoring existing resource utilisation 
(staff and space) is developed and illustrated with data from the mythical 
Blagda College. 

4.2 Currently in the majority of cases students enrol on cotirses and 
teachers are recriiited to, and are organisod in dcParin! "Its. USLI; Illy, for 
adminis, trative pirpose. s, a course is located in it particulai- departmvnt 
(the thowe department') but may receive tidtion from other departments 

E; crvi. ce doparonolits In the wain this tu'ition takes place in forinal 
'titnOtabled mo(Aings lwtvoeri student. 3 and teacher. s. Following a course 
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involves studyiiig a number of subject elements EIndj for each subject 
element, attending a set of m-cetings. Some of these meetings may be 

compulsory, zome may be optional, attendance at some will be confined to 

ono'course whereas in other cases courses may be combined. Consequently 
to analyse a *set of meetings the following information is required: - 

The total enrolments for the course (E) 

and for each subset of meetings in each subject element of the. course: 

b. The enrolment from this course (s where s4 E); 

The total enrolment from all courses attending (E*j 

where E* ýýs); I 

d. The department providing the tuition and the type of space 
utilised - classro; m, laboratory etc. 

0. The number of groups formed each assigned to one teaclier (g); 

f. The hours per week attended by a student (h); and 
The number of weeks per term (or per annum) attended by a 
student 

From this data it is possible to establish for each course, for a 
departments' courses, and for an institut 

, 
ion a number of 'values' of 

significance in both a planning and control context. (Birch, Calvert, Sizer 
1976). 

0. 

11-3 Consider the 'Blagda College' with three courses IXI, IYI and IZI 
with enrolments of 10,20 and 30 respectively. The'collego has three 
departments Mathomatics*(l), Social Science (2) and Science (3). Course X 
is located in the Mathematics Department, Y in the Social Science Department 

and Z in the Science Department. A suimnary of the weekly teaching pattern 
is provided in Exhibit 1. You will note that, students enroll. cd on course X 
(for example) attend classes for fifteen hours a-week in four subjcct elements 
maths A, maths B, social science A and science A. For maths A and science A 

students from X only attend, but students from all , 
three courses attend 

maths B, and X and Y are combined for social science A. Maths A and social 
science A are split into two groups, maths B is taught in four parallel 
classes but only one group is formed in acience A. 

Figure IV sets out the information flow and illustrates the logic of 
the analysis At the base of the system are two documents - the 'course 
teachiaig anaiysis document' to be completed for each course, and the 
'department teaching commitment document' to be completed for each department. 
To begin with data collection - each subject element is given a unique code. 
Details of the enrolment from a course to a subject element is provided 
by the course administrator to the department providing tuition in that 
subject element. In return he receives from t'lie department information Oil 
the number of hours per week a student ciu, olled oil this subject will attend 
(11); the number of weeks per term and/or per annum the subject element 
Wili moot (w); tho number of groups formed (9); and the total en. rolinent 
f roin '111, al. t(ý11ciinc g thiS F. Ubject olomcnt (E*). For Qxample in the 
case waths A for course X in tho Magda College, and assuming a toil week 
ter", and n1l subjects to be compul! jory - -s --- 10,11 = 51 if 101 9=2 
and B* r- 10. 
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4.5 So far as data analysis is concerned the scheme supposes that course 
tutors are interested in ilie formal teaching environment of their students 
whilst the head of department is concerned with identifying his department's 
teaching load and thereby his department's requirements for academic staff 
and space. 

4.6 Accordingly the course teaching analysis document identifies for each 
course: 

the enrolment to the course =E 
b. the notional student contact hours shwi 

C. the student contact hours . at particular class sizes 
(shw E*/g; 

. 
d. the number of one-hour meeting. -, required if the course 

were taught entirely separately other variables (such as 
the number of groups) remaining unchanged =M hwg 

e. the number of actual one hour meetings allocated to the 

course in the ratio sA* (hwg) s 5; (shw) 

F* E-*7g 
the number of actual one hour meetings allocated received from 
'service departments'. 

From this data it is possible to calculate the students average tuition 
load (ASH in Delany notation), the student's average class size, the degree 
of 'savings' achieved by combining courses for tuition in some subject 
elements and the incidence of service teaching. All this seems immensely 
complicated but the calculations required are in fact very simple. Exhibits 
at. 3 and 4 illustrate the process for courses X, Y and Z at the Blagda 
College and Exhibit 5 summarises the result for the whole rollege. 

4-7 Working from similar basic data the 'department teaching commitment 
document, Exhibits 6,7 and 8 identifies: 

a. the total one hour meetings to be staffed =. 7- hwg; and 
b. 'the total notional student contact hours hwE*) 

which is one intermediate outcome of the learning 
opportunities provided by the department. 

From this data the average class size provided by the department (ACS in 
Delany notation) can be calculated. Moreover feeding in tho average 
lecturer's contact hours (ALH in Delany notation and currently about 18 
hours per week in further education) the notional staff required can be 
identified. Again, the calculations are in fact very simple and for 
Departments (1) (2) and (3) and for the Institution in total in Exhibit 9. 

4.8 Further analysis on class sizes and the demaiids for space can be 
carried out as is illustrated in Exhibit 10. 
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Cos'tinri the Teachin(i Function 

4.9 '"The ques. 11-ion of concern here is - how should the costs identified 
as belonging to the teaching function be allocated to courses andt 
ultimately, to tbe students taking these courses? At the moment there is 
no elegant way of handling the problem - any approach is to some extent 
arbitrary. insofar as teaching takes place in meetings betweer. faculty 
and students, an analysis of timetable data as described above is one 
basis for cost allocation. Indeed, wherever extensive inter departmental 
servicing and combined meetings involving more than one course are a 
feature of the curriculum, a cost allocation on the basis of meetings 
provided and received may well be more accurate than an allocation on the 
basis of staff questionnaires/diaries or the multi-rogression approach of 
say Layard and Verry (1975)- Specifically if vie denote: 

II 
allocated meetings from a department to a course by M, 

allocate d meetings from a department to all courses by M,., and 

'dep4rtmental costs by C- then for a course the cost is given by: - 

[Mi 

'Ti 

all departments 

and the cost per enrolled student by 

K El /Ej 

where E is the eitrolment to a course, 
and the cost per zmccessful student (where calculated) is 

given by: - 

K 
[I/E 

, %, here E= the students on that course who successfully 
s 

completed that year of the course. 

4.10. Figure V illustrates th e logic of this process for the Mathematics 
Department at Blagda College and the results for the completc Instituiion 
are given in Exhibit 11. 

4.11 The question of what is the cost per student does not admit of one 
answer. Therefore, it is prudent to sumnarise the context in uhat the unit 
costs in Exl)ihit 11 were derived. Firstly, the costs allocated were 
assumed t7o-be thof; c for the faculty, their administrative technician and 
'materials' support - the problems of measuring and assigning capital 
expenditure and of identifyin-E, 

.1 
lopportunity co. stf; ' were thus avoided. 

Secondly, we have argued that the timetable reflects the 'weights, the 
institution is implicitly ass-3gning -Lo its courses and that lallocat(! d 
Plectil)( 

. 1s'' are a fair basis for the assignment of inputs to courses- and to 
StUdc"Its. Thirdly, it has been assitmed fliat colleges are solely teaching 
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estab I ishments. If it is accepted that further education institutions 
have functions other than teaching, the trade offs between teachInO ; And 
these other roles need to be examined. If the mix of teaching to non 
teaching activities is roughly equivalent across departments within 
institutions and across institutions then student cost comparisons as 
outlined above provide a reasonable guide to relative effectiveness. On 
the other hand, if the involvement in non teaching varies significantly. 
from department to department and from institution to institution, then 
consideration has to be given to unscrambling the joint costs and products. 
The probability is that decisions in this area will continue to require 
the exercise of subjective judgement and it is', a moot point whether the 
benefits from having more sophisticated data available would justify the 
Costs of obtaining this information. 

Performance Indicators 

4.12 
-As 

indicated above performance indicators can be conveniently 
classified as being either concerned with effictiveness or with efficiency. 
Effectiveness is concerned with the achievement of objectives and efficiency 
With the relationship between inputs and outputs. Supposing that a college 
exists to attain a Isatif; fact( 

I yy' level of pass rates subject to maintaining 
academic standards and satisfying cost constraints, we can explore 
effectiveness in terms of the response to the learning opportunities 
iprovided by the institution and efficiency in terms of unit costs. 

4.13 Most colleges already maintain individLIAlised student recortIs giving 
personal details and providing an academic record - Sunimarised by cours-es 
and subjected to some elem. entary analysis, these would prodttce the sort of 
data set out in the Isur., miary of student file' in E-, hibit 12. Add to this 
the results of the 1! 3ummary of course analysis' and Iresults of cost, . 
analysis' (also Exhibit 12) and we have the basis for an inter-departmental 

appraisal. At ýhis point consideration has to be given to the mode of 
reporting. * 'Generally folk arc, not Iturned on' by statistical data. 
However, they are more likely to respond favourably if this data is 

presented pictorially or graphically. For example' the data on 'response' 
and 'resource utilisation' might be Istandardised' (Exhibit 13) and 
Presented_in graphical form as in Exhibits 14,15 and 16. 

. il 
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SUMMARY 

5.1 This pap6r set gut to outline the 'state of the art' in modelling 
in further and higher education and to develop the framework of a 
Management information system of general applicability to Further Education 
in England and Wales. A first-stage solution has been described which 
Would facilitate-the monitoring of existing resource utilisation and, 
Ultimately, provide a data base from which a planning model could be 

-developed. It has been designed with 'hand operation' in mind but it is 
not incompatible with computer manipulation. Indeed som. e aspocts of the 
analysis have already been computeriscd in research covering the operations 
Of Loughborough University and Lanchester Polytechnic for the academic 
years 1972/73 and 1973/74. The scheme now requires validation in a 
number of colleges but it vrot; ld benefit at this stage from critical (hopefully 
helpful! ) cot, =nent on its potential usefulness. It has been suggested 
(Mason 197j) that 'usefulness' in this context has the following 
Characteristics: - 

a. Is the scheme beliovable? Are tbe assumptions made at 
various points in line with potential users perception 
of reality? 

b. Is the scheme relevant? Do the -elements and variables 
identified aný high-lighted, focu5 on the problems faced 
by the decision takers? 

A 

Is fl-: 1ý scheme Can the system be easily re- 
defined and r ructured to fit changing Circumstances? 

d. Is the content com7minicable? Can the potential users 

-participate and do they understand and can they *act upon 
the output at least through an effective interpreter? 

Not surprisingly the aut -hors believe the ansiver td all these questions is 
11yes"If 
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APPENDIX 2.5. 

"IDENTIFICATION OF PERFORIMANCE INDICES FOR 

TEACHING ACTIVITIES" 

by BIRCH, D. W., CALVERT, j. R., DOCKERILL, J. and SIZER, J. 

in PROCEEDINGS OF THE SECOND GENERAL CONFERENCE OF THE 

OECDjCERIJIlMllE PROGRAIDE3, OECD, PARIS, JANUARY 1975 
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IIOTE BY T, iEl Sl-'CRETARTAT 

At any given point in time, the research g roups of 
OECD's ProCra,,, ---1e on Institutional Managemcrt in Higher Education 

4- are in vary-JnC staCes of advancement, since each has its own 
predetermined starting. date and duration. On the occasion 
of the proCrammels Second General klonference of Member Institutions, C 
final reports on the findings of three research groups which 
completed their work during 1974 are being presented. In 
addition, however, the Conference provides an opportunity 
for representatives of all the Member institutiors to become 
acquainted with inveqtigatioýis in proCress by other research 
groups participating in the prograMMe. Thus, invitations 
have been extended to five on-going frroups 'to present proc. ress 
reports at the Conference. The t opics included are 

Identi*ficatiOn of indices of performance for teaching 
activities; 

Identification of indices of performance for service 
a -ivit; c: 4L. 

Llies; 

The use of cost-effectiveness and cost-benefit technique: 3 
in planninE courses of study for new higher educdtional 
institutions; 

The costing and management of university grants and 
contracts; and 

Economic and pedagogical asDects for managing new 
communication -technologies in higher education. 

Of the above listed topics, -the first three are the subject 
of full-scale investigations to be carried out over a two- 
year tire span. By contrast, feasibility studies 0fa 
relatively limited scope have been carried out in the case 
of each of the las t two topics and it is expected that these 

Jeasibility studies will lead to the : ýormulation and imp! 6- 
mentation of full-scale projects in a second stage. 

The objectives of this project are to move to%qards* 
a clearer understanding and specification of the teaching 
function in hi. Cher education and to permit an improved 

--... budC; etary planning and control syst-cm as well as comparisons' 
across universities and polytechnics. To achieve týis purpose the following steps were set out : 

identification and definition of inputs, outcomes 
and processes of the teaching function; 

data collection and measurement of the variables 
and parameters identified; and 

establishment of a set of performance indicatOrr, 
and investiCation of their uses in varying budGeting 
and control strategies. 

- The Centre for E, ducational Research and Innovation wisbes 
to express-its sincerest thonks to the members of the U. K. research 

%ý Ii4 r, roup for providing us ý, h the attached report on the proCress 
beilig r,, c,, ac, on this project, which will continue during 1975. - 
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liv 1) ý-vo ol)i%ent of ))cj-! orj: it n Zýc II 1zlices f or L 1) 0 Tcaclli) of I 
ion" 

At a m(, ol, ing conrox-ned with O1. 'C1)-CFft). Prari-viti oil Institutional 

Alit na [, (ýi icni ( in Ilichvi, rducation held in London on 3.5th Nover". ber 1972 

a 'number of Univoi-sitics all(! Polytechnics (leclared their interest 

In col3abor.. itinr on an invest i 1,. Lti. 011 into "performanco indicators 

such as the use of Etaff time, Capacity utilisatior. and staff 

stm; ont ratios". iii their instituLions. 

At the requosCol C)ý, Ity a formal proposal of research into this 

V-v. s 4C-raflcd ind ti, r. -. (- arcas of research activity %-. -orc defined 

tc. Achin--, c". )AI-al SQJ. Vicerý and research and ih,: ý institutions weru 

AS14L(-, -d to state thýýir preferred areas. Lout! hbormqgh Univim-nity and 

Lan(A-icstcr I)olvtcciinic. optcd to _ýc. -cýl; fundii)- to un-1c... take a Joint 

1C, Inve! Aig; itiýn into 11-ho teaching function , nd a proliminary 

pres(-iitation ot tho proposal tvas made. h1t. tl-. c 0E. CD-CE111 Conference 

If& Paris on January 8-10,1ý; 73. 

11MO)seclucritly a rcsoarct. contract wPs sjgn(.. (! Wi-th the Dr-, l): trtin-: ýnt of 

Erju,, ýý! tion and Fýeieox. o to ttahe effoct from I Daccm. ber IS, 74. The 

main responsibility fol, carrying cut; the Invcstiration would I-Ost 

with Loug%boroti-, h aild Lanchoster but onc., ý- a frainewai'l, had bruon 

dovc1op(ýd arid tosLed within thcso two instituticns data would be 

Collect(: (] from associated univcý-siti'czs and poiytuchnics. At: the 

samo tfine Leeds University and Huddersfield Polytechnic agrccd to 

lead an investigation into 1)ýýY. -formanae indices for central sorvices 

and Bath Univorsity undertook a pilot study on the costing of research 

Contracts. 

! 1r2! (-S! t qbJectives 

The broad objectives of this project Are "to movo towardý a cl. carer 

undcrst-anding and specification of the tc-aching function in hiCher 

education and, lic-nue, to pormit all i-l! PVOVc--d budectary p1mining and 

control system ind also comp-ri. sons ncross universitic-s And po1ytcchtli(,:; ", 

To achieve this purpo.,; e thl, ToIlowinr, step. i Woro sol, out: 

Identily and dofina thc input.,;, outcomos And procusses of the 

fulletion; 

(ii) Collec-. L (Nita viii. ) rvantiro Os 1: ir as JS J)OSSMI-C) the varinblus 

And pa raillo tv I-S idollti J10d. ill -(I), rnd 
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(iii) Lstablish a set of performance indicators and investigate 

thoir use in varying budgeting and control strntegies. 

2.02. 

Figure I below identifies what we believe tc be the major intornal. 

components of the teaching function. Within the ccnstraints of the 

projects' modest budget and two year time scale it is not possible 

t6"collect and to analyse data, on all the compononts identifieu. 

Accordingly we are concentrating on those aspects for which dzýta 

Is most readily available and quantifiable and have made assilo, ptions 

as to institutional objectives and targets. 

p 

A -r -9 v 

F- ;ý--V ý- .: -"'! - , .. 
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U 
p3 - 

- :;; ' 
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I 
0k r, c 

z , ' * ' ý* x - - , j-25, . .. 
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2.03. 

We have decidcd not to collect. data on- 
(i) The students' socio-economic backgrounds or their attitudes 

and expectations at entry and oxit; 

. 
(ii) The *quality' 

, 0-, ))(! CtX ti oil's 111CI valucs of the staff; 

O. ii) The m. tivigomont sti-ticture and process; and 

(iv) The long toriti impacts of higher education. 

We believe these variables to be significalit but tile collection find 

analysis of data on epch would bo an huroic exercise in itself and 

is not possible within the projects' budgeting atid time constraints. 

However, the present investigation was conceived as a preliminary 

exercise which, liopefully would lead on to further research into these 

less easily qu,, ntified more behavioural aspocts. 

2.04. 

So far as institutional objoctivc's are concerned the proJoat 

accepts the j)opal, tp. ent of Education and Science's statei. -Iont of 

overall airis for the teaching function in higher education as bLillff.: 

'of 
To provide hi-ghcr education for Ihoso who could benefit from it. 

To ricet, the requirements of society for qualified manpower". 

Students ri-ty choose to enrol or not in higher education ind, having 

enrolled, the majority of them ire aii,. iin. - for spocific qu. t1ifications 

and career prospcets. Conscqucntly within each instituticon the 

followin. - wore proximate goals might be postulated: 

Subject to maintaining academic standards ani satisfactory cost 

constraints: 

M To optimise the student intako "potential. "; 

(ii) To optimise the pnss rates; 

(iii) To optimise the learninG gain as measured by some index 

of student achievement at entry and exit; and 

(iv) To opLimise student employabilit. y. 

2.05. ' 

Arising out of this set of institUtiOllal objectives the following 

performance measures were tentatively agreed by the projects' 

Steering Committee: 

M At the beginning of a stxid. y 

The average A level points score of onrolmonts cumpared 

J with the averago A level. points score anticipated or some 

similar nicasurer, of the 'quality' of client response. 

*The normal. mininium. entry qualifications for a UnIversity/Polytceh"Ic 

undergraduate proerar. t are two subjects at Advanced (A-Level) 

of tilo coner. il C, ýýrtificatc of 1.1ducaltion and/or untrilly) tI)kI 

appropi-J, ato Oi, clinzývy National Cortificato (ONC) or Ordinary Nati(, 11,11 

M140: 11a (OND) 
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i. ) At tllL! ClId Of L.. L4ýLll '0,1! j Of .1 Stkl(IV PI-Of, 'I-AM 
The ratio of succerses, failui-es and dropouts to enrolmorits; 

The loarniijg Cain; a nd 
(; " 

The rclationship of each direct input (acadornic- staff, 

teaebing spaecs, dopnrl. -iiental administration and toOhnician 

support, constimables aiiý equipment) to onrolments, successos, 

and learning gain. 

(iij) At the end of the final year of a j 

0) and (ii) to be computed foi- the complete stiidy program 

cycl c; aiid 

fecdbacl: on graduates' initial employment and salaries. 
2.06. 

Since Decombor 1973 %,., o have been collecting the information and 

writing, and proving the cornputor progranis necessary to establish tho 

dat. L bahe lisiplicd in 2.05 Afor the academic year 1M/73 for 

Lunchcs! cr and Loughborough. This work is now almost completed 

but our original tji! ie schedules have prdvud optimistic and it is 

clear that. the scarrAi in the associated institutions within th<i two 

year sp.; n of the project will be limit9d to, sonic of the und(. -rgraduate 

prograns in the more popular discipline arcas. 

2. M. 

It becarno apparcnt very soon ijfto the investigation that the 

t3i5otablc analysis and the students' aeadcmic record would mr. ke 

heavy dcinaiid on the time -f the project team, The timetable nnalysi5 

was difficuli bocause of the complexity of the pattern of ricetings 

at Loughborough: the studcnt record presen'ted problems because at 

1ýpnchester the data system is in its infancy, handwritten and, 

in. parts, incomplete. However, this part of the project is now 

well advancod and discussed below. 

3.01- The L-inchcntcr and Lnu, -. 1iborourh contexts 

Before reviewing N%-hat has bcon achieved to date it J. S appropriate 

to otitlinc the Lanchester and Loughborough contexts. 

Lanchoster Polytechnic was designated on I January 3970 and was f ormed 

from thren institutions of hijhor education -- Lanchestor College of 

Tcchnoiogy, Rugby College of Engiiic: ering Technology and Coventry 

Colloce, of Art . As a co"soquence tho Polytcchnic occupics sites 

In Coventry and RurrUy sonic 14 miles apart. 
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3.03. 

The enrolment in 1972/73 was over 5000 of which over 3000 were 

full timo and sandwich students. The Polytechnic has four 

faculties - Engineering, Applied Science, Social Scienao and Art 

and Desif,. n with full time and sandwich enrolnit-nts in 1972/73 of 

929,688,1204 and 2G7 rospectively. The majority are registered 

for first d. egrccs awarded by the Council for National Academic 

Awards although the Polytechnic offers a range of study programs 

from sub degree to postgraduate level. 

3.04. 

In 1972/73 over 40 independent degree programs, in the main 

separately timetabled, were offered. h1ore recently tho Polytechnic 

has rationalised its course pattern by in. oducing two modular 

degree programs and is planning to develop this particular provision 

of'educa-tion in the next few. ycars. 

3.05. 

Lou--hborough University of Technolo-gy received its charter in 

April IDGG the first of the foriner Colleges of Advanucd Technology 

to achieve university status. Its predecessor, Loughborough 

College, introduced full time advanccd courses in science and 

technology in 1918. One of the distinguishing features ; of the 

earliest coiirses was the sandwich principle, the integration of 

: practical training with academic studies, and this has been mainiainc,!. 

The enrolment in 1972/73 was over 3000 of which 2541 were full time 

or sandwich first degree students. The University has four schools - 

Vngincering, Pure and Applied Science, Human and Environmental 

Studies and Educational Studies -. with enrolnents in 1972/73 of 

1250,738,1161 and 92 underf,, -, raduates respectively. 
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TABLEV I 
102/73 TO 0, rurw I, wxmms mmjm-n 1-, 4 IIRO, TT. ', CT -Sulwi: ý'Y 

MUGH 110p, 011 GII 

DISCIPLU417: ABCD TOTAL ADC TMAL 

SR11,317i ell 

Education 77, . 
22 72 31 1.2 

Technology tz 
Enrinc, cring 270 234 212 - 716 31.1 549 313 257 1119 M3 

Science L Appliod 
Science 72 60 49 - 181 7.8 87 84 G4 235 9.3 

Social L Business .... 
I, 

Studies 13-A 130 127 83Da1 "d 
.3 

72 24 
. 
29 125 5.0 

Urban & Itc-gional 
131,11,111ill! 24 23 19 ý1 87 3.8 

Librarianship 
. -7 -- .7 Lnnguages StudJcz; ------ - 

TUFAL 499 447 407 29 1382 60.0 730 428 352 1510 59.8 

Poll time 

Education 
Tcchnolol, ), 
Fngineuring 148 1CCI 94 342 13.3 

oS cience t, Applied 
Scicnce 150 103 103 - 361 15.7 127 103 97 332 13.1 
social L Business 
Studics 182 147 129 - 458 19.9 103 &G 33 )92 7.6 

Urban & rlý-giorml 
Planning 
Librarianshi p 29 21 16 65 2.6 

Lanj,, uaj; (-, s Studics38 33 30 - 161' 4.4 39 19 27 8.13 3.4 

TOTAL 370 293 2G5 - 920 "0.0 446 304 26G ioi. G 40.2 

OVEI(ALL 869 730 G74 29 2302 103.0 1,176 732 618 2 52 6 
. 
100.0 

3.06. 

Table 1 gives Octails of the numbors of studen ts enrolled on study 

progrzms includod in tho investigation. Sand wich students on 

these courses -who spent the whole of t1i c acade mic year 1972/73 out. 

of college at practical traininll are omitted. The total numbers 

involved in cacti institution are very similar andthe, split. botwoon, 

sandwich and full timo in cacti institution, is virtually idclitical. 

In both institutions the larrc majority of stu dents ire to bo found 

im eithor tecliviology and ongince-ring, purr-- and applicd science, or 

social and bitnin(-ýss studies. Howover, within theso throo discipline 

areas the mix is diffevent: - 
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engincoring- ruid tochnology (58%) is clearly tho olost Popular 

disciplinc, irc, -& at 1, oughborc)ogh, whil. st at Lanchostor there is 

a woro equal balauct;? bot%%con onginvoring wid technology (31. '/, ) 

soci, 11 and studios (37/, ) and pure and il)pliccl scionco (24j, ). 

4.01. I'l i Tj, m (- t,, ) 1) 1oP. Iis 

Touching (unliko j.. s all ic. tivity which takcs placc, for 

tho Illost P-art in formal nic-ol. ings botwr. ýon stutlents and acadomic 

Staf f. The pattern of mectings is set dc. %N%zi in the timetable and 

we consider Alvit any attemp-ý to explain the teaching process ti-,, jst 

bogin hcrc. Tivictables are not one hundred per cont accurate 

but as a data source wo believe thein to be at least as accurato 

cts the staff and/or student diary. 

4.02. 

Currontly the lowest tcaching administrative unit in the w. ajoritN 

of inrtitutions of higlwr education in tho UK appon)-s to ba the 

SjU(jY pr()-j-am ("Courso"). In our analysis of a study prorlram vic 

havc broken it do"n into sets of meetings whore .1 mevting i-% 

defincd as n timetalilvd hour of cont,.,, -. t J)otv, -ocrj Lie, -. dcnjic ,, taff ane, 

Stuck'i-A. S. A riecting may be described as a lecture, a sn; niwir, 

a tutorlal, a laboratory, an exercise cl. ass or whatever. Noverthel ess, 

we decjo(ýd that, the iniportant di. fferenctor betwoen mectinf, -5 1; ýy in: 

M the number of studonts involved; 

3. i) the department providing 6c teachor; arid 

(iii) the type o,, ' sp. -, ce %itilised i. c-.. speci. alist. (laboratory, 

wo)-hshop, drawing offi. ce) or non specialist. 

From ilie point of vieu of the podagggi. cal techniques li)'. C'. IY to 110 

deployed, the critical variable seemed to Lis to be the number of 

students in the group rathal, than its tinictabled description. 

Wo saw no point in pci-patuating the myth of a "lecture" to fivo 

and tll. c "tutorial" to fifty. 

4.03. 

The basic unit of analysis, thereforc, was the meeting. A study 

program constitutes a set of meetings. This so. t car be- brohon 

down into subsets on the basis of the department providing the 

tuition, the typa of sp. )cc utilisod a; id the size of the --tudent 

groups 0-kch -IsSirned to one teachor. For a particular study prograril 

this subs(A of Inc-L-lings lai. f. ilt IQ compulsory or optional, could bO 

taught to a si. nV]c !, tudy program or inight involvo a iiuiiibt:! r of study 

prof-l-ams. 
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Consequently to analyso a set of meetings the follo. wing 

informatiot'i was rocluirc-d: 

(i) Tolal cnrolmont to - study program (donotc., by B) 

(i i) The enrolment from a study prof,, ram to a particular 

subset of moctings (denoto by s whore s >_ E); 

(iii) Tlie total enrolmont from all. progranis of stxidy attending 

a subsct of mootim-s (donolle by E* whcre E S); 

(iv) The dcpartment, providing' the tuition for a subset of 

meetinrs; 

(V) Thq. type of space utilised sp-ý)cia3ist : ind non specialist 

by a subset of i,, tectinas; 
(vi) Tho number of student groups each' assi. 

'gncýl to one teacher 

formed in a SUI)330t, Of 11100tfilgS (C!, ý110t(_- by g); and 

(vii) The total numbor of hours attenclod by ýý student in n 

particular sutsct of. mzýcti. ngr. ef a particular j: rcup nize 

(donote by 10. 

This informition was collectod Por all the undorgraduate prýjgrams 

in operation in 1972/73 at Loughborough and Lancho.. "tor (except. 

art and dez:, ign). (ldentical data on Ilic: posigradunto taungl. it 

prograinz. at Vnuý: Iiborough has also*bucn collecled but not yct 

an%)YsQd) . 

4 GI . 

Civen 1ho above inform--. ktion %-., e were able to PrAnbli&h for cach 

year of a study pro. gram, for a dopartmont's pro. grams, for 

disciplinc, areas and for the institution the follovAnt, valucs: 

M Student load: this is the average hours of timetabled 

contact that the student received i. o. 

student load 

(ii) "Total Meatings timetabled -for a particular study program: 

(h. g) 

Sunimcd over a department or disciplinr area or institution 

this statistic counts "joint" meetings sevorcil times 

hence: 

(iii) ADocal. able hiectin-gs: whcaro seworal ý_tudy progr, ims attend the 

Sallie set O: C mootings (i. e. r* > S) tho teaching hours were 

i0located pro rata to the nu: nber Of sLudonts attc-nding from a 

study program i. o. 

s 
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Pv) Group Size: This is the size of meeting the student 

actually att(, ndc-d i a. 

group size 

(V) Average group size attendod by iho student i. e. 

i. s I Ii. s 
and 

(Vii) The Croup size provided by the institution i e. 

s 
9 

From (v) and (vi) it is possible to derivi two frcquoncy 

distriLutions: (v) sho,, vs the range of group sizes an aver, -L; i., 

student ationds P. nd can be. stimmod for a study p)*Op, z. -: i, deý)?.. rtrnont, 

discipline or institution; wricrear. the frequency distril. kition 

derived froin (vi) shows the -range of group sizes provided and 

becaiise of the possibility of jcint mcetings cro:; siYi[, department 

or discipline boundaries ma. y be ineaningYol only when summed for the 

whole institution. 

4.05. 

All study progranis are based in a particular department and, 

therefore, discipline area and for a department or discipline 

area it is important to know whether the demand is from one's 

own study programs, or from sonic other departments' and whethrýr 

It requires specialist space or not. Accordingly, we have 

analysed the totals of the values in 4.04 for study programs to 

reveal for oach department and discipline area: - 
M Oxn teaching in non specialist space; 

Ui) Own teaching in specialist*space; 

(iii) Total own teaching; 

(iv) Service teaching in non specialist space; 

(V) Service teaching in specialist space; 

(vi) Total service tciching; 

(v. i i) Total teaching in non spocialist space; 

(Vii i) Total tenching in specialist npacc; and 

(ix) Total toachinf, to the prorrain. 
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SO")c' Of th(-, rosults of this a nalysis by discipline are 

presented in Appundix 1 but for convenience tho overall results 

for tho tuo institutious are giv(-ii below in Tables 2,3, and 4. 

TABLE 2 
) 

SOMP T N ' ' ' ' I il IIT, T , T ATj. , ! JCS 1972/73 

L0UG)113r)IHX'(; ,I 
PARTS A. Dc D D c 

Ei-erolmcmt 815 730 674 29 963 731 618 
Studont Load 

G55 692 584 378 -""'578 593 441 
Meet ings 424o9 51C72 51964 1864 46368 41046 31054 
Allocatal)3 e 
klect j 11-'s 11,0794 '0349 50,173 ISG4 20443 22623 19352 
StudejAs' 
Group -, 7,0 :, 1 .4 19.6 18.2 16. ý 66.9 46.2 23 G 
(Standard 

Drnrial inn)(27 
. 
3)(22.41,02.7) (7.7) (61.9) (28.5) (22.3) 

Institutions' Average 
Group Size 13.6 30.0 7.8 5.9 27 .2 ID. 1 14 .1 (Standai-d 1 

Deviati 011) (15.5) (9.8) (9-0) (7.8) (32.6) (22.7) (14.3) 

TABLE 3 

FRIXVF. 4CY T)TSTRIBUTION 03" AVERAGE STUDINTS' GROUIP 
_SIZ)',,, 

c3 (IMS) 

LANICIIESTPR TIM) oil BORM C-14 

YJA 11. TS A 13 c D B c 

Group Sizvs 1 10 10 18 39 0 5 
2-5 2G 37 78 15 7 19 18 
6-10 100 196 IGG 55 31 50 45 

'11-15 135 18i 95 0 64 71 64 
16-20 60 90 75 0 53 73 73 
21-30 74 47 72 2G7 77 59 76 
31-40 7G 63 26 0 24 69 54 
41-60 GG 43 42 0 -85 90 66 
61-80 56 13 0 0 47 96 34 
81-100 37 .0 *0 0 .- -' 52 14 0- 

101-125 B0 0 0 40 3 0 
126-150 00 0 0 25 15 0 
151-175 0-0 0 0 10 7 0 
176-200 07 7 0 39 13 0 

2001- 00 0 0 17 6ý 1 
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The'llarts' )*c! f(? rrcd to in The Tables correspond to all. inteitts 

and purposes with academic years. The normal college attendance 

for fii-.,:. t is thrcc, yvars but. in two study programs git 

Lanchoster (Urbr and Pc[; Ioiio3 Plannin. - and Socinl Vork) the 

in-college, study covers four years. 

4. OS . _q 

From Tabl es 2 , r. d 3 it would appear on Vic basis of the 1972/73 

tinictables that ovr! r the normal throc, year cycle an undergraduate 

at Lanchentor receivcd 1931 liours of timolnblbd tuition as comparcd 

with 1612 hours at Lourbborough, In botb cases the studcnt 

found himsclf in group sizes varying from 1 to 60. Ilowever, 

the Lots ghboi oo L; h undergraduates spent fai, nore tii-. ia in groups 

in mccns of Go and on average could expect to spend 24 hours 

c. vor t)-. e ye, 15 ii-I clzjS. zC: S is, c:, xe. oss of 200 odunt. s. 

4.09. 

The groatost divorgence bctwr_-(. n thc two institutions lay in the 

differonco bet-, ý, ýcn thc "mc, ciings" and "alloz! atable meetisigs". 

The "Piectings" are those formal acad,:,,. j,,.; c staff/student contact 

ficurs per annimi that would need to, b(! providod if c-ach study 

progrinm is timetabled independently: the "allocatable noetings" 

summed c)v(. -r tho -ý. Iic)le institution are the mceting hours actually 

wovided: an), difference ; irises out of "joint" cla_, sos an-volving 

more than one study progr? uii. The economic possibilities of 

joint moetin-, s are clearly demonstrated in-the case of Lougliborou[7,11 

whore savings in under-gradiiate demands for tuition of about 47% 

were achieved in 1972/73 as comparcd witli 3% for Lanchoster. 

An index of under graduat e tuition domands in hours per annum per 

student enrolled in colloro is given by: - 

Allocatablo- 

Enrolments 

For the 72/73 data this index is as follows: - 
PAIITS LANCHESTER MYGHBOROUGH 

A 48 21 
-B 69 31 

75 31 
D 64 
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4.10. 

It is im. porlLni to apprýýciatc tho dirtinc. tion betwocsn the 

students' t. vorngo group rize and the institutions, av4.,. -; Ir,, o 

group -, izr,. The forwor dcrivc: d from valuc., (v) in psr,. graph 

4.0-1 identifies tif, avcrp. C. c- group size in which tho average 

student. f inds hi mýol fjc. Ilis typi cal leariting onvironment 

The latter derived f), o; n ,. u3LIc Paralraph 4.04 identifies 

the aw! r. age group \%hich the instituf. ion needs to provide. 

For cxAmple in thc- caso of an enrolment of 20 students receiving 

one hour in a group of 5, onc hour in a,. group of 10 and one h. our 

ill a group of 20, the students' nvprage Urcmp size is )1.7. 

The inf; titution, on the other hand, provides four hours of 

group siv. o, 5, two 110"Irs Of g3. otlT) size 10 and one hour Nr group 

sizo 20 j c. tho j. nstjtutio, j..,, A%, cý)., kgo C, ., )UP Size is g Tho 

instilutions' avorage. group s)zo corresponds dirccily %vith the 

1'()Olil)Z Co-, rmittoc-'s "avoragc class size" familiar to the j3ritis-h 

Polytechnic r(-acler. Joint vicetings rather tham the mviibor (if 

onrolyw: ýnt. E to )-),,, y1. icu1ar sttidy arc the majur reason for 

Ahe liighc, r studcnts' c3ass siz. (, at Lou j. diborough. 

FRIn-UYNCY DISTRMUTION 01ý DY'OANT, YOP. TrACMING SMACK (I'll! S) 

G rZ WjI LA N0 11 ̀., ST E'R 
CUM 

IZJABcD TUP10, A 13 c TOTAL 

1 6450 7CCO 12403 1135 2OG50 20. G 392 156 3346 3&94 6.2 

2-5 d! 521 C521 13-'82 128 21755 37.9 1932 4915 2772 96) 9 21. G 

G-10 9GG1 182C. " 13522 23.1.41 168 2 GG. 9 3599 4676 
ZiG54 

II () 1.9 40.7 

11-15 r807 303S3 -1 P, 75 0 24170 83.6 4442 4019 3225 11 GSG tj 9 
., 

4 

I-G-20 215-97 3F, 21 2888 0 9409 90.4 2929 2977 252-8 8434 72.9 

21-30 2G47 15G4 )953 370 6534 95.0 2837 183G 17F, 9 G4G2 83.2 

31-110 1 r, 00 1.., j2 51). 0 3613 97.5 G73 1,135 922 3 01i () 88.1. 

I -GO 1011.2 Oj 2 6013 0 2302 99.1 1605 1374 842 382). 94.2 

61-80 G1ý9 150 00 839 99.7 651 951 3 or? low !)7.2 

61,100 375 001.0 375 99.9 557 11.7 0 674 03 
.3 

101, -125) Go 000 60 99.9 348 21 03G9 98.9 
3.26-1,50 00000 99.9 173 83 0 256 9D. 3 
151-175 00000 99.9- 5G 32 0 88 -. 99.4 
176-200 0 30 2u 0 59 99.9 208 54 0 2G2 99.8 

2001- 300033.00.0 79 24 4' 107 1001 .0 
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Table 4 sots out the total demands in 1972/73 ill Moll institutJon 

for teaching space by various group sizus. The pattern of domand 

is typif. iCLI at t110 Qlj(JSý Of tile di. Strý; I)UtiOR. Almost 21%, of the 

domand at Lanchenter was for individual tutorials as comparpd with 

6% at Loug) 11 *. 
)01'0111,11. on the other hand 177, of the domand at 

-Loughborou, li was fox- groups greater than size 30 whilst at 

Lanclivster only 5% of the dcm-ind was for groups of 301- students. 

At- Ianchester 28% of the tot&I dowind was for specialist teaching 

space as cv, q),, -tred with 2150 at Lou. -hborough. Tho institution's 

average r_iýo,. jp size (and standard dcviatior. ) in specialist 

was fts follovis: - 

Parts, Tranchost Or Jourhborou! ýh 

A,, - 12.! ) (S 
. 0) . 21.5 (11 

. 
9) 

8.6 (5.5) 14.3 8.7) 

C 6.2 (5.0) 10.7 5.8) 
D 21.0 (0.0) 

5.01. Student's Record 

The following d, -. ta on all undergraduate and taught postgraduato 

studetits it Loughborough and for most tindergr adiiatc, students-at 

Lanchestor cni-olled in 1972/73 has bc(.. n collected: 

(i) Year of ctitry, sex, marital status, date of birth, 

hopic or overseas; 

Entry qualifications - oxamination board-? and grades, 

(iii) Subsoquent aca. c1ci: dc reco rd: study programs, parts, marks, 

&adcs; and, where it was available. 

'(iv) Details of first employer and initial sal., iry. 

Some of this, information has been analy-sod and the rosults for 

disciplino arcas arc, presented in Appendix 2. For convenience 

the ovoiall. results for both institutions are prcscntcd below: 
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TABLE 5 

SOME SJ*AT3S, 'FJC-S 1972/73 

MNCHESTER 1AXIGI I 1301W'. "61 

A 13 CDA 13 C 

A-LEVE'l, 17'N'TRY 
W1 EAN '2.13 2.21 2.24 2.8.1 2.90 2.93 2.99 
STANDARD DEVIATTON 0.82 0.83 0.81.0.62 0.79 0.82 0.82 

% U. M101AMN'TS IIý, ."I FASS 
1.0.60 

0.88 0.97 0.86 0.8!?, 0.85 0. E. 5 
TO 0!! D 0.11.0101' 0.0() 0.00 0.04 0.04 0.00 

0.71 0.89 0.97 0.86 0.86 0.89 0.95 
FAIL 0.22 0.00 0.03 0.03 0.09 0.09 0.03 

. NOT 1711104 0.07 0.02 0.00 0.10 O. OG 0.03 0.02 

MEAN MLAMS 51 . 79 55.27 58'. 40 60-39 53.33 54.2.9 56 . 15 
STANDARD DEVIATION 10.19 8. ), 9 7.47 5.14 10.81 10.89 9. C. 9 

CORTI PLATT ONNS 
RELULI'S v A- UVELS +. 05 +. 14 -. 24 +. 29 +. 27 +. 15 
DvA+,. 46 . +. 63 
Cv 13 +. 68 +. 71 
1) vC+. 53 

The A lcvel grades have bocti calculated on the nor-mal UCCA ba siSf 

A=5, B=4, C -_ 3, D2 and E=1. In both institutions thore is 

some evidence that the "quality" of tho student intake as mca"sured by 

-mean A lovel grades has fallen very sl irlitly over tho years. However, 

. 
this apparent fall in entry standards joight be explainod by the 

weeding out" Process of examination--,. For the comparable Parts A, 33 

and P the average Loughborourh studont with a nican A lovel. of just belo. x 

C was about three quarters of a grade above his Lanchoster counterpart. 

5.03.. 

Apart from Part A the pass, failure and "not tak. en" (wastage? ) rates 

were sii-ailar in both institutions. The bipher failure rate in Part A 

at Lanchester might be ascribed to the lower A level. entry, but the 

low correlation between A levels and Part exanTinations suggest this 

explanation be treated with caution. 

5.04. 

Tbero is a cot)sistont and remarkablysimilar improvement in inean mrtrlýs 

for Parts A to C in both institutions. This trond is nccoi,, ij)a111cd 

by a tightcning, of the distribution of iý. iarks as the Parts proceed 

particu), tr)y at Lanchestor. 
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This phonc wic-im imay lj(ý eviýIonc; c. of learning gain. On thc other 

hand it may ho more)y Mustrative of a toiWoncy for exa-Ininers 

to fulfill their original "labell. inc. " prophoci. p. r. ' 

5.05. 

1ho SampIc, ri. z(,. s mcan 111at tho cor)-c-lati-11 coc-IjiCients for, 

both institutio; is for Part A, 13 mid C are significant. The 

correlation vS A lc. vcl grade: -; v. -ith subsrqucýrjt dc,., -, j-cc examinatiqll 

pcr. rcrw,, tnco is con%istenLly hig-her at Loughborough but even herc.. 

A levels explaiii ICSS UW11 9% Of SUbSCqLIC-nt dogreo examination 

porf orm.. ýncc. Tho coryclation bctwovii A levc-Is and dczree 

cyaminatio. m. was not materially affected by alteriativo mc,. i!,, urcmcnts 

of A levcl such as "mean of bcsi; three A levels" or "mimber of 

A levels" 

5.06. 

The rc; lationEhip Li. -twec. -n on-3 Part and ihc prcccd-,.,. g 11zrt 

results is ari! in stron, ýcr at Lou, ghboroup. h In both instituti. cos 

the -correlation 1: 3 in r. i c,., i r. cd ,s tho Part's procced. At Tnj)chcrA(, r 

the Part A rr-! aults explaiii just over 20,!, of the Part 13 results 

whilt-A Part 13 results (. ýxplain about 45"j, *,: )f, Part C restilts. 'A t* 

Loughborough the cooparable percentages are 40 and 60. 

A comparison of iiican 0NC; 0xD j-. iarks and Part examinn'tions resulted 

in the following correlation coc.: Uicicnts which are all signiii-cant 

at thc: level: 

Part L. -inchr%st cr 
-. 

ý.., , )I -. %JNrNr 
'Eq +. 40 93 q-. 44 
75 4.29 GG + . 37 

C so +. 31 
. 
65 +. 27 

In all cilses the coefficients are sonic-Miat higher than the A lcývcl 

correlations and expla in about 1Gý, z'. of Part A results. This 

stronrer correlation maY be accounted for by the higher probabi I it y 

of a good "inatch" bctween ONC/01,41) mvttorial aI nd deg)-ce syllabuses. - 
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TABLE G 

FI TIS T SAL1\RY DATA GRADUATES 3.972/73 V AND CORIZELATI01'4 
AVIIII FINAL hIMM 

DISCIPT. TFE LANCITE"'TER I DOTZOOGI I 

i.; N ýM VSDr IR 11 C IS D 

3-: -, -"5 r) 1779 296 -. 10 390 1.725 38B + . 17+ 
5 32 1523 3364 +. 13 83 1503 2,19 +. L)2 
6 51 IC96 

. 
359 -. 01 26 175G 346 4- . 55 

7ft 
7b 11 14GG ]CG +. 3A 
86 1488 302 +. 47 a 139G 102 + X7 

All 145 1681 347 +. 03 316 1654 365 +. I; )*. 

Significant at the 5% level . 

Information on initial salaries was available for just over 20'4 of 

the gradvater, at Lanchester and 50% at Loughborough. The, ovcvall 

mean salarics an-1 the pattern across di,, ciplines In each instiottion 

are similar. it appoars Mat discipline area rather than 

institution is a raore important dolormirtant of initial. salptry. 

The cori-clation between final degree marl; s ard initial salar-v 

is positive for all the disciplines at LoughborOUP11 and most., of 

those at Lanchcster but by no w. cans strong. 

5.09. PostScript 

The team is currently worhing on n number of problem areas: tho 

ýnoasurement of "learning gain"; the development of a rationale 

for tho allocation of admin istrators, technicians, c. onsum. ables and 

equipment to study programs. It will be appreciated that our 

objective is not to undertake a comparison between Loughborough 

Rnd Lanchester but to develop, a methodology for accounting for 

inputs and outputs. )lov,, (, -vcr, it seemed preferable to ostablish 

the significance and scnsitivity of our noas%irenicnts in the 

LoughborouC, hArnehoster context before involving the associated 

institutions in a demanding, data collection exercise. 

6. OOF. 

Tho projoct team have benefitted greatly from ilic advice and 

C011,111c, lis fr(, m the iiiemb(irs of the Steering Committee, the mombers 

of which are (: Iven in Appciidix 3. 
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Appnciix 1 

Ti met t11 e Aim 1v .is 

Gomo results Tor Lanchester and Loughborotigh 1972/73 analys(A by discipline. 

I Part A Enrolments, Studc-nt Loarl, hioetings, Allocatable Group S;. ze. s. 
II Part 13 .1 ýl 

. 
It 11 Is of It to 

.0. I*IIIII of IIII III Part C 
IV Part D 
V Lanchester Frequency Distribution (lirg/Annum) Students' Group Sizes. 

. 
VI Loughborough 

Discipline Group Illustrative dopartments fallint; withir. pro., q) 

A Education 

,2 
Health Phar. macy, Othor dopartmonts alliccl to 

medicine and health. 

3. Toclinolo;, v and Acronatitical, chemical, civil, olectric. 11, 
onginecring mechanical, and production onginocri-r., -; 

-roii)ijig, metallurgy, building, survoyin: -, 
and [; r--jir--ral ciigincering. Gonorýtl 
technolo;, y itrid manufacture c-. 17. toxtile 

. 0cluc ti oll. technology printing and boolt roi 

4. Arriculture 

Science and applied 
sci(ýnccs 

Social (administralAve 
find business) studios 

7a Vocationil - architecti. re 
and town and country 

i, planning 

f7b 
vocatiolla) other 

8 Languages (literature 
and aroa) Studies 

9 Arts (other than 

. 
Languagcs) 

Biolorry, botany, zoolocry and co: obincatJons 
of biologicaL scionces, McAhomiti. cs, 
physics, chemi-stry, goology. 

Management studies, economics, geograp! ly, 
r, ovel-Ilment alld Public admillistiaLion, 
law, sociology, liberal studies, 
accountancy. 

Architecture, town and country planning. 

Catering, institutional wana-c: wc-rit, Loma, 
economics, Librarians-hip, nautical 
studies, transport 

History, archnoology, phi I osophy 

10 Art and Dosign Art and design, drania, music. 



PART A TAI XT Al,!, (Y; Al'.. MY MEM, J. 'ýC; S (; )I(ylr) sm'I'S 
BY 

sn) mmus INSTIIIUTI'iN, 
STUDINT ALLOCA TABLE' AVD`, %(; E AVEIViG" 

YN! i0l, ý! I INTS LOAD 
IMMINGS 

MUEONGS) GROUP SIZI; GICOLIP Sizi: 

(IMS) (lilts) (STANDA)M (STAND. ARD 
DEVIATIO") DE. UATION) 

)ANClw. s-j, F, jj 

3 24G 796 16741. IC625 21.2 11.8 

5 222 789 11750 1ý750 36.2 14.9 
(32. G) (17.6) 

6 315 4G8 11690 IOG46 39.2 13.9 
1 (31 

24 5 10 740 740 23. G 16.5 
(3.2) (I r-,. & ) 

38 5C9 1529 1 ý'-, 3 . 2). 9 

TOTAL 845 654 42459 40784 31.4 13. G 
(27.3) (15.5) 

TOTAL 

22 490 1590 

485 C20 27CGG 

214 582 14357 

174 498 10255 

29 567 1390 

39 455 1110 

963 578 463GS 

5? 3 $3.0 18.7 
(25.2) 

10391 70.9 28.9 
(64.8) (34.8) 

4469 69 .4 27,8 
(49.. 5) (29.5) 

2802 77,5 30.8 
(54.7) (37.9) 

1180 27.7 33.9 
(41.0) (13.8) 

1028 45.5 17.2 
(57.1) (22.0) 

20443 CG. 9 27.2 
(61.9) (32.8) 
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PART' D STLIDTý-. 17 LOAD, fJ. TXi^ATA--I'. r MY 'XINGS. Gli(XIP 
ljy WSC)IIJANI. 

STU VENTS I VS TI i",,, r 1 cj:,; s 
wrow2u A LUC ATA KM, -' AVII. 111%G1, A%IF. Q-, Gr 

DISCI Ill I'll. I*NltC)lMl-I: TS LOAD MEETINGS CROUP SIZI., G! '. Oj)l SIZI, 
Sims) Ita; 

%lilts) (STANDAU (s, lvaomlm 
DMATION) 1) 1 ýv j ". r7 o' I 

3 234 831 9,2183 22183 13 G (1.8 
(4.6) 

.5 IG3 941 15255 15255 14.5 10.1 
(9.2) (G. 7) 

277 453 12089 11214 3G. 1 11.2 

7a 23 500 720 720 22. G 10.0 

G25 1425 977 31.4 21.1 
(5.2) 

IWAL 730 692 . 5IG72 50349 . 19. G I (). 0 

192 

G.... 80 

7b 21 

19 

TOTAL 732 

527 1185 397 37.4 9.1 
(44.3) (35.0 

C32 28874 12751 54.8 20. 
(4G. 7) 

599 8697 5470 36.7 20.8 
(29.7) (18.1) 

435 V500 2294 29.2 15.1 
(30.3) 

497 2710 974 15.0 10.7 

480 1080 737 21.8 12.4 
(17.45 (10. pj) 

593 41046 22623 46.2 19.1 
(:, B.! )) (22.7) 
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PART C Srlll)ilN'r5* ]PAD, 
ft JTIýL- il- 

ST, urm\T A1.1,0CATAPLF AV J. 'RUX AVIAM62 
UAD R! )', l: NNGS MEETINGS clioup sjvý, S SIZE 

(Ims) --QT-SL (STAInARD (SIOANDA U 1) 
1)1-', V I ATI_GN) 

Lhl, '('IIF, STrR 

212 ? 02 23293 23.293 11 6.4 
(7.7) (5.6) 

5 157 741 )7062 170G2 11.5 6.8 
(7.9) (5.6) 

6 
.1 

25G 401 9599 8003 33.5 )2.0 

?a 19 480 660 060 is rl 23. pl 
(2. G) (6.2) 

30 52o 1350 8: 48 28.1 1'8.4 
(5.3) ()3.4) 

TOTAL 674 584 51 9G4 50173 18.2 7 .8 (22.7) (9.0) 

1 2 100 120 30, 18.5 GA. 
(6.6) 

3 351 433 13854 8848 35.2 17.2 

5 IGI 507 D830 7018 20.9 11.6 

62 3.73 5720 1993 19.8 Il. G 
(10.9) (9.7) 

7b 15 332 720 720 8.3 6.9 
C) (3.5) (3.0) 

27 -390 810 713 23.3 14.7 
(13.7) (11.2) 

TOTAL cis 441 31054 29352 28.6 14.1 
(22.3) (14.3) 
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21, 

IV, 

PART SI'UD) -\TS' LaAD. 1.1F. F. -NNGS, ALLOCATADT. r. Mll-rINGS 

STUDINTS* INSTITUTIONS' 
STUDINTS' ALLOCATAPLE AVUL%GE AVERAGE 

piscrIlLINE I 'N P. 01). '. M TS LOAD MPETINGS 
tirl. -I'll"GS GROUP SIZE GllOLTP Sjzjý 

- (I[R-, ) 
ORS) 

Oln's) (STMMARD (STANDMID 
%G DEVIATION) MVIA710N) 

LANOIKSTER 

ca 308 759 5.4 3.3 
(2.3) (2.7) 

7a. 21 405 1105 11105 19.3 77 
(5.6) (9: 4) 

TCYPAL 29 378 ISG4 1864 16.2 5.9 

. 7) (7.8) 
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22. 

KiY TO GROUP SIZES. 

IL 1. 

-2 2-5 
6-10 

11-15 
5 16-20 

21-30 
7' 31-40. 
8 41-60 
9 61-80 

10 81-100 
11' 101-125 
12 126-150 
13 151-175 
14 17G-200 
15 201+ 

(I 

.x 
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Appý: ildix 2 

; ttident Record 

Some results for Lanchoster and Loughborough 1972/73 analysed by 
disciplinc. 

. 11 Part A 'Undergraduate Pasults 
Il Part D Under--raduate Results 
III Part C Undcrgraduate Results 

. IV Part D Undergraduate Results 
V Mcan A level Scores 
VI Correlation of Mean A level Scores with Parts 
VII Correlation Part with Preceding Part Results 
VIII Correlation of Mcall ONC/OND Scores with Parts 

Discipline Group Illustrative departments falling within group 

I Education 

2 11calth Pharmacy, Other departments allied to medicine 

and health. 

3. Technology and Aeronautical, chemical, civil, electricaI, 
engineering riechanical, and production engineering; 

ininin. -, metallurgy, building, survc), ing 

-and goneral ongine,. arinr. Genoral technolo,, ýy 
and manufactui-e e. g. textile tcchnology 

printing and book production. 

Agriculture 

Science and applied Biology, botany, zcolo, -, y and con'binat ions 

sciences of biological sciences, Mathematics, 

physics, chemistry, geology. 

6 Social (administrative Managemont studies, economics, Geography, 

and business) studies government and publ4c administration, 
law, sociology, liberal studies, accountancy. 

ýa Vocational - architecture Architecture, town and country planning. 

.. 
and town and country 
planning 

7b Vocational other Catering, institutional management, home 

economics, Librarianship, nautical 
studies, transport. 

8 LanguaCes (literature 

. and area) studies 

9 Arts (other than History, archaeology, philosophy. 
Languages) 

10 Art and Design Art and design, drama, music. 
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1972/73 PART A UNDERGRADUATE RESULTS BY T)iS(TIT, lNr, 

N CT M FIM STANDARD 
DISCIPI. T, N, r ENROL PASS TO ORD i ýLA LL 

TAKFM MARK DEVIATION 
7 

1ANCHESTER 
., 

3 270 131 4G 70 23 53. G8 11.39 
(0.49) (0.17) (0.26) (0.08) 

222 102 39 65 IG 50.77 10.50 
(0.46) (0.18), (0.29) (0.07) 

6 316 245 11 43 16 50.3G 

. (0.78) (0.03) (0.14) (0.05) 

7a 24 21 0 2 1 58.09 4.09 
(0.88) (0.00) (0. os (0.04) 

8 38 24 0 8 G. 52.66 8.53 
(0.63) (0.00) (0.21) (0.16) 

TOTAL 869 523 96 188 62 51.79 10.19 

: . Go) (O (0.11) (0.22) (0.07) 
- . 

22 19 0 3 0 51.77 10.65 
(0.86) (0.00) (0.14) (0.00) 

3 697 567 27 68 35 53.6o 11.26 
(0.81) '(0.04) (0.10) (0.06) 

5 214 165 13 17 19 51.55 12.30 
(0.77) (o. OG) (0.0,9) (0.09) 

6 
. 
175 151 4 9 11 54.14 8.07 

(0.86) (0.02) (0.05) (O. OG) 

7b 29 28 0 1 0 . 55.55 . 
6.68 

.. 
(0.97) (0.00) (0.03) (0.00) 

..,.. :- :;,. . 

1.8 39 34 0 5 0 53.34 5.23 
(0.87) (0-00) (0.11) (0.00) - 

TOTAL 1176 964 44 103 65. 53.33 . 10.61 
(0.82) (0.04) (0.09) (0.06) 
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'CT. PLINE 1972/73 PART B UNf)rRGlb'iDUATE PTSULTS BY DIS 

Mrr tIFAN STANDARD 
DISCIPLTNE ENROL PASS TO ORD FAIL 

TAKYN NiARK DMATION 

IANCITI-STER 

234 195 3 35 1 56.5G 9.26 
(0.83) (0.01) (0.15) (0.00) 

5 163 136 3 20 4 55.66 9.66 
(0.83) (0.02) (0.12) (0.02) 

277 259 1 13 4 54.15 6.38 
(0.94) (0.00) (0.05) (0.01) 

, 7a 23 23 0 0 0 53.09 5.35 
(I. (JO) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 

8 3*4 29 0 1 3 55.03 4.91 
(0.00) (0.03) (0.09) 

TOTAL 730 642 7 69 12 55.27 8.19 
(0.88) (0.01) (0.09) (0.02) 

LOUGNPOROUGli 

1 7 5 0 1 1 51.67 5.59 
(0.71) 

. 
(0.00) (0.14) (Q. 14) 

3 413 341 26 40 6 54.75 11.36 
(0.83) (O. OG) (0#10) (0.01) 

5 192 170 0 16 6 53.22 11.46 
(0.89) (0.00) (0.03) (0.03) 

6 so 71 0 5 4 54.38 8.29 
(0.89) (o. oo) (0.06) (0.05) J 

7b 21 19 0 0 2 
. 

58.84 5.13 

(0.90) (0.00) (0.00) (0.10) 

8 19 16 0 3 0 50.58 6.22 
(0.84) (0.00) (0.16) (0.00) 

TMAL 732 622 26 65 19 54.29- 10.89 
(0.85) (0.04) (0.09) (0.03) 
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1972/7, PART c ummz-,,;! z, %v)uA, m. Rusuurs iiy DYsc. il'i. TNE 

'. 4 

DISC] 111,1NE FIN ROL PASS TO ORD FAIL 
NOT MEAN STANDARD 

TAKEN MARIC DEVYATION 

1ANrm., s, rF. R 

3 212 208 0 4 0 62.41 '7.. 52 
(0.98) (0.00) (0.02) (0.00) 

5 157 148 0 9 57.88 8.3G 
(0.94) (0.00) (O. OG) (0.00) 

6 256 250 0 4 2, 55.69 5.88 
(0.93) (0.00) (0.02) (0.01) 

7a 19 18 0 0 1 57.44 4.70 
(0.95) (0.00) ' (0.90) (0.05) 

-. a 30 30 'o .0 0 56.00 A. 68 
(1.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 

'TOTAL 674 '654 0 17 3 58.40 7.47 
(0.97) (0.00) (0.03) (0.00) 

Loummonoucii 

1 '2 2 0 0 0 51.00. 7.00 
(1.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 

3 351 331 0 13 7 59.65 9.52 
(0.94) (0.00) (0.04) (0.02). 

5 IG1 152 0 7 2 56.14 10.66 
(0.94) (0.00) (0.04) (0.01) 

6 62 62 0 1 0 55.42 7.34 
(0.98) (0.00) (0.02) (0.00) 

7b Is 15 o 0 61.93 9.30 
(1.0o) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 

8 2i ' 27 0 0 0 55.56 5; 82 
(1.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 

TOTAL 618 588 0 21 0 58.15 9.69 
(0.95) (0.00). (0.03) (0.00) 
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IV 

197ý ý3 PART D UNDE MCMADITATF JJRýSITLTS BY DISCTMI-INE 

ENROL PASS TO 911D FATL NOT. MEAN STAYDARD 
TAKEN VIARK DI-71IATION 

5 

6 8 0 0 o 64. oo 11-72 
(1.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 

7a 21 17 0 1 3 58-78 4.46 
(0.81) (0.00) (0-05) (0.14) 

TOTAL 29 25 0 3 6o. 33-, 5.14 
(0.86) (0.00) (0.03) (0.10) 

v 
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WIFAN A-L7-, %'J-L SCORPS FOR UN! DT-', I? G%Ml)UATl'q. r. NTZOI, T, rD 1972/73 
BY D1SCIPLINE 

DISCIPLINE 

LANClli., S, rErl. 

3 

7a 

8 

TOTAL 

PART A PART B PART C PART 1) 

N M SD N m SD N m SD N M SD 

178 1.95 0.84 loo 1.91 0.85 85 2.01 0.79 - - 

194 1.80 0.72 124 1.80 0.70 112 1.83 0.89 - - 

295 2.34 0.77 242 2.42 0.73 224 2.44 0.67 6 2.73 0.40 

24 2.84 0.73 19 2.59 0.91 19 2.95 0.68 16 2.87 0.68 

34 2.54 0.78 31 3.02 0.75 29 2.57 0.63 - - - 

725 2.13 0.82 516 2.21 0.83 460 2.24 0.81 22 2.83 0.62 

LCUMBOROUGH 

1 21 2.55 0.73 5 3.14 0.47 1 1.70 0.00 

3 545 2.96 0.81 329 3.00 0.82 269 2.9a 0.77 

5 205 2.79 0.80 185 2.86 o. -82 150 3.07 0.81 

6 166 2.77 0.69 65 . 2.66 0.70 54 2.68 0.96 

7b 29 2.98 0.76 21 2.90 0.75 15 2.83 0.85 

8 39 3.45 0.59 19 3.36 0.89 27 3.34 0.72 

TOTAL 1005 2.90 0.79 624 2.93 0.82 516 2.99 0.82 
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C01IRrl,, %TJON :- MPAN A-LEVEL SCORE V, TT)l -S PARTS UNDH 'RGRADUATFS 3972/73 

DISCIPMNE A B c D 

1ANTCHESTER N r N r IT r -' N r 

3 158 +. 22 100 +. 10 85 +. 19 - 

5 182 +. Oo 121 -. 01 111 +. 38 - 

6' 
. 
281 +. 20 239 +. 18 221 +. ). 2 6 +. 42 

7a r( 23 4.12 i9 -. 30 18 +. 36 13 -. 40 

8 30 +. 31 28 +. 43 29 +. 44 - - 

TOTAL 674 +. 15 507 +. 05 464 +. 14 21 -. 24 

LOUGH 13011 (yl: clli 

1 21 +. 38 5 -. 68 1 

3 518 +. 31 320 +. 31 2G4 +. 10, ' 

5 188 +. 33 176 +. 28 147 +. 26 

6 255 +. 22 61 -. 07 53 -. 10 - 

7b 29 +. 00 19 +. 36 15 +. 47 - 

8 38 +. 45 19 +. 64 27 +. 31 - 

TOTAL 949 +. 29 600 +. 27 507 +. 15 - 
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vii 

CORIZETATION PART WTTTI PRrCET)TNG PART RESULTS UNDERGRAMATES 1972/73 

BvA CvD DvC 

IJU%CIIJ: S'FrR r N r N r 

3 198 +. 48 211 +. 62 

5 152 +. 39 156 +. 68 

6 273 +. 39 252 +. 59 a +. Be 

7a 23 +. 40 ýs +. 73 is +. 30 

30 +. 72 30 +.. 71 

TOTAL 676 +. 46 667 +. C8 26 +. 53 

Laict I BM oli cl I ----- -- 

6 +. 72 2 -1.00 

3 400 +. 67 343 +. 70 

182 j. 62 156 +. 77 
. 

6 76 +. 27 62 +. 50 

7b 18 + .73 15 +. 75 

191 +. 70 27 +-. 74 

TOTAL 701 +. 63 603 
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vili 
CORRELMON. MFAN 0. \C/C, '\'D SCOTIFS IVTTl PA", TS 1972/73 BY I)YSCTI)I, I'f,!: " 

DISCIPLINE A c 

LANCIIESTI-It N r N r N 

3 52 +. 25 54 +. 23 32 +. OG 

5 8 4:. 76 . 11 +. 02 -. 05 

6 9 . 43 10 +. 43 9 +. 75 

7a 

TOTAL 69 +. 40 75 +. 29 50 +. 31 

87 +. 44 58 +. 135 57 +. 15 

5 3 +. 96 2 +1.00 6 -4.73 

6 2 +1.00 5 +. 74 1 

: 7b 

TOTAL 93 +. 44 66 +. 37 65 +. 25 
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APPENDIX 2.6. 

"A STUDY OF SOME PERFORMA. NCE INDICATORS IN HIGHER EDUCATION 

WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO LOUGHBOROUGH UNIVERSITY AND 

LANCRESTER POLYTECILNIC" 

by BIRCH, D. W., CALVERT, J, R. and SIZER, J. 

in PROCEEDINGS OF THE THIRD GENERAL CONFERENCE OF THE 

OECD/CERI/IMHE PROGRAMME, OECD, PARIS, SEPTEMBER 1976 
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CENTIZE FOR EDUCATIO:. IAL RESEARCH 1,11D INNOVATION 

PROGRAI. " CIE ON INSTIYUT. 101, AL 114N, "ýGMýM-TNT IN HIGHER EDUCATION 

"A STUDY OF SC: -ýE P"-RFO: 'ý?.! PJC1] INDICATORS IN HIGHER EDUCATION 

W ITH PARTICUI2,11R REFE21ENCE TO LANICHESTER POLYTECHITIC AND 

LOUGHBOROUGH UINIVE-ERSITY" 

D. W. BIRCH, J. R. CALVERT & J. SIZER 

A Report to be presented to the Third General Conference of Member 
Institutions of the Frogra=e on Institutional Management in 
Higher Education, Paris, 13th-16th September 1976. 
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A STUDY Or INT)lCA'POl-%,. S IN 111GHER EDUCATION 
TO LANCHE"o'CE, 11 PMYTIýCHNIC AND 

PRE WIBLE 

This c6sc study is the result of an investigation 

undertaken jointly by Lanchester Polytechnic and Loughborough 

University of Technology. It has been partly financed 

by the United Kingdom Department of Education and Science and 

sponsored by the Institutional Management in Higher Education 

Programme of OECD/CERI. 

The purpose of the S"%-Udy was to e3camine the potential 

: For performance indicators for the teaching activities in 

higher education in the UK where "teaching" is defined as: - 

The recruitment and selection of the student: body; 

The creation of a learning environment leading to the 

transmission of kno,, aledge and skills and the development 

of creative, analytical and critical abilities; and 

The verificiation and certification of the learning 

processes. 

In addition to their teaching role institutions of higher 

educaticn pursue research and scholarship and r)ublic service 

and these latter activities also contribute directly and 

indirectly to the teaching function. The multi missions 

of, higher education give rise to joint costs and products 

which it will often be impossible to precisely unscramble. 

However, a consideration of research and scholarship and 

public service-was outside the project's remit and for the 

purpose of this study they are txcated as residual activities. 

/ 
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The broad objectives of the project were set as being 

_"to move towards a clearer understanding of the teaching 

function in higher education and, hence, to permit an 

. irnprovcd budgetary planning and control system and also 

comparisons across UK universities and polytechnics". 

To achieve this the following steps were identified: 

W Identify and define the ingats, outco! nes and 

-processes of the teaching functions: 

(ii) Collect da*ýa and measure (as far as is possible) 

the variables and parameters identified in (1); and 

Establish a set of performýnce indicators and 
investigate their significanqe with data from 

the undergraduate programmes at Lanchester 

Polytechnic and L6ughboroUgh University for the 

academic years 1972/73 and 1973/74. 

.0 

COMPOIN"Er, 7rS OF THE TEA. CHING FUINICTION 

Figure 1 below identifies what we believe'to be the 

vajor internal components of the teaching function. Within 

the constraints of the project's budget and time-scale it 

was not possible to collect and,, analyse data on all the 

variables identified. Accordingly we have concentrated 

on these aspects for which data was most readily available 

and quantifiable. Thus data was not collected on 

The students' socio--cconomic backgrounds or their 

attitudes and expectations at entry and exit; 

The 'quality', expectations and values of the staff; 

The manageinent structure and-process; and 

The long term impacts of higher education. 

I 
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[,,. 'V,, 01P TM 11EAC11114IG FUXTION IN ILIGHI-m BDUCAT. -'ON 

OBJECTTVIS 

Educational 
Economic 
Cultural 
Social 
Political 

INPUTS PROCESSES 

S TUDE Irl S (i) LEARNING EINDRONTI-E-i-IT 
knowledge, skills, aptitudes, The Curriculum: The timetable 
attitudes, expectations at entry: the -oattcrn of formal mcetings, 
Socio-cconomic bac'Kground. tuition and teaching leads: 

Pedagogical strategies and 
STAFF: Academic, Technician, tactics - from traditional mix 
Administrative, Peda, (-, ogical, of staff supervised lectures, 
Technical, manaZerial tutorials and laboratories at 
Competence and expcrience: one end of the spectrunn to student 
Expectations ýand values orientated prograinmed learning 

and resource centre based 
PH'Y'SICAL FACILIIHES & REFSOýURCES environment on the other. 
Space, c-qlainn, ent, materials 
for learning/teaching (ii) ASSES11E`W/LICEý31ING VECHANISMS S 
cultural and recreational & CRITERIA 
activities. Assignments, tests, 'examinatio*ns 

etc. 

(iii) " ORGANISATIO14" 

-Management structure and Process; 
Management "style"; 
Institutional ethos etc. 

OUTCOMFS/OUýPUTS 

IW4EDIATE- 
The proviz; ion of learning oppo'rtunitics i. e. 
"Places" on an organised curriculum: 
Response = initially "applications" 
ultimately "enrolments". 

(ii) SHORT 11TI-1 
Graduates: Students' Imowledge, skills, 
aptitudes, attitudes, expectatlons at exit 

lmpactý*, on Cror, -. 141--ticinal rrodtict/Life-Unic 
carning-ý, wid culLiwal land (1111101-1slons. 
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We believe thesc: variables to be significant but the 

inve-stigation of each -ould bc an heroic task. They remain 

potentially fruitful areas -. "or further research. 

The Ob-'jectives of Hinher Education 

One view of education is that it is a civilising process. 

whereby the student acquires the behaviour and discipline 

patterns necessary to appreciate and perD(tuate his culture 

and contribute to society. This approach also embraces 

the concept that education is a worthwhile consumption good. 

Education "stimulates mental activity . ...... fosters a habit 

of wise inquisitiveneýs ........ raises the tone of life 

and regarded as an end in itself, it is inferior to none of- 

these which the production of material wealth can be made to 

subserve" Warshall 1890). 

An alternative view is that of the human capital. 

theorists who establish a direct -link between education and a 

student's productivity and marketability. (Becker 1964, 

Schultz 1963). University study improves ýt student skills 

level therefore he can contribute more to the gross national 

product and consequently he earns more. 

A bArd approach is referred to as the filter or screening 
hypothesis. (Arrow 1973, Wiles 1974). This'theory suggests 
that lifetime earnings differentials reflect no productivity 

enhancing effects of education but only its effects as a inethiod 

of signalling ability differences that existed before the 

education process bQgan - i. e. higher education is simply a 

sorting device, -a filter. 
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All those views of tho education procc. --- see it 

affecting an irldividual's lifetime chanccs. Eduýation, 

whether general or vocational gives rise to benefits - 

Sony-- of these ray be more casily mcassured than others 

but it is usually agreed that they are benefits and not 
"disl>--nef --ts", Moreover, education is beneficial to tile 

Corrarunity at large beyond whatever benefits may be enjoyed 
by the individual - culture is enrichod, political and 

social institutions enhanced, and productivit-y improved 

by Uie more efficient use of resourccs within existing 
knowledge and by the development of ncw technologies pushing 
the production possibility curve out,.,! ards. 

Some of the -se benefits can be criantified in terms of 
increased earnings expcc'Lc-, tions. On-the other hand, it 

might be contencled that higher education is not undertaken 
"just for money" or "primarily for money". Nevertheless 

there is now sufficient information available in the UK to 

support the hypothesis that higher education does materially 
improve lifetima earnings expectatLons (Morris and'Ziderman 
1971, Ziderman 1973). These improvements. probably reflect 
the vocational (skills) more than. the general (cultural) 

aspects of highcr education but if gcneral. education is. seen 
to cover the social skills necessary for posts available only 
to ýraduates, or has no effect on skills levels yet acts as 

a label conveying some information on the job narket (as 

according to the filter theory), then it can be argued that 

the resulting earnings streams signal the e ffectiveness of 
the process. Therefore, the otptimisation of enhanced 

lifetime earnings expectancies is an overall objective 

which embraces a large part of the aims of higher education 

and the total systems success or failure in achieving it 

can be measured. However in the absence of alumni age 

earnings profiles it is not an objective which is operationally 

Useful at the institutional level. 
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In an attempt to assess social and cultural benefits 

as well as the long term econoiidc returns to education 

Y, pller (1970) has suggesLed and attempted to collect 

information on.: - 0 

first wage offered; 

cumulative income (over 5,10 and 15 years); 

proportion into management level (by 5th or 10th year); 

rate of selection to proffessional group or select posts; 

rate of award of-civic and professional honours; 

proportions holding government posts of significant 

responsibility; 

proportions holding elected office; 

rate of participation in local affairs; 
drunkeness, arrest and divorce rates; 

book and magazine reading frequency; 

personal evaluations of intellectual and social. satisfaction. 

A number of these Ibenefits' are neither readily 

attributable to the effect of hiqher education nor are they 

readily quantifiable. A considerable effort would be required 

-to develop reliable and conýistent methods of gathering and 

evaluating the relevant data and from an institutional management 

point of view (as opposed to the national-'decision level) it is 

problematical whether the returns would be worth the cost of 

mounting the exercise. 

The. Department of Educationand Science has identified the 

overall aims for the teaching function in higher education in 

the UK as being: 

To provide higher education for those who could 
benefit from it; and 
To meet the requirements of society for qualified 
manpower. (DES 1970)., 

0 
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The f-Lr--t of 'Ll-IC, -C objectives is at a level-of generality 

. such as to be I)cyon-d dispute. The second aim,, is more 

ontrovcrsial - we subscribe to its sentiments but if it 

is defined as- llorganising cour-ses of, education so as to 

match with procinion the forecast needs of employers for 

trained personncl of various types" we remain sceptica I 

as to how it can be effectively deployed in either a macro 

or n-dcro planning or control context. Nevertheless, students 

may choose to enrol or not in higher education and, 
having enrolled, the majority of them are aiming for specific 

qualifications and definite career prospects. The major 

reason for going to university by the largest groups in 

Start-up's survey (1972)'were occupational in nature. They 
believed that a degree would give them access to a wider 

range of better paid and more interesting jobs. This 

phenomenon applied particularly to applied science and 
science students (Startup and Birk 1975). Therefore, within 
an institution the following goals might be postulated: 

Subject to maintaining academic standards 
tisfying cost and sat constraints 

To attain a "satiSf, --C'Lory" level. of: 

. 
(i) student intake "potential" 

Ui) pass rates; 
(iii) learning gain as measured by some index of student 

achievement at entry and exit; and 
tiv) student employability. " 

Goals Mt (ii) and Civ) are capable of being defined 

as targets J-e. in quantified terms. "Learning gain"' 

however, presents problems of definition and is less 
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su-sccptihle to cruji-itificaLion: if it is interpreted as 
being concerncd primlirily with educational rather than 

say expnriential attiLudinal, cultui-al and social gains 

or personal consumption then it overlaps with the pass- 

ra te goal and the latter may serve as a proxy. To 

accurately weasure learning gain we would need to give 

the students a pre course and post course test and allow 

for outsidc influences. To compare performance in 

different in3titutions we would have to'produce standardised 

tests covering common syllabu-scs. (Attiyehýand Lumsden 

1971 and 1972). This formidable task has not beý_-n pursued 

here. 

The above list of goals is by no means exhaustive. 

-Atfempts to obtain agreement among educators as to their 

objectives in terms precise enough to permit an exact 

specification of institutional outputs and hence permit 

the effective monitoring of performance have not been 

particularly successful. It has been argued (Cohen and 

March 1974) that university objectives are not only 

biguous but are destined to remain so, since many cam 

administrative and faculty feel this to be desirable and 

even beneficial. (Fielden and Lockwood 1973). 

Outcomes and Outputs 

The longer term outputs of the teaching process are 
its impacts on the student's post institult-ion lifetime 

chances - economic, social, cultural and political - and 
the spin off from their individual contributions to society 

generally i. e. the "externalities". As indicated above 

a- I calculus for assessing the economýc effects exists but its 

4! 
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effective use at the lev01 Of ills titu"Itional inanageiacnt 

is blocked by the paucity of data on. alunini careers and 

age earnings profiles. Informatioh on students' initial 

employmcnts is less di-f-ficult to asselrble and is essential 

feedback for an institution which has agreed objectives 

in terms of satisfying nianpower needs. 

The first teaching task is to provide a variety of 
learning opporlbinities in an organised curriculum. This 

"course mix" reflects'the iris-Litutions, perception of the 

needs of society. The result may be quantified in terms 

of potential student "places" on a course. 'Society's 

response may be assessed by the number and quality (as 

ineasured, say, by entry qualifications) of enrolmcnts. 

Potential places and enrolments are the immediate outcomes 

of the teaching function. 

Teaching (unlike learning! ) takes place in meetings 
between faculty and students the large majority of. these 

zo-eetings are set do%., -n in the timetable. These tuition 

hours, although not a final output, are also an outcome 

of the teaching process. 

Subsequently the student either 'drops outt or, as 

a result of the assessment procedure, fails and repeats 

or leaves the system, or is successful and moves on to 

the next stage of the cycle or, 'in the case of final year 

students, graduates. AsIndicated in Figure 2 below 

dropouts, failures, repeacers, successes and graduates are 

all outcomes of various stages of the educational process. 

I 

e 
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The- ultinute mea-sure. ment of thesc O(Itputs is the value 

addcd plus the students, pcrsonal "consumption" between 

entry to, and final exit from the 3. nstituLion. A 

reliable and accurate calculus for assessing this value 

added embracing attitudinal. change as well as sYdils 

and knoviledge acquisition was well beyond the scope of 

this project. A large part of the output may not be 

susceptible to quantification in the formal sense but 

future studies may de-monstrate how subjective judgements 

Ta-ay be ordered and categorised in this context even when 

they cannot be placed-on a calibrated scale. Meanwhile 

for a large part of higher education the examination system, 
imperfect though it is, remains the most important method 
for assessing the level of success in achieving educational 

objcc'tlives. 
I 
t 

It is diffic-ult to assess what a student who, fails an 

ey, -im. ination and/or drop-- out gains from I-L, gher education. 

To paraphrase it irzy be bctter to have tried and failed than 

never to have tr--ed at all. There is some evidence that 

a failed or drop-out student has a lifetime earnings pattern 

not very different from what it would have been if he had 

not attended higher education. It also seem reasonable 

-to assume that there is some psychic cost. Attrition rates 

may signal a failure in the institution as well as in the 

student initially in terms of inadequate selection and 
subsequently in terms of inadequate teaching or counselling. 
The taxpayor will tolerate attrition rates only so long 

as he values the opportunity to try higher than the cost of 

providing the educational exposure. 

* 
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PERPOM111, NCIE IN D'I CATOR S 

Given that an institution of higher cducat-ion in its 

teaching role exists to provide a set of learning 

opportunities subject to satisfying cost constraints two 

questions may be posed: firstly, -what was the response 
4 

to the provision? and secondly, how well did the 

institution manage its resources? 

In line with the objectives postulated above response 

can be assessed for each course by: 

-a comparison of enrolments with ý? laces; 

- the monitoring of the 'quality' of new students as 

measured say by A level points scores; 
'success and attrition rates; and 

graduate initial employment statistics. 

Inherent in the success rate criteria is the view that 

the institution can rely on teachers "professionalism" for""' 

the maintenance of academic standards. To an extent- this 

is ensured by the system of external assessors and examiners. 

However, some doubts have been cast on the comparability of 

degree standards in the UK even within the same subj&ct 

groups (Nevin 1972). w 
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In an ideal viorld the institution %-jould also run 

. studcnt survey-- to monitor the level of satisfaction with 

curriculum design, syllabus content'and teaching methods 

and assemble longitudinal data on former students' careers 

in order to assess value added rat-her than learning gain. 

This sort of information will be difficult to interpret 

and costly to col3ect and was beyond the scope of this 

project. t 

So far as resource management is concerned possible 

indicators for each course are: 

the relationship of each direct input expressed in 

quantities and/or monetary terms to a) enrolments and 
b) successes; 
the relationship of each direct input over the complete 

course cycle expressed in quantities and/or monetary 
terms to graduates. 

Of-ton the important question is not whether. but why a 

particular input/output ratio or unit cost is good, bad or 

indifferent. The most popular costeffectiveness measure 

in the UK is the student staff ratio. As has been 

demonstrated elsewbere (Bottomley et al 1971, Delany 1971,1972 

Fredriksen 1971, Legg 1971, Simpson et al 1971) this ratio 

is a function of a number of variables and decisions on these 

are largely within the province of the academic staff. 

Therefore, the management information system ought to monitor 

class sine. frequencies, tuition loads and contact hours. 

(Delany op cit 1971,1972). Depending on the complexity 

of the curriculum this may involve a detailed timetable 

analysis such as that described beloW. 
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LANCIIEF-1, TER AND TJD0C, ', IT', OROIK', P CONTEXTS AND PCSULTS 

The informat-ion required to const. ruct the performance 

indicators di--cus--ed above has been collected frc-m the 

student record and an analysis of the timetables at 

Lanchester Polytechnic and Loughborough University for the 

academic years 1972/73 and 1973/74. For ease of reference 

th6 Tables referred to in the following text are provided in 

a separately bound Appendix. 

1, anchester Polytechnic was designated on 1 January 1970 

and was f0ruted from three institutions of higher education - 
Lanchester College of Technology, Rugby College of Engineering 

Technology and Coventry College of Art., The Polytechnic 

has four faculties - Engineering, Applied Science, Social 

sclence and Art and Design - and offers a range of courses 

Xrom sub degree to postgraduate. -In 1972/73 the total 

enrolment was over 5000 of which over 3000 wore full time 

and sandwich students and the majority of these were studying 

for first degrce3 awarded by the Council for National 

Academic Awards. 

Loughborough University of Technology received its 

chartcr in April 1966 the first of the former Colleges or 

Advanced Technology to achieve university status. Its 

predecessor, Loughborough College introduced full time 

advanced courses in science and ýechnology in 1918. The 

university has four schools - Engineering, Pure and Applied 

Science, Human apd ErIvirorLmental Studies and Educational 

Studies and the enrolment in 1972/73 was over 3000. 

I 

&r 

"1 
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Tablor; 1. nnd 2 provide dct. ails of the-nunibcrs of 

si-udcnt-- cnrolled on included in the survey 

Sandwich studcnts who spent the whole of the relevant 

academic year out of college on industrial/profe"-sional 

training are omitted. The normal 'in colleget attendance 

for a first degree in the UK is three years but in two 

course's at Lanchester (Urban and Regional Planning and 

Social Work) the study covers four years. 

The total number of undergraduates in both institutions 

is similar and the split between sandwich and full time 

students in each institution'is virtually identical. In 

both institutions over 90% of the students are to be found 

in technology and engineering, pure and applied science, 

or social and business studies. However, within these 

areas the mix is different: - engineering and technology is 

clearly the dominant discipline at Loughborough reflecting 

the institution Is original raison e64 tre; at Lanchcster 

there is a more equal balance between e ngineering and 

technology social and business studies and pure and applied 

science. 

The level of "ResDonsell 

Some indication of society's initial response to the 

institution's provision is given by the take up of places 

and the Iqualityt of the student. entry. Both institutions 

claimed to have attained or exceeded their enrolment targets 

for both years revievred but information on 'places' per 

course. was in some cases suspect and in others not available. 
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ConsequenLly a cowparison of first yc"r enrolmcnts against 

places has not been made. Over the Wo years examined 

there was a 7% decline at Loughborough and at Lanchcster 

a 4% increase in first year undergraduate enrolments. 

The normal minimum entry qualification for an 

undergraduate programme in the UK are two subjects at 

Advanced Level (A-Level) of the General Certificate of 

Education and/or (less usually) the appropriate Ordinary 

National Certificate (ONC) oi Ordinary National Diploma 

. 
(01ND). A-levels are graded and sorii, ý-:, indication of the 

tquality' in terms of educational attain. -ment can be had 

by monitoring this data whore the pass, grades A, B, C, 

D and E are weighted 5,4$ 31 2 cand 1 respectively. 

Table 3 sets out the mean A-level scores for "fresher" 

undergraduates overall and for the three major and 

comparable discipline areas. In both years studied the 

average Loughborough student with a mean A level grade of 

just under 3=C was about 3/4 of a grade above his 

Lanchester ecruivalent. A higher proportion of the 

undergraduate intake q7aalifies by the A-level route and 

the average grade 'advantage' is higher at Loughborough 

in.. all disciplines for both years. 

A-level grades are not good predictors of subsequent 

degree examination performance and, therefore, their 

Qfficiency as 'quality' indicators is open to question. 

However, they are better predictors than any of the major 

alternatives so far te"sted: '(Enwistle and Percy 1973). 

From Table 4 we note that the correlation coefficients are 
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higher at Loughborough for each of the three years of 
the normal first dcg, --c course but even here at best 

A level scores only "explain" about 9% to 12% of first 

year degree examination results. ' 

Table 5 surmnarises the pass, fail and dropout 

rates and TabIc 6 the examination mean marks and standard 
deviations for the undergraduate programmes overall and 
for the three major comparable discipline areas. Apart 

from the first year results at Lanchester the pass rates 

are reasonably stable over time and slightly higher 

overall at Loughborough. 'In both institutions the 

failure rates in the social sciences are generally lower 

than in engineering or science. 

The examination marks are very similar acxoss the 
two institutions in both years. There is some evidence 
of an improver-, cnt in mean marks and a tightening of the 
distribution around these mans in all disciplines but this 
is most ma-rked in engineering. At this level of aggregation 
there is apparently little difference between the two 
institutions in "response" as indicated by examination marks. 

One indicator of society's response to the final outputs 

of the institution is the initial employments of graduates 

and their starting salaries. in neither institution was 
this data available for all the graduates. However, 

information on starting salaries was collected for just over 
20% of the graduates at Lanchester in 1972/73 and 50% and 
47% pf the graduates at Loughborough in 1972/73 and 1973/74 

respectively and is set out in Table 7. It appears that 

discipline area rather than institution is a more important 

deterirLinant of initial ! ý; alary and that: i-. he correlation bntween 

starting salary and final examination mark although positive 
in the majority of cases is by no means strong. 
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Timotiiblc Analvf-As 

The pattern of formal mectings, between academic 

staff and stud2nts is set down in the timetable which 

defines what, where, by whom and for whom. The 

systematic collection and analysis of timetable data is 

one way of identifying the direction and intensity of 

an institutions' teaching efforts. Doubts may be cast 

on the absolute accuracy of timetables but the information 

they contain is at least as reliable as that obtained 
by student/faculty questionnaires or dýiaries. 

Teaching requires faculty commitment not only to 

formal classroom time but also to preparation, the 

correction and feedback of students' assignments, the 

preparation and marking of examinations and other students' 
assessments and sundry administrative tasks. Information 

on these 'outside the classroom' activities is difficult 

to obtain, and, %.., hen obtained, probably at least partly 

subjective and, therefore, suspect. (Simpson et al 3.971) 

op cit pp. 45-48). Preparation time is likely to be a 
function of the experience of the lecturer'and the level 

of work whilst marking time is likely to be a function of 

class sýize. A survey of a representative sample of faculty 

timetable commitments in both institutions suggested that 'the 

typical member of the faculty had a mix of class sizes 

_and 
levels which did not diverge greatly from his. department's 

average. Consequently class contact may be a reasonably 

accurate proxy. for total teaching commitments. 

'I 'p 1' 
Vq 
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Formally -a course constitutes a set of meetings 
where a iriceting io a timcýtablcd hour of contact between 

academic staff and students. This set can be broken 

dovm into subsets on the basis of tfic deparInnent providing 

the tuition and the size of the student groups each 

assigned to one teacher formed. For a particular course 

this subset may be compulsory or optional, can be taught 

to a single course or may involve a number of courses. 

Consequently to analyse a set of meetings the following 

information is required: - 

U) total enrolirrant to a course (E); 

(ii) the enrolm2rit from a course to a particular 

subset of meetings (s 
, where s : ý, E); 

(!: Li) the total enrolment from all courses attending 
this partLcular subset of meetings (E* where E* > s); 

UV) the department providing the tuition for this 

particular subset of meetings; 
ýV) the number of classes formed each assigned to 

one teacher formed in this partiJilar subset of 

meetings (g); and 

(Vi) the hours per annum attended by d student in this 

pazýticular subset of meetings (h) of a particular 

group size (E*/g). 

From this data it is possible to establish for each year 

of a study programme, for a departmentts courses, for discipline 

areas and for each institution the following I'valuest' where 

the summations are made over the relevant subsets: - 
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1. 
-StudenLs 

TuiLion !,. _id This is the hours of 

Umetabled conLact with faculty- that the student on 

average received 

E 

2e Total Mectinas timetabled 

(h g) 

3, Summed over a department or discipline area or an 

institution the statistic "Total Meetings" counts 

joint meetings (i. e. meetings involving two or more 

courses) several times. Therefore, where several 

courses attend the same subset of meetings the 

timetabled hours are allocated pro rata to the 

pumber of students attending from'a course: - 

Allocated Mcctincs (h 
s 9 
i) I 

4. Averaqe Grouo Size Attcnded by'the Student 

hs 
and 9 

5. Averaqe Groun Size Provided bV ', --be Instittition 

E* h0g0S 
q 

(h 
g 

E 

4 An illustration of -the calculation of these values is 

-given at the end of the Appendix. 

Table 8 presents týe overall ripsults of týe timqtable 

analysis for each year of the normal t1u: ee year undergraduate 

cycle for 1972/73, and 1973/74. Table 9 summarises the 
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Navoragn tuition load" the "mc-etangsll and "allocat-cd 

meetings" for the whole undergradualte cycle by discipline 

area. 

The average undergraduate at Lanchester received an 

extra 328 hours of formal tuition compared with his 

Loughborough equivalent. In every discipline the Lanchester 

student had a tuition load greater than his Loughborough 

counterpart. This difference ranged from 932 hours for 

science (1973/7; ý) to 19 hours social studies (1972/73. 

Engineering and science students in both'institutions had 

more formal teacher contact than their social science 

colleagues (cf. B. Frederiksen 1971) but at Lanchester this 

difference was over 1000 hours in most cases compared with 
less than 400 hours at Loughborough. 

The most significant divergence between the two 

institutions lies in the difference between the meetings and 

allocated meetings. it will be recalled that meetings 

are the forzial teacher/student contact hours per annum that 

-abled independently: would be required if each course was timet 

the allocated meetings are the formal teacher/student contact 

hours actually provided: any difference arises out of 

"joint classes" involving more than one course. For example 

in social studies at I. -anchester in 1972/73 joint meetings 

reduced the class contact which had to be provided from 

33378 to 30469 hours whereas at Loughborough the''reduction 

was from 25475 to 7089 hours. 
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11'ýibl c 1.0 pro%,.. L, 1c_s details, of th,: ý. studrants' avorageý 

group size and Tables 11 and 121 are rclative freCF. cncy 

distributions of the average students class sizes in 

1972/73 and 19973/74 respectively. In Poth years the 

LoUghborough undergraduate experienced a wider range of 

class sizes and found himSelf on average in larger classes 

than his Lanchester equivalent. This difference is most 

evident in ehgineering and least marked in social studies. 

The "student's average class size" identifies the 

student's typical formal teaching environment. Týe 

"institution's average class -size" on the other hand 

identifie s the class size the institution on average is 

required to provide. Information on this statistic are 

provided in Table 13. The cumulative relative frequency 

distribution of the demands for L, -aching space are 

prqsented in Table 14. About 2001-& of the demands at 
Lanchester were for individual tutorials compared with 6% 

at Loughborough. On the other hand, about 16% Of the 

-demands at I-r-ughborough were for classes greater than 30 

whereas at Lanchester only 5% of the demands-were for groups 

of 30+ students. 

Some Economic Triinlications 

By comparison with the Loughborough undergraduate, the 

Lanchester student is, on average. timetabled for 20% more 

hours in classes of approxImately half the size composed 

almost exclusively of students from his own course. Higher 

tuition loads, smaller groups and a lower incidence of joint. 

-meetings are cons istently observcýd at Lanchester in all 

disciplines. What are the economic implications of these 

differences? 

.1 
q 
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A Tneasure of the percentage I'savings" in undorgraduate 

demands for tuition brought about by joint meetings 
'is 

given by: - 

3.00 (1 Allocated Meeti. nqs 
Meetings 

For the years for which data was collected this statistic is 

as follows: - 

Lanchester Loughborouqh 

1972/73 1973/74 1972/73 1973/74 

Engineering 0.2 010 36.5 33.9 

Science 0.0 0.0 48.3 46.6 

Social'Studies 8.7 13.0 72.2 64.1 

All Undergraduates 3.1 4.5 47.3 43.2 

'The economc possibilitics of joint meetings are most clearly 

demonstrated in social studies at Loughborough but the 

, 
incidence of rTralti-course meetings is higher at Loughborough 

in all disciplines resulting in an overall reduction in 

tuition demands of 47% in 1972/73 and 43% in 1973/74 compared 

. 
with 3% and 4.5% respectively at Lanchester. 

Apart from joint meetings there are also clear differences 

between the institutions in class sizes and formal tuition 

loads. A measure which summarises the cumulative effects 

of these differences is: - 
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AllocaLod 1: eetincis 
Enrolip. c2nts 

For the years studied this ratio of undergraduate tuition 

demands in hours per annum per student enrolled was as 

follows: - 

Lanchester Loughborough 

1972/73 1973/74 1972/73 1973/74 

Engineering 87 88 22 23 

Science 81 83 30 31 

Social Studies 36 35 22 23 

All Undergraduates 62 60 25 26 

Thus the average undergraduate at Lanchester made over double 

the tuition demands of his Loughborough colleague. If the 

teaching load (class contact) of the average fte teacher and 

his salary had been equivalent across 'the two institutions 

the acaderic staff cost per undergraduate in 1972/73 and 1973/74 

at Louchborough would have been less than half that a, Lanchester. 

Alternatively the average Loughborough lecturer had halfthe 

timetable conaLitment, hopefully devoted more time to research 

and the teacher unit costs were approximately the same in 

both institutions. 

Costing the Teachina Function 

The usual starting point in the search for an historical 

cost is actual expen0iture on non capital items recorded by 

the accounting system*during the period under review. To 

this may be added that proportion of capital outlays past 

against and present which it is thought appropriate to set 

present outputs and which may or may not be recorded by the 

accounting system. Depreciationý of equipment and fittings 

is an example which, in the current practice of public 

S 
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accuont-ing in the UKI is not recorded by the accounting 

system. To the economist the cost of using resources 

. 
9ne way rather than some other is the "best" alternative 

foregone. In an uncertain world there is no way of 
forecasting and ranking 211 these alternatives and, therefore, 

no way of identifying the economic cost. Nevertheless 

some foregone opportunities may be recognised and accounted 
for: the common examples in higher education cost studies 
being the loss by the economy of the student's contribution 
to GNP as a result of his withdrawal from paid employment. 
Once we move from actual recorded cash flows to concepts 

of depreciation and of. opportunity cost we move from a 

matter of fact to a matter of opinion. 

For the purposes of this project outlays on teaching 

in higher education are defined to include the salaries, 

superannuaticn and national insurance of academic, technician 

and administrative staff deployed at the level of the school 

or faculty and department together*with expenditure on 

mterials consumed directly in teaching. Outlays under 

these heads account for between 600,1. to 70% of the total 

recurrent expenditures of universities and polytechnics and 
J. nsofa. r as they are cash outflows recorded by the accounting 

system they are facts rather than opinions. Ultimately 

these outlays have to be set against the outputs of the' 

enterprise. In the case of a homogeneous product the 

resulting averaging process is not controversial but the 

outputs of education are not homogeneous: staff used for 

teaching are also employed on research; students vary by 

level,, year, discipline pattern of attendance and not. all 

of them survive to graduation. Consequently, unit costs in 
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education are never clear cut. We shalf proceed on the 

basis that: firstly, universities and polytcchnics are 

, predominantly teaching institutions and secondly, that 

the teaching efforts of an institution of higher education 

are dixectly related to its timetable. These are maybe 

gross simplifications but the road to most costs is littered 

with assumptions and pot-holed by value judgements. 

0 

Academic staff salaries account for over 507. of most 
polytechnic budgets. and the questions bf concern are, firstly, 

how should this expenditure be apportioned between research 

-and teaching: and, secondly, how should that part 
identified as belonging to the teaching function be 

allocated to courses and uitimately to students taking these 

courses? 

S 

At the inoment there is"no elegant way of handling the 

problem and a case can be raade for having the allocations 
done by the academics themselves. An example of this 

approach is the Faculty Activity Analysis (FAA) Programme 

NC104S at WICRE (1971,1973 and 1974). Succintly the 

objectives which can be raised to this questionnaire/diary 

solution are concerned with timc-scalesq 'the validity of 
the data and the cost of collection. Typically the 

academic's work-load is largely unprogrammed and variable 

with significant peaks and troughs. Hence when should 
the survey be conducted? Over what time scale should it 

relate? How frequently should it be administered? - are 
formidable questions. "It is always possible that 

ýnviting staff to estimate the times taken on various 

activities may result in over estimates of these parameters; 

lecturers are unlikely to give replies which would show 

b# ft 
II II .. v 

S 

S 
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them as not I-,, crking intcncivclyll. (Simp,; on M. G. et al 

, vI971 
p. 48). Questionnaires rely hcavily on the goodwill 

and co-ope-ration of staff and involve a significant 
invcstm2nt of their time. Thus "if it is accurate and 

current data that is available from other sources should 
be obtained from these sources and should not be sought 
from faculty members" (NCHEIIS. 1971 p. 45). 

Given a complex situation of joint meetings such as 
found at Loughborough. and an assumption that the pattern 

of formal meetings set-down in the timetable reflects the 

direction and intensity of the institution's-teaching efforts 

a timetable analysis such as described above offers an 

alternative basis for the allocation of faculty costs. 
On the other hard, some part of this cost may relate more 
directly to enrolments - student recriAtment for example. 
In the absence of other objective criteria there seems no 

reason why other Idirect' inputs shoi2ld not be allocated 

similarly. It might be argued that a greater proportion 

of administrative staff costs should be assigned in line 

with enrolments or that technician staff cost is better 

apportioned by references to 'laboratory meetings'. The 

objective was to construct a formula which was relatively 

simple but flexiblq enough to accommodate these sorts of 

subjective decision. 

Specifically if we denote: 

enrolm-2nt to a course by E; 

enrolment to all the courses based in a department by., E D 
departme- ntal cost by C; 

allocated meetings from a department to a course by M; 

allocated meetings from a department to all courses by M, 2; 
thq proportion of cost allocated to a department's students 

on the basis of enrolment by 

the proportion of cost allocated on the basis of allocated. 

meetings by 
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polytechnicc (if not universities! ) are primarily 

teaching in,, -titutions and that tho teaching function 

should bear the full costs of faculty and that non- 

teaching acLivities are merely a. 11gloss" or "bonus". 

Whatever assumption is made the resulting arithmetic 

arrounts simply to an adjustment of the full cost results 

-by the agreed proportion. 

Tab3e 17 sets out the costs per enrolled student 

for the major teaching levels in both institutions in 

1972/73 and also i dentifies these unit costs for the 

major undergraduate discipline areas. In this and the 

following tables coýncerned with costs the' costs per course 

on an enrolment basis or a meetings basis have been 

sumimed over the relevant disciplincs area or level and 

divided by the enrolments to these courses. 

An allocation solely by enrolments (where a one day 

short course student is counted equally with a full time 

student). distorts the cost picture. Sixice each student 

involves documentation there may be a case- for allocating 

a small proportion of the total cost (Or maybe a larger 

proportion of the administrative staff cost) by this method. 

However, it is believed an allocation on the basis of 

allocated meetings is a fairer reflection of the institution's 

commitments to its teaching role since these meetings are 

indicative of the "weights" the institution is implicitýy 

assigrung to its courses. 

When COMparing average costs across institutions some 

adjustment for the disC4Lpline mix should be made. 'Engineering 

and science were the most expensive disciplines in both 

institutions and accounted for about 75% of the total first 

i 
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dogree onrolui,., -ýnt at LoLqhborough coirporcd with about 

55ý4 at Lancliý-fýLer. Therefore, if a discipline iidx 

adjustment hiid 1)ccn atLempted, the zipparcnt undergraduate 

cost advantage of Loughborough would have boen enhanced. 

ýWhichovor mothod of cost allocation is used the difference 

in costs bctwcen the major disciplincs was --maller at 

Loughborough: because of the high incidence of joint 

meetings across disciplines. 

Predictably the average undergraduate costs per 

enrolled student allocated on a meetings basis increase 

as the years of study proceed (Table 17) at Lanchester in 

1972/73 fror,. i 51572 for first year undergra8uates*to L887 

for third year studeilts, and at Loughborough from E310 to 

E451. Hence in both institutions the final year 

undergraduate costs about half as much again as the "fresher". 

This result r1cf1ects the fact that although in both 

institutions the finalist had a lower tuition load this 

was out leeighed by much reduc'ed average class sizes and, 

in the case of Loughborough, fewer joint meetings. 

The compo. -ý_, nts of the cost per student enrolled in 

1972/73 allocated on a meetings basis are-given in Table 18. 

The technician and "recurrent" components were roughly 

equivalent. Loughborough enjoyed an advantage in the 

provision of adrunistrative support but this only accounted 
for a small proportion of the total cost. The major 
differences between the two institutions was in academic 

staff which was higher-at Lanchester irrespective. of the 
basis of allocation. 

4 
S 

P 

Tables 19 and 20 provide details-of the cost pý--r 

"successful" students- and of a "graduate" in each broad 

discipline area. Gjwen thp slightly higher failure rate 
41 

---- 
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(i. e. 1- (b, ý +P) is the proportion of cost assigned to 

research and other acLivities not associated with the 

te. aching function) 

then for a course the cost is given by: 

C+CM1. 
C 

E MI 
DT icr T 

departments 

and if f is the same for all departments by 
I 

X[E. 
C] 

. 1. 
Mi. C... 

I 
E D 

aýl I 
departments 

i 
and the cost per student enrolled by: 

E 
C] + 

M. 
.4 -ED C 

MTi E 
depýkrtments 

Details of the costs-to be apportioned in 1972/73 and data 

on enrolments and allocated meetings (the possible. bases 

for apportionment) are given in Tables 15 and*16 respectively* 

The costs have been allocated f irstlý, on the basis of 

enrolments (i. e. CK= 1; o) and, secondly, on the basis of allocated 

meetings (i. e. D< = o; 1) In the latter case it 

> is the same for all departments. has been assumed thatp 

No apportionnient to non teaching activities has been made. U, 

The results- of the 1971 "EncTuiry into the use of Academic 

Staff Time" commissioned by the Committee of Vice Chancellors 

and Principals supports an allocation of 20'A'> to 30/. ' to non 

teaching activities. However it has been argued that 

% 
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-it Lanchoster the economic advantage of Loughbo. rougb 

jg-ý widened at this i; Lage of costing. On the other 

hand, the Lanchester students start froin a lower base 

(A levcl score) and hence the learning gain may be 

higher. 

In times of stringency and in the absence of an 

'accurate specification of cause and effect in education 

attenLion inevitably focusses on cost effectiveness. 

In assessing pcrfoiýiTznce a range of criteria ought to 

be taken into account. The cultural and social 

implications of the. teaching strategies d(ýployed at 

Lanchester and Loughborough was outside the scope of 

this project but the relationships between average exit 

marks and the relevant unit costs, timetable parameters 

and student characteristics for each year of each course 

-were examined. The results are summarised in Table 21 
. 

The consistency of the directions of the correlation 

coefficients across the two institutions and within each 

institution across discipline areas lends some support 

to the argument that the economic advantages of large 

classes and joint meetings are matched by so me educational 
lo, 4sadvantages. 

SMJMARY 

The purpose of this study was to examine the 

potential for performan ce indicators for the teaching 

activities in higher education. Performance can be 

assessed in terms of "effectiveness" and of "efficiency". 

Effectiveness is concerned with the degree of success 

in achieving objectives and targets: efficiency is 

concerned with the relationship between a system's inputs 

and the corresponding outputs. An institution inay be 

I 
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effectivo insofar as it has achievod its objectives 

yet inefficient in resource use in the straLegy Euid 
tactics it has deployed. In assessing performance 

"standards" are required. Two natural bases for 

standards are available to an institution - its own 

performance over time or comparison with similar 
institutions at particular fhoments in time. Inter 

institutional compaýrisons require careful data element 

definition and are the most difficult to achieve. 

Postulating institutional objectives concerned 

with miniirdsing attrition rates and maximising students' 

employability subject to maintaining academic standards 
this project has explored "effectiveness" in terms of 

society's response to the institution's provision of 
learning opportunities and "efficiency" in terms of 

.. 
unit costs. The boundaries of the problem have been 

narrowed by simplifying assumptions about institutional 

objectives, by ignoring a number of important input and 

process variables and by concentrating on the more 

easily quantified outcomes and outputs* 

Using data for the undergraduate programmes at! 
Lanchester and Loughborough for the academic years 

. 
1972/73 and 1973/74 some significant differences in 

response in terms or pre entry scores (A-level grades) 

6nd first year failure rates have been isolated However, 

at a discipline level of aggregation outcomes defined as 

examination marks or second and third year pass rates or 

IV 

I 
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In: LtIal salary levels proved to be remarkably similar 

Excross the two instiLutions. 

A detailed timetable analysis'has revealed a number 

. of difforences in the formal (i. e. timetabled) learning/ 

teaching environments. Larger classes, lower students' 

tuition loads and a much greater incidence of "joint meetings" 

(i. e. involving more than one course) were consistently 

observed at Loughborough. The economic implications of 

this strategy have been examined by calculating the unit- 

., costs which proved to be much lower Jn all disciplines at 

Loughborough. The question of what is the cost per 

student does not admit of one answer. Therefore, it is 

pruoent to summarise the context in which the unit costs 

in this exercise were derived. Firstly, the costs 

allocated were those for the faculty and their administrative, 

technician and 'materials' support - the problems of - 

measuring and assigning capital expenditure and of identifying 

opportunity costs were thus avoided. Secondly it was 

assumed that polytechnics and universities are solely 

teaching e-stablishments. Finally-it was assumed that- the 

timetable reflects the direction apd intensity of an 

institutions teaching efforts and is a fair basis for the 

allocation of expenditures. 

An accurate identification of output would involve. the 

masurement of the cultural, social, educational and 

economic value added to the students by the institution 

between entry and exit. This is not a practical possibility 

now nor in the foreseeable future. Consequently we shall 

continue to rely on the existing examining arrangements and 

'the comparability of degree standards across institutions. 

p 

0 

)x 

I 
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In the-sx, circuinst-ances improvornonts in unit cosits inay 

prove to bc misleading: more stýidents may pass through 

the system at the same or with a. less than proportional 

increase in costs but the value added to the extra 

students may be outweighed by the decline in value 

added to the existing students. 

a' 
The project's terms of reference specifically 

excluded a consideration of research and other non 

teaching activities. If we accept that institutions 

of higher education have'functions other than teaching 

then in assessing overall performance consideration has 

to be given to the trade-offs between teaching and these 

other roles. Pedagogical innova-Cion may improve the 

efficiency of the teaching function but prove to be 

detrimental to research and hence to reduce overall 

effic-ioncy. Various measures of research output have 

been suggested but peer evaluation seems to find most 

support and thus assessment may only be possible in a 

qualitative manner. Todays' practical solution seems 

Ao be to measure research output by counting the inputs. 

If we can be reasonably sure that the mix of teaching 

to non teaching activities is roughly equivalent across 
'institutions thcn student cost comparisons provide a 

guide to relative 6fficiencies. If the involvement 

In non teaching varies significantly from institution 

to institution consideration has to be given to unscrambling 
the joint costs and products. The probability is that 

decisions in this area will continue to require the 

exercise of subjective judgement and it is a mcc)t point 

whether the benefits from having more sophisticated-data 

available would justify the costs of obtaining this 

information. 

I' 

.0F 
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Mcasurnmoýnt in education is difficult. (For that. 

matter so was putting a man on tli'le inoon! ) Precise 

quantification may he impossible in some parts of the 

system. However, the immediate task is. not so much 

to obtain an overall, technically rxýrfect-efficiency 

measure permitting inter institutional comparisons but 

to produce a range of indicators which would identify 

changes in direction within an institution and focus 

attention on adverse trends. Ideally these measures 

zhould not only indicate what is happening but also give 

a lead on why it is happ2ning: the timetable analysis 

desc. ribed above is an example. '-In the in-i'--erests of preserving 
some anonymity Ue data %-. Ie have published has been aggregated 
to the level of broad discipline areas and at -this level 
of aggregation the results proved to be reasonably stable 
over time. At the level of courses significant divergencies 
in response and costs %.., ere discovered within discipline areas 
in each instLtution and hopefully-these would have prompted 
I'discerni-ng (Tiestions". 

The fact that a large part of education can only be 

assessed qualitatively is not a good reason for failing to 

systematically monitor that part which is quanti 
, 
fiable, The 

data base to construct the sort of indicators outlined above' 

already exists in some form or another in most institutions. 

Regular reports at the course level on "response" and "efficiency" 

if necessary defined to meet peculiar institutional characteristics 

-yould 
facilitate internal "management by exception". The case 

for course budgets based at least in part on past "effectiveness" 

. -and "efficiency" is not without support. However, at some point 

account would have_to be taken of subjective judgements on the 

qualitativo aspects. The usefulness of cross institutional 

comparisons would depend on the agreement of data elements and 
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upon a reasonable degree ., f horn. o9cillty in role-mix in the 

institutions involved. At this momcnL in time the 

dissimilarity in thc proportion invested in research and 

in the ? quality' of student input woulTseem to militate 

against meaningful polytechnic/university comparisons in 

the UK. However, the comparison of polytechnic with 

polytechnic and university ivilth university seemis entirely 

viable. 

BIRCH, D. W. 7 CALVERT, J. P., SIZER, J. 
Loughborough June 1976 
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ILI, 41... rf foil. 

C6nsider two courses A -md B with enrolments of 30 and 20 

respectively. Students on course A read subject elements 
L and N and also have the option of attending subject elements 
M or 0 or none. Students on course B read subject elements 
N, 0 and P and may also opt to follow subject M. The 

enrolment to subject elements, the number of groups and the 

hours per annum. attended in each subject are as-follows: - 

Subject Elements 

4 
L m N 0 p 

AE= 30 
. 
30 20 30 5 

BE= 20 5 20 20 20 

EO 30 25 50 25 20 

9 2 2 

h 20* 15 30 20 ?o 

*Average Tuition Load. h. s 
E 

A (20)(30) + (15)(20) + (30)(30) (2CX5) 63.3 
30 

B (15)(15) + (30)(20) + (20)(20) + (20)(20) 73. '5 
20 

MEETIIJGS h. g 

A= (20)(2) + (15)(1) + (30)(1) + (20)(1) = 105 

B (15)(1) + (30)(1) + (20)(1) + (40)(1) 105 

ALLOCATABLE IMPTI-NOS (h. 

i 
EO 

A (20 )(2) (30/30) + (15) (1) (2 0/25) + (30)(1)(301/')0)1-(20)(1. )(5/25) 7,1 

B (15)(1)(5/25) + (30)(1)(20/50) + (20)(1) (20/25) + ('20)(22)(210/20) -. -- 71. 
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APPENDIX 2.7. 

"A COMPARATIVE TIMETABLE ANALYSIS FOR UNDERGRADUATE 

PROGRAýMS IN A POLYTECHNIC AND A UNIVERSITY" 

by BIRCH, D. W. and CALVERT, J. R. 

in HIGHER EDUCATION REVIEW, 8,3, SUMMER 1976 
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A comparative timetable 
analysis for undergraduate 

9 proc-prammes in a- C) 

polytechnic and a. university 
Ol 

Derck Birch and John Calvert 

Teaching (unlike lCUnill, "') takes place in meetings between students 
and academic staff. The timetable is a %witten record of these : 11cetings 
which may be defined in Iternis of tirne, place, discipline ind group size. 
The systematic collection and an. flysis of timetable d--ta is one 
approach to an improved undcistanding of (fie teaching process. Do-ubts 
may be cast on the absolute accuracy of finietables but the bifortnation 
they contain is at least as reliable as that obtjinod by 
student/faculty questionnaires or diarics. Teaching roquires acadenlic 
staff commitment not only to fornial classroom tin-m but 11so to 
preparation, the correction and feedback of students' assignments, the 
preparation and marking of examin at ions and 

, 
other assessnionts, and 

sundry administrative tasks. Information on these 
'outside-thc-classrooin' activities is difficult to obtain and, when 
ob'aincd, probably subjective and therefore suspect. Preparation time is 
likely to be a function of the level of work and of the experience of the 
teacher, whereas marking and feedback is a function of student 
numbers. If we assume that a teacher will have a mix of lovels, of 'new 
courses', and of group sizes which does not diverge oreatly frorn the 
ave'rage for his institution then the timetable provides information on 
faculty teiching loads. More importantly from tl)c point of view of this 
paper the timetable also defines the pattern of demand for teaching 
space and specifies aspects of the students'. formal learning 
environment. 

14 The timetable analysis described below is part, of an investigation 0 
into pcrformance indices in higher educition sponsored by the OECD 

, her Education Programme and fin-mccd hls[ itution al N1,1111"'ement in HiC 
by the Dep; utment of Education and Science. The study has involved 
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inter alia an examination of student timetables at Lancliester 
Polytcclinic and Loughborougli University for flic wliolc of the 
academic year 1972-73 for all undergraduate courses (except art at 
Lancliester). An analysis of wlio was ougM, by wliom and for liow long 
has revealed some large differences betwecri the two institutions which 
may liave educational, cultural and social ininlications. Sonic of the 
economic consequences are explored below 

TABLE I 

1972 cnrohnents to first degree courses included in rite stud. v 
I 

I Lanchester Per cent Lou-ghborough Percent 

Sandwich 

Engineering and 
technology 716 31 1119 44 

Science 181 8 233 9 

Social and Wsiness 
studies 398 17 125 5 

Other 87 4 31 1 

Fuu-time 

Engimering and 
technology - - 342 14 

Science 361 16 332 13 

Social and business 
studies. `458 20 192 9 

Other 101 4 150 6 

Total 2302 100 2526 
. 
100 

Soulce: see text 

In 1972-3 the first de. -rce populations at Lanclicster and 
L, oughborough were VC Ty similar, and the split between sandwich and 
full-tinic students in each instiMion was virtu. -By identical (see Table 
1). In both institutions over 90 per cent of ilic undcrgraduates were 
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reading for degrees in engincering and technology, pure and applied 
science, or social and business studies. Within flicse three broad 
discipline areas, however the mix was different - lenginecring and 
technology (58 per cent was the dominant discipline at Loughborough, 

whereas at Lanclicster thcre was a more equal balance between 

engincering and technology (M per cent), social and business studies 
(37 per cent) and pure and applied science (24 per cent). 

Timetable Parameters 
Previous studies have identified average class size, average teaching, load, 

average tuition load, 1 Ahe mix between lectures (comparativClY 
open-ended in terms of potential student accommodation) and small 

Cl. group sitt"tions (with critical maxinium ass SiZCS), 23 and 
preparation and postmortem time4 as imp(5rtant variables to be 
included in academic staffing formulae. However, so far Ps we 
understand them these formulae have been concerned with analysis at 
the level of the institution and/or have viewed the 'course' as 
self-contained and tinietabled independently. In the event, the 
situation particularly at LoiiOiborough, proved to be more complex, 
approximating to the 'modular' structure reprcs.? ntcd in the matrix in 
Fig. l. In (his figure, the colunins represent courses and ihe lows subject 0 
elements. If a subject element is compulsory tficn the upper limit of a 
class size is the sum of the total enrohnents to the courses taking that 
particular topic - for example, courses I and 3 for subjcct element A in 
the matrix. If a subject element is optional flic enrolments to meetings 
in that topic will be equal to or less than the total enrolments to the 
courses participating. 

Courses 

Subject 
Flements 

1 2 3 

A x x 

B x x 

C x x 

Figure 1: Diagrannnalic course structure at Lotighboroiqlt Unircrsity 
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Thus a course consitutes a set of 'meetings' where a meeting is a 
th-rietabled hour of contact between academic staff and students. This 
set can be broken down into subsets on the basis of ffic depirtment 
providing the tuition the type of space utilised and die size of the 
student groups assigpied to each teacher. For a particular course this 
subset may be compulsory or optional, can be taught to. a single com sc, 
or niay involve a number of courses. Consequently, to analyse a set of 
meetings the following information is required: 

Total enrolment to a course (denote by E) 
I'lic enrolnient. froni a course to a particular subset of meetings (dcnote 
by s where s QI); 
I'lic total enrolment from all courses attending this particular subset of 
meetings (denote by E* whcre E* > s); 
The department providin g the tuition for this particular subset of 
meetings; 
'hie number of student groups eich assigned to one teacher formed ill 
this particular subs-m of meetings (denote by g); and 
The total number of 1. . iours attended by a student in this pa, -licular 
subset of i-necting(denote by li) of a particular group size (E*/g). 

From these data it is possible to def ine for each I Car of a course, Foi a 
4cpartment's courses, for discipline-aicas and for cach institution the 
following values where, in each case, the summations, ire made over the 
relevant subsets. 

. 
Student's tuition load ý- Hours of tinictibled contact with faculty that 
the student on aver3re received =! [(h)(s)] /E 
Meetings (hours)timetabled for a-course = E[(jj)(g)J 
Summed over a dc-partment or disciplirc area or for flic institution, 
the statistic 'inectinEs' counts joint nicetings (ie mectiogs involving two 
or morc courses) several times. Therefore, where seveial courses attend 
the same subset of mectings the timetabled hours may be allocated pro 
rata. to the number of students attending from a course, ie: 

Allocated inecting)s =E C, 

Student*s' average group size 

Institution's averige group size = 

[E*/g] 
E 

1)(s) ILI- I 
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I'lie results 
Tables 2,3 and 4 surnmarise the thrictable parameters over the normal 
three year undcr-raduate cycle, the relative freclucncy distribution of 
the average students' group size and the pattern of d. cmand for teaching 
space respectively. 

For aH the major comparable disciplines the Lanchester student had 
a tuition load greater Iffian his Loujpborough counterpart. The 
difference ranged from 783 hours over three years for science arid 
apýlicd science to 19 hours for social and business studies. Engincering 
and science and applied science students in both institutions had niore 
teacher contact than their social sciences and hunianitics colleagues: a 
phenomenon identified by Frederickson' for a larger and wider sample 
in Europe. At Lanclicster, this difference was more than 1000 hours, 
compared with 400 hours at Loqhborough. 

The greatest divergence between the two institutions 13y in the 
difference between incetings and allocated meetings. Meetings are the 
formal academic staff/studcrit contact hours per annuni that would be 
provided if each course was self-containc-d and timetabled 
independently: allocated meetings arc the meeting hours actuilly 
provided: any difference arises out of , 

ioint classes involving more than 
one course. For example, in Social arid Business Studies at Linchcsicr 
join t mcetin-s reduced the one hour classes required from 33,378 to 0 30,469, whereas at 1,6ugliborougli the reduction wns from 25,475 'to 
7,089.1 
Partly as a result of joint meetings, the Loughbotough undergraduitc 
found himself in much larger groups on avcrage than his Lanclicster 
counterpart and experienced a wider variation of class size; this 
difference is particularly marked for crigincering and technology. At C Lanchcster, students in social and busincss studies were on average in 
larger groups than their crigincering and science colleagues; at 
Loughborough the opposite was generally the case. 
In both institutions the average student spent over ten per cent of his 
timetable in groups of tcn or below (Table 3). 1-lowcver, at Unchcster 

20 66 per cent of the student's formal teaclicr contact was in groups of . 
or less compared with only 36 per cent at 1A)ughborouf. h. At 
Lanchestcr only seven per cent of the timetabled contact was in groups 
larger than 60; at Loughborough 26 per cent was in groups laigcr than 
60 arid II per cent in classes of 100 or inore. 

It is importint to appreciate the distinction between the students' 
average group size (Table 2). The former identifies the average group 0 
size in which the average student finds himself, ie his typical learning 
environment. The latter identifies the group size the institution on 
average is requircd to provide. For example, an enrolment of 20 
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TABLE 3 

Relative frequencydistribution of average student's class sizes 1972- 73 

Lanchester Loughborough 

Cbss Size Per cc nt Cumulative Per cent Cumulative 

Per cent - Per cent 
1-10 34 34 11 11 

11-20 32 66 25 36 

21-41) 19 85 23 59 

41-60 8 93 is 74 

61-80 4 97 11 85 

81-100 2 99 4 89 

100+ 1 100 11 100 

Source: see text 
students receivin. - one hour in a group of five, one hour in a group of 
ten and one hour in a gro-. ip of 20 has a students' average group size of 
11.7. The institution, on the other hand, provides four hours of group 
size five, two hours of group size ten and one hour of group %ize 20, ic 
the institution's averagc group, size is 8.6. It is the institution's average 
group size which forrns part of the base for the PooHng Committee's 
student/staff norms. 

Ahnost 67 per cent of the d. -mand for tcaching space at Unchester 
was for groups of ten or below compifed with 41 pcr cent at 
Loughboroug, li (Table 4). On the other h. md, 12 per cent of the 
demand at Loughborougli was for groups grcater than 40 whcreas at 
Unchester only two per cent of the demand was for groups of 40+ 
studcnts. 6 

a 

TABLE 4. 

Relatii, efrcqttcne)-distributioiI of demord for feachingspacc 1972-73 

Lanchester Loughborough 

Class Size Per cent Cumulative - Per cent culaulative 

Per cent Per cent 

I- 10 67 67 41 41 
11 - 20 23 90 32 73 
21 - 40 8 99 is 88 
41 - 60 1 -. 99 6 94 
61 - 80 06 99.6 1 97 
81 - 100 0.3 99.9 1 98 
100+ 0.1 100 2 -100 
Source: see text 
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Some economic implications 

To summarisc - in 1972-73 the average Lanchester student was by 
comparison with the Loughborough underpraduate, tinictabled for 20 
per cent more hours in classes of approximately half the size inVaTiably 
with students from his own course. liijýher tuition loads, smaller groups 
and a much lower incidence of joint nicýtings were consistently 
observed at Lanchcster in aU disciplines. %at are the economic 
implications of these differences' A measure of the pý. rccntnge 'savings' 
in undergraduate demands for tuition brought about by joint meetings 
is given by: 

Allocated mectings 100 (1- 
inectings 

) 

Lanchester Loughborough 

Engineering 0.2 36.5 
Science 0.0 48.3 
Social and Business Studics 8.7 72.2 
All disciplines 3.1 ý1 47.3- 

17hese figurcsý indicate that where a modular structure exists involving 
joint niediwgs (whether planned or simply 'emcrging' as apparently at 
Loughborou-1i) the critical variable in forecasting the economic impact 
of 'new' courses is not necessarily the projccted crirolnicrit. If a new 
course can be merged for Jarge parts of its curriculum with cxisting 
classes, its marrinal demands for tuition may be minimal. During 
1972-73, witli very similar total enrolnients to undergraduate 
prograninics at both institutions, there were (in our survey) 49 courses 
at Loughborough and only 39 at Lanchester. At Loughborough the 
enrolincrits to any one year of a course ranoed from one to 90 whereas 
at Unclicster they ranged from Five to 125. Ilowcvcr, the average class 
size of the sole student enrolled on a particular 'new' course at 
Lougliborough was 57, whereas the students average class size of the 
course at Laricliestcr with ail enroli-n. -rit of 125 was 51 ! Thus whencver 
joint classes are a feature of a tivnetablc the recommendat ions of the 
Hkington Cornmitte 7 oil iiiiiiiinurn clasý sizes in further education 
would seein to be inappropriate. Moreover, if a new course is to be 
timetabled jointly with existing classes for some part of its curriculum, 
then this factor should be taken into account by the Regional Staff 
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Inspector and the Regional Advisory Council in deciding to allow 
rccrultnicnt to proceed ill advanced further education. 

Thus far we have examined the economic possibilities of joint 
mcetings, but there are also clear differences between the institutions ill 
class sizes and formal tuition loads. A measure which suinniarises the 
cumulative effects of tlicse differenccs is: 

Allocated Meethirs 

E'llrolments 

For 1972-73 this ratio of undergraduate tuition demands in hours per 
annýjn per student enrolled in college was as follows: 

Lanchestcr Loughborough 

Engineering 90 26 
Sciclice 81 30 
Social and Business Studies 36 22 
All disciplines 63 27 

Thus the tuition demands are higher at Lanchestcr by a factor of nearly 
3.5 in engineering and technology, 2.7 in science and 1 

.6 in social and 
business studies. Assuming that the preparition, marking and other 
out-of-class activitics of the academic st., ff concerned are comparaNe 
across the tv,, o institutions (probably a large assumptimi! ) it appears 
that in 1972-73 the average unclorgraduate at Lanchester made ovcr 
double the tuition demand's of his Loughboroti, 

-; 
h Counterpart. Thcre 

are two possible consequences of this. It' the teachin, load (timetablcd 
hours per annum) of the average full time equivalent member of the 
staff and his salary were similar- for the two institutions, tile academic 
shff cost per undergraduate at LousliborouFli would be less than half 
that at Lancliester. Alternatively, the average Loughborough lecturer 
could have half the timetable coninýtnicnt, devote more time to 
research, so that academic staff unit costs ire approxL-natcl), the same 
in both institutions. In the event the first of these possibilities proved 
to be more the case. 

Given an assumption that the teaching efforts of an institution are 
directly related to its timetable, a timelable analysis such ýIs dcscribed 
above offers an alternative and, wherever service teaching and joint 
meetings are a feature, maybe a mole accurate metliod of 31locating 
costs to courses and to students than the traditional allocation oil tile 
basis of dcpartments. 8 A cost is only valid within a particular Contcxt - 
different contexts will produce different costs and this is particularly so 
where, as in Iiighci cducýttion, joint outputs exist. In assessing the 
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performance of an institution, factors other than those discussed above 
need to be taken into account: the nature, quantity and quality of the 
outcomes of the teaching process - cultural and social as well as 
educational; the quality, aspirations and attitudes of die staff and 
students; the explicit and implicit objectives of the institution; the 
organisation structure and managerial climate. We have not collected 
information"on these variables but we have collected data on A level 
and other entrance examination scores and subsequent exanlination 
performance. A summary of the A level scores and internal exaniination 
results for 1972-73 for both institutions has been published 
elsewhere. 9 Briefly, the average Loughborough student with a nican A 
level score of just below C was about three quarters of a grade above his 
Latichester counterpart - which may be some expl3nation of the 
difference in timetables. Apart from first year failure rates (Unchester 
22 per cent, Loughborough 9 per cent), pass and wastage rates in 
1972-73 were virtually identical for both institutions, and fliere was a 
co; sistcnt and similar improvc, nient in mean scores accompanied by a 
tightering of the distributi on of marks from second to third year 
studies 

If differences hi cducaýional outcomes prove to be not statistically 
significant, the empli3sis shifts from cost benefit to cost effectiveness in 
assessing institutional performance. In such circumstances tile 
deploynicnt of students and staff outlined in the timetable becomes 
1nore critical. Cross institution comparisons apart, a timetable analysis 
identifies sonic of the resource implications of alternative educational 
strategies and it is an obvious aid in the internal resource allocation 
process. The economic advantagg-s of lower tuition loads and joint 
niectingS leading to larger groups are easily demonstrated. The questions 0 
of the educational and cultural 'costs' involved in these teaching 
strategies are more demanding. - We are exploring some of the 
educational outcomes - the effects on the ethos and social climate of 
the institution remain a potentially fruitful area for research. 
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ABSTRACT 

The major purpose of this case study was to explore the potential 
for performance indicators for the tcacWnz functioa in hi. her 
education. A framework for Ivrformance assessinent in terniv of 
"response" to the Icartring oj)poitum . . 11 . es provided rnd "resource 
utilisotion " is developed and tested on dam from Lanchester 
Poti technic arid Lou, ýhborough UniversitY for the avadentic ) var 
1972173. At a "disripline- level ng. -rc. i,, ation jew sign'ý.; cant 

. 
ferences M respowx bw q: iiie di7crent jivlerpis CjIiIIS1PIiCW(), I dif 

leading to verl- nit com tire it' atilied The smdr con- 11 ILI - cludes that thive is a ersefor the s, I. S. 'en"'We Collection of delta on 
Instruction and resource urilisation patterns within and across in- 
stilinions. Ilowever, in the abscnev of an accurate yccýllcaiion of 
cause and efjcrt such a da,, a hase would reqi4ire canfill Und 
sympathetic interpreiation pending the dcrelopment of finer 

measurements of otacome. 

INTRODUCTION 

Universities and Polytechnics pursue a number of objectives other 
than teaching but a consideration of research and scholarsli'l) and pubic 
service %ý, as outside the project's rernit. Mornover, the research was 
constrained to take account of only those zwýpectsý which could be "easily 

quantified" and for which information was "readily avýiilvhlo". 
The data base for the case m-as forn-ted from flie undergraduate 

courses at Lanchoster PolytoChniC alld LnLlý! hborough Universii), uf 
Technology for the acadcmi(, year 1972/73. In that year tile 1.0tal first 
degree population at Lanche,; ter and Loughborough %%, ns similar and the 
split betý-, -eon --ind-, vich and full-time siuclents in each institution was 
virtually identical. In bt)', h institutioms over W'o of the urklorrfraduatos 
were reading for degrees in eithvr en , -inverinr and technology, pure and 
applied science, or socin] and business studies. Within these three 
broad discipliae areas, fic'-vever, the mix was different - engineering 
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and technology (58%) was the dominant discipline at Loughborough where- 
as at Lanchestcr there was a inore cqtml balance with the highest re- 
crultment to social and business studies (37%) (Birch, Calvert, Sizer, 
1976). 

A FRAMEWORK FOR PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT 

An Organisation is effective if it achieves its objectives; it im- 
proves its efficiency if it achieves these objectives with fewer resour- 
ces. Hence performance assessment involves (inter alia) firstly, com- 
paring the level and quality of outcbmes with obi-C-ctives and, secondly, 
examining input-output relationships. (An institution may be internally 
effective yet externally ineffective if its objectives are not congruent 
with the needs of society. ) 

So apparently, the first critical task is to establish a set of objec- 
tives, but it has buen argued that university objectives arc not only am- 
biguous but are destined to rernain so since both faculty and administra- 
tive staff feel 4 LhiS to be beneficial (Cohen and March, 197-11). One prob- 
lem is tile log between the procest and its effects, another is the uncer- 
tainty about the nature of the connection. Whether higher education's 
role is conceived in terms of a capital goods industry (Schultz, 1963) or, 
more liberally, to include the social and cultural diniensions, or simply 
as a filtering (levice signalling ability differences which existed before 
the process began (Arrow, 1913) its ultimate impacts are long tern- and 
obscure. Institutional performance assessment requires more proxi- 
mate objectives. 

All is not lost however if we accept the inevitability of the gener- 
ality and vagueness of obiectives in education. it is po! -; siL-le to move 
directly to the measurement of "outputs" or (perhaps moro exactly) 
It outcomes" and, hopefully, the evidence collected will lead to an u-n- 
proved underý; Ilandinr, of, avid sensitivity. to, the sophistication of tile 
educational process. 

Given that institutions of higher education exist in their teaching 
roles to provide sets of learning opportunities and that students may 
choose to enrol or riot, the fli-st indication of success is provided by the 
numbers and "qUality" Of Students actually enrolled. Subsequently in- 
stitutions hope to progress their students successfully throucrh the sys- 
tern and ultimately to have their graduates accepted by the economy. 
Hence, dro[)OL103, failures, repeaters, successes, graduates and the 
initial employments of graduates are all outcomes of various stages of 
the educational. process and a careful monitoring of these is indicated. 
Inherent in the saccess rate criteria is the vie%%, - that the institution may 
rely on acadernic "professionalism" for the inaintenance of academic 
standards. To an extent this is ensured in the United Kingdoin by the 
system of external assessors and examiners but some doubts have been 
cast on the comparability of degree standards ever, within the same sub- 
ject group (Novin, 1972). 

A more sophisticated measure of output is the "value added" to the 
students between entry to and exit froni the institution. This concept 
presents problems of definition an(] is less misceptible to quaritification. 
If it is interpreted as being concerned primarily with knowledge and 
skills acquisition ratlier than experiential, attitudinal, cultural and 
social gains plus personal consumption, then it ovLrIaps with the pass 
rate criteria and the latter maý serve as a proxy. Ilowever, to accurate- 
ly measure and compare this ' learning gain" standardised pre-course 
and post-course tests covering common syllabi would be required 
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(Attiyeli and Lumsden, 1971 and 1972). ' This solution was not used in 
this case. 

Enrolments, pass and attrition rates and information on 17, raduate 
employirient by course are all indicators of society's respolvie. to the 
institution's provision of learning opportunities, i. e. the), are outcome 
measure, -. Now to the question of efficiency. Usually the input-output 
relationship is suniniarised in the form of a unit cost but in the United 
Kingdom the popular approximation is the student staff ratio. This 
ratio is a function of a nun-iber of variables (Delany, 1971; Legg, 1971; 
Bottomley et al, 1972; Simpson et a], 1972) and In exani. ination of re- 
Source 11tilisation at the institutional level should take account of them. 
Depending on the complexity of the curriculum this may involve a de- 
tailed timetable analysis such as is outlined helow. 

Consider a college with. two departnIents X and Y with two courses 
A and 11 (Figure 1); course A is administered by Department X and 
course 13 by Department Y. There are 30 enrolnients to course A and 
20 to course B. Courses receive and departments provide tuition. De- 
partment X provides tuition in subject elements L, Al and N Nvhilýst De- 
partment Y offers Subjects 0 and P. Following a course involves the 
student reading a number of subject elements and attending a set of 
meetings , vith teachers. These mectings (Class hours) may be compul- 
sory or optional, involve just one course or be joint with other courses. 
For example, stUdc"Its, enrolled on course A study subjeet clements L. 
M. N and 0; sýulliects L and N are compulsory whilst M and 0 Ire op- 
tional. L involves just course A whereas Al, N and 0 are "joint niect- 
ings" involving both courses A and 13. 

Therefore, to analyse a set of meetings the following information 
is required: 

- for a year of a course ("course year. ") 
total enrolinent ME 

- for a particular subset of niectinf,, s for a suhject element 
enrolment fron-i a particular h course year" aS 
enrolinent frorn all "course years" of all courses = F, 
number of groups formed each assigned to one teacher' 9 
hours per annuin attended by thc student h 

and the department providing the tuition and the type of space used. 

Figure I 

Timetable Parameters 

Department x y 

Subject Elements L M N 0 P 

No. of Groups Formed 2 1 1 1 2 
Students' Contact Hours 20 15 30 20 20 

Course LInrolment M' = Enrolments to Subject Elements L2J 
A 30 30 20 30 5 

B 20 5 20 20 20 

ME* Enrolment from all 
courses 30 25 50 25 20 
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From this data the meetings provided by each department can be iden- 
14 tified and distributed to those courses receiving tuition in the propor- 

tion: 
Students enrolled from this course year S 
"Students enrolled from all Course years- ff. -* 

The analysis of the mectings provided by Department X and the logic of 
the subsequent cost allocation is set out in Pigure 2. 

As a byproduct a numher of "values" of significance in the internal 
management of resources may be derived (Figure 3). These provide 
inter ilia details of teaching loads, studentF; ' tuition loads, class sizes 
- 50-th-i-hcse typically reccivýed by the students and those provided by the 
institution - and dat-i on the frequency of demandfor teaching space of 
various types and capacities. 

.- THE CASE RESULTS 

Figure 4 summarises the course-year parameters for the response 
dimension. At this level of a ggregation the pattern of pass and ttrition 
rates were remarkably similar overall and by discipline area across 
the two institutions. The significant differences in response in 1972/73 
lay in enrolments per courbe (higher at Lanchester except in engineering), 
the percentage without A-level (hipher at Lanchester except in social 
science), and average A-level scores (overall just below 3= Grade 'C' 
at Loughborough and just above 2= Grade 'D' at Lanchester) and the 
coefficient of variation of A-level (higher at Lanchoster). Thus it would 
appear that in 197 2/7 3 the norýrnal pre-entry to institution quality as 
measured by ,, 

%-level scores was consistently hiolwr and less variable 
at Loughborourli. Subý-; equently, however, mcan internal exanlillation 
scores were lower and more variable at Loughborough although not 
significantly so. 

As suýggvested above, one indicator ýf society's response to the 
final outputs of an institution is the initial einployment of graduates and 
their startim, salaries. In 1972173 this information was onlv available 
for 201, 'o of the graduates at Lancliester and 50"o of the graduates at 
Loughborough. From this sample it seemed that discipline are... rather 
than institution was the more important determinant of initial salary and 
the correlation between starting salary and examination mark although 
positive in the majority of cases was by no nicans strong. 

The pattern of resource utilisation (Firrure 5) is qUite different 
across the two institutions. Lower tuition loads (except social science), 
larger classes, a higher incidence of mition from "service" departments 
(except science) and much larger "savings" in tuition demands throu-Ph 
joint meetings were consistently observed at Loughborouoh. Of these 
differences the most striking was the incidence of classes involving 
more than one course which was far higher in all disciplines at 
Iýoughborough. Typically, the Lanchestei undergraduate found himself 
in classes conipriscd almost entirely (971, '0) of students front his own 
courses whereas the Loughborough student experienced classes in which 
40% of the students were from courses other than his own. The sizes 
of seminars and tutorials are constrained IY what the academics con- 
sider to be effective lea rning/ tca ching SiUMUOIIS and joint mcc-tings will 
not alter these constraints. However, lecturing to one hundred is often 
as effective as lecturing to ten and it is in this - the jecture content of 
the curriculum - that joint mectings have their economic impact. As a 
consequence of Larger classes and joint meetings undergraduate unit 
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Figure 2 
The Logic! of a Department Cost Allocation on a Meetings Basis 

Department x 
Subject Elements LMN 
Groups formed MO 

LI Ii 
211 

- Students' Contact Hours M11 20 15 30 

Course Enrolment Enrolment ro Subject Elements L2J 
A 30 30 20 30 
B 20 5 20 

rIF51 Enrolment from all Courses 30 25 50 
Meetings provided (g) (it) . 40 15 30 1, Total = 85 
Meetings received (g) (h) (S/Ev) 

Course A 40 12 18 o Total = 70 
Course B 3 12 e- Total = 15 

Direct Costs Alectings Cost per Meeting 
Dept. X (say) - Provided by Dept. N 
E3400 Dept. X 85 0-100/85 = E40 

Meetings Received 
From Dept. X 
Course A= 70 
Course B= 15 

4 
Cost per Courýie: 
Contribution from 
Dept. X only 
Course A= (70) (M) = E2300 
Course B= (15) (L40) = ZGOO 

Enrolments 
Course A= 30 
Courre B= 20 

Cost per Student Enrolled 
Contribution f roni Dept. X 
Drily 
Course A E2800/30 M. 3 
Course B E600/20 E30.0 
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Figure 3 
Timetahle Ilaranicters 

Consider the jth year of a course i ["cou 
rse -year" (i. j)] which attends 

a set of meetings Ic in a subject element as part of its timetable. Then: 
En. rolment to course-year (i, j) is E ij 
Enrolment from course-year (i, j) to this set of meetings 

k is I Sijk 

Total enrolment from all course-years 4.0 this set of 
meet: ings k is E* k 

'E'ESijk j 
If this set of meetings is split up into groups, the 
number of groups each assiEned to one teacher is 9k 

and 
The hours per annum attended by a student involved 
in this set of ineetings is hk 

Thus, for a Coll I-se -Yea r (i, j 
1 STUDENTS' TUITION LOAD Hours of timetabled contact with fac- 

ulty that the student on average received 01 ) (S /E ZIk 
ijk'j ij k 

2 CLASS HOURS tirnetabled for a course -E 
[ ýh 

k) (00] 
k 

3 Summed over a department ordiscipline area or for the institution 
the statistic "Meetings" comits joint iricetinCs (i. e. meetings in- 
volving two or more courses) several times. Therefore, when 
several courses attend the same subset of meetings the timetabled 
hours may be allocated pro rata to the number of studunts attending 
from a course, i. e. 

ALLOCATED CLASS HOURS -Z 
[(hk) (9k) (Sijk/E %k 

k 

4 Hence CLASS TIOURS "SAVED" =a-A 
5 STUDENTS' AvERAGE GROUP SIZE ;= Average Class Size that 

the student typically experienced 

(h 
k) 

(sijid 

jW j_ 
kL ij 

I 

INSTITUTION'S AVERAGE GROUP SIZE = Average Cl. i,, s Size pro- 
vided by the Institution L 

, 
EZZ[, 

kllýklj 
[(lk) (ýýkd (SijlclE*k)] 

Ijk 

r [(11k) (9k) (Sijkl '*kl 
ijk 
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costs per annum although reasonably close in social science were in 
engineering and science and overall significantly lower at Loughborough. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In the present climate of concern with the proportioý of GNP 
allocated to higher education and iný the absence of an accurate specifica- 
tion of cause and effect in education attention inevitably focuses on cost 
effectiveness. At a discipline level of aggre. -ation the Lanchester- 
Loughborotiýjf case apparently provides the -sort of intelligence which 
central bud, c, et allocators 6ccii, i. e. few sign, 'ficant differences in "re- 

sponse" but quite different patterns of instruction leadin, to verv dif- 
ferent unit costs. There w,. -re examples in both institutions of courses 
with response and resource utilisation patterns significantly different 
from the norms for their itiLtitution and discipline. The monitoring of 
these divergencies would have prompted discerning questions the an- 
swers to which miTht have helped the decision takers to isolate and to 
support the P,, enuine cases of development and diversity. It is to be 
hoped that mhatever "standardising tendencies" enierve throurl'i the in- 
creasing role of central planning authorities and agencies (Trow. 1974) 
there will remain scope for the exercise of subjective iii(kinients at the 
sharp end. 11ovL-ever the c. tse for internal resource allocation based in 
part on past effectiveness and efficiency is not without support. 

Further research is required first3y, to replicate the Lanchester- 
Loughborough study in a variety of settings selected for their diversity 
and supposed similarity; -, in(] secondlv to develop accur-te and reliable 
measures of outconie initially of lcarjiiji, ý7 gain and ultimately of the 
value - addc(i type. This second task is formidable and the probability is 
that it will require efforts on the part of niany investigators tnd will 
proceed only slowly. ', Meanv. -hile the systern will rely on existiilý exam- 
ining arranvenients and on the comparability of academic standards 
within and across institutions. In these circumstances improvements in 
cost effectiveness may prove to be misleading: more students inay pa:, s 
through the systen, at the sanic or with a less than proportional ncrcase 
in costs but the value added to the additional Students nii), be outweiýhcd 
by the declinu in value added to the eXiSting Students. Nevertheless, a 
move towards the systematic collection arid analysis of d. ita on institu- 
tional outcomes and resource utilisation is overduc. Begular reports 
at the course. level would facilitate internal "inanageincilt by exception" 
and establish a data base and prompt the research from v. -hich a greater 
understanding of the teaching/learning process inight be uchieved. 
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Department of Afanagenictit Studii's, UniversitY of Tccl'110109Y, 
Loughborough, Leicestcrshire LE11 3TU, Englqnd 

ABSTRACT 

TWs note explains one inctliod of calculating unit costs for the teaching function it, 
higher education. A formula is developed for allocating expenditures on Ilic basis of a 
thuctable analysis and tested on data froin Lancliester Polytechnic and Loughborou, -. 1i 

,a 
University for the academic year 1972/73. ' 

Introdudion 
This note arises out of ill investigation into performance indicators ill 

higher M1.1cation sponsored by the Ilistitillioli'll Management ill 11i"ller 
Education Programme of OECD and partly financed by the Department of 
Education and Science. TIIC data base for the case study is formed from tile 

graduate courses (except art) at Lanchester Polytechnic and Lolqgh- uncler., 
borough University for the academic year. 1972/73. 

Ili 1972/73 the total undergraduate population at Lancliester and 
Loughboroti. gh was very similar `Illd the split between sandwich arld N11-tillic 

Students ill each in'ýtittltioll was virtually identical. Ili both institutions over 
907o of the students were reading for degrees ill cither engineering il( 
technology, pure and applied science. or social and business StLldiCS. However 

within these three discipline areas the nlix was different: ellginecring and 
technology (58%) was the dominant discipline at Loughborow. fli reflecting 
the university's ori-inal raison (VýIrc; at Lincliester there was it more equal 
balance between engineering and technology (31%) social and busilless 

studies (37%) and PUre and applied science (241/c, ). 

A Timetable Analysis 

The queslion of concern here is: How should te costs identificcl as 
belonging to the tmyhWg function be allocated to courses, ant! ulLimately, to 
the MudeMs Wing, these courses? 
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At tile moment there is no elegant way of handling the problem - any 
approach is to SOJIIe extent arbitrary. The lar-est input is invariably academic C- 
staff and a case can be inade for having the allocations done by the 
academics themselves (NCHENIS at Wiclie, 1971 ). Succinctly the objections 
that can be raised to this questionnaire/diary sohition are concerned with 
time scales, the validity of the data and the costs of collection. QLICStiOI1- 

naires rely heavily on the goodwill and, co-operation of staff and involve a 
significant investment of their tinie. Therefore "if it is accurate . 111d clirrent, 
data that is available from other sources should be obtained from these 

sources and SlIOUld not be sought from faculty nnenibcrs" (NCHEINIS at 
"Wiche, 197 1, p. 45). 

. 1. 
Teaching takes place in meetings between faculty and students. Tile 

In& majority of these mectings 3re s4t down in the timetabic which thus 
defines what? when? where? by whom? and for whom? The analý-Sis of 
timetable data is an alternative method of identifying tile direction and 
intensity of an institution's teachin(I ., efforts and, therefore, an alternative 
basis for cost allocation. (Bottomley et aL, 19721; Delany, 1971 ). 

Specifically, a course constitutes a set of nicetings where a meeting is a 
timetabled hour of contact between academic staff and StUdents. ThiS Set 
can be broken down into subsets on the basis of the Ll, ýpartnient providing 
the tuition in(] the size of the classes ench . -ssi-ned to one teach'. r. For 
a particulir course this subsect may be compulsory or optional, can be 
taught to a single course or may involve a number of courses. Conscquently 
to analyse a set of meetings the following information is required: 0 

- total enrolment to a course (denote by E); 

- the enrolment from a course to a particular subset of meetings 
(denote by s, wlierc s<E); 

- the total enrolment from all courses attendinn- this particular 

-subset of niectings (denote by E*, wlicre E*>, s); ZI 
the department providing the tuition for this particular sLibset of 
meetings; 
the number of groups each assigned to one tcacher formed in this 
particular subset of meetings (denote by g); and 
the hours per annum attended by a student in, this particular 
subset of meeting's (denote by 10. 

Table I gives the overall results of a tin-ictable analysis for each year of 
tile 1101*111-il three year undergraduate cycle at Lanchester and Loughborough 
in 1972173., 

C 111-iC%', by C01111M -1011 With the Loughborough tindei raduat the 
I-allchester Student was oil timetabled for 20'; ý more hours invariably 
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Some Undergraduate Timetable Statistics 1972/73 

Lanchester Loughborough 

Year of Study 3123 

Student's Tuition Load Olours)l 654 692 584 578 593 441 
meetin s (11011,. S)2 42459 51 672 51 964 46 368 41 046 31 051 
Allocated Meetings Olours)3 40784 56 349 , 50473 20443 22 623 19 352 
Student's Averioe Class Size 4 31 20 18 67 46 29 
Institution's Average Class Sizes 14 10 8 27 19 14 

I Student's Tuition Load: the hours of tinictabled contact with facility that the student 
on average received = (h - s)IE 

2 Meetings tinietabled for a course (h - gý; 
3 Summed over a department or discipline area or for the institution tile statistic 

"Mcetings" counts joint meetings (i. e. meetings involving two or niore courses) several 
. times. Hence where several courses attend the same subset of mectin-'s flie thnetabled 
hours may be allocated pro rata to the number of students attendine, from a course; 
thus Allocated Meetings =E (it -g- slE. ); 

4 Student's Average Group Si7C E4t/, g. h. - 

h- 

5 Insti(tition's Average Group Size E-Ig h-g: s 

E* 

h* g'E* 

In each case the summations are made over the rc. levant subsets. 

with students from his own course in classes of approximately half tile size. 
Higher tuition loads, smaller classes and a lower incidence of joint meetin, gs 
was consistently observed at I. -mcliester in all disciplines. However, tile 
greatest divergence between the two institutions lay in the differencc be- 
twecn "meetings" and "allocated mectings". The mectin. gs, are the staff- 
student contact hours per annum that would have to be provided if each 
course was timetabled independently; tile allocated meetings are the class 
hours actually provided: any diffuence arises out of joint mcclings involving, 
more than one course. 

What. are tile economic implications of these differences? A measure 
which S11111111,11-ises the Cumulative effects of tuition loads, Class Size and the 
incidence of joint Illectings is: 
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Allocated Meetings 
Enrolments 

In 1972/73 this ratio of undergraduate timetable demands in hours per 
annum per student enrolled in each discipline area was: 

Lancliester Loughborough 
Engineering., and Tcchnology 87 22 
Pure and Applied Science 81 30 
Social and Busincsý Studies 36 22 
AH under-raduates 62 25 0 

IC. 

Thus the average undergraduate at Lanchester made over double the tuition 
demands ot his Louphborough counterpal-t. If the class Contact of the L, v 
avera,,,, c teacher and his salary had been equivflcnt across the two institutions 
the academic sta ff cost per undlerp-MILIMC at Lom-fliborough would have been 
less than half that at Landiester. Alternatively, the average Loughborough 
lecturer had hall' the timetable com * Illitillent, hop'-fully devoted more time to 
msearch and the teacher unit costs were approximately the same ill both 
institutions. I 

Unit Costs 

To recap, ill analysis of the tirilctable SIM' as described above offers all 
alternative and, wherever extensive inter-departmental ' 'servicilig", aild joint 
mectings are a feature, maybe a more accurate method of allocatim, costs to 
courses than a questionnaire/diary api 

' 
)roach or a multi-re-gression approach 

such as that of Layard and Vury ( 1975). Specifically if we denote: 
allocated meetings from a department to a course by Al; and 
allocated nit-etings from a department to all courses by 017,; and 
departmental costs by C; 

then for a course the cost is given by: 

Ali all departments 
AlTi 

Ci K 

and unit cost by KII /E] 
where E is the enrobilent to the course. 

In the following CS I'l Inbles the costs allocated include th a rics, Super- 
annuation and national bmumnce of aaWenbc, lecluddan and admkistralNe 
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staff deployed at the level of the school (or faculty) and department 

together with recurrent expenditure on teaching materials, the maintenance 
and hire of teaching equipment, and the cost of short courses and field work. 
The costs for the full-time staff have been established by reference to salary 
scale mid points in 1972/73; the costs for part-time staff are actual. Full- 

tinie research workers financed wholly by research grants -, in(] contracts have 
been excluded. In the case of Lancliester the perim-Inent Deans' salaries have 
been apportioned equally between the departments for which they were 
responsible. ,i 

Table 11 sets out the costs per enrolled st 
* 
udent in 1972/73 for the 

major undergraduate discipline areas. In Tables 11,111 and IV the costs per 
course have been summed over the relevant discipline area and level and 
divided by the total enrolments to the courses in this discipline and level. 

TABLE 11 

Costs in L's per Undergraduate Enrolled 1972/73 

Year of Study 2 Average 

Engineering and 7cchnology 
LanChCStCT 851 1161 1405 930 
Lough b orou. - h 330 448 380 411 

Science 
Lanchester 555 966 1107 773 
Loughborou., h 291 384 592 381 

Social and Business Studies 
Lanchester 364 430 372 380 
Loughborough 215 379 460 313 

All Undergraduates 
Lanchester 572 797 887 667 
Loughborough ý10 438 451 399 

When comparing average costs across institutions sonic adjustment for 0C discipline mix should be made. Enginecring and science were the niost L_ -1 
expensive disciplines in both institutions and accounted for about 75% of 
the total first dcgree cilrohilents at Loughborough compared with about 55',,, ý t: l 

at Lanchester. Therefore if a discipline illix adjustment had been attempted 
the apparent undergraduate cost advantage of Loughbol-oll"ll would have 
been enhanced. The difference betwcen the disciplines was smaller at 
Loughborough because of the high incidence of joint illeetill"S across dis- 
ciplines. Predictably the costs per enrolled student increase as, the ycais, of 
study proceed at Lancliester from L572 for first year undergraduates to V 
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L887 for third year stu (I ents, at Low-, lit) urough fro ni 010 to L451. I fen cc in 
both inStitUtions the final year undergraduate costs about half as much again 
as the "fresher". This reflects the fact that althou. -Ii in both inStitUtiOlIS UIC 
finalist had a lower tuition load this was outweig, hed by nitich redUCed Class 
sizes, and in the case of LOUghborough, fewe r joint mcctings. In both 
institutions tlicre was sorne eviderlce that resources were being channeled to 
the higher level courses, at Loughborough the average annual C, 11 Cý -1 cost per 
postgraduate on a niectings basis was ýl 147 and at-Lanchester tile cost per 
student enrolled on a sub dem-ce course was Z264. 

Cý The compoijents of the average cost per student enrolled in 1972/73 

TABLE III 

Components of Cost per Enrolled Undcrgraduate in L's 

Lanchester M Loughborotig h 

Academic Staff 519 78 273 68 
Administrative Staff 16 2 26 7 
Technician Staff 85 13 67 J7 
Recurrent Expenditure 47 74 33 8 

Total 667 100 399 100 

TABLE IV 

Cost per "Successful" Undergraduate in L's 

Year of Study 1 '2 3 

Engineering and Technolog), 
Lancliester 1246 1372 1432 
Loughborough 374 507 401 

Scien cc 
Lanchester 873 1133 1173 
Loughborough 350 431 627 

Social and Business Studies 
Lancliester 448 458 381 
Loughborough 241 427 468 

All Undcigraduates 
Lancliester 792 896 914 
Loughborolit"ll 374 496 472 

"Successful" = the Students Who successfidly sat tile maminations in the giN-cn year. 
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are presented in Table 111. The technician and "recurrent" component, % were 
roughly equivalciit. Loughborough enjoyed in advantage in the provision of 
administrative support but this only accounted for a small proportion of the 
total cost. 

Table IV provides details of the cost per "Successful" Undergraduate in 

each year of the three year cycle by discipline area. Given a somewhat higher 
attrition rate at I-ancliester the economic advanta-e of Loti-liborowdi is 

0VZ, 
widened at this stage of costing. On the other liand the Lanchester students 
started from a lower pre-entry (A-level) score on avera e and the learning 

gain there may be higher. 

Summary 

The question of what is the cost per student does not admit of a sill'. 'Ic 
answer. Therefore it is prudent to stinimarise the context in which the 1111it 
costs above were derived. Firstly, flie costs allocated were those for the 
facility and their administrative, technician and "materials" support - the 
problems of measuring and assi-ning capital expendittire and of identifying 
opportunity costs were thus avoided. Secondly it was argued that the 
timetable reflects the "weiglits" the institution is implicitly assii i gI n_,,, to its 
courses and that "allocated meetings" are a fair basis for the assitinnicnit of 
inputs to courses and to stlidents. Thirdly, it was assumed that polytechnics 
and universities are solely teaching establishments. If it is accepted that 
higher education institutions have functions other than teaching, the trade- 
offs between uaching and fliese. other roles need to be examined. If flie iiiix 
of tcaching to non-teaching activitics is rou ghly equivalent across institutions 
then student cost comparisons as oLitlined above provide a reasonable plide 
to relative effectiveness. On the other hand, if the involvement in noll- 
teaching varies significantly from institLition to iii5tittition then consider- 
ation has to be given to unscrambling the joint costs and products. 'File 

probability is that decisions in this area xvill continue to require tile exercise 
of subjective judgement and it is a moot point whether the benefits from 
having more sophisticated data available would justify the costs of obtailling 
this-information. 
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Loji-bormwh University 

Introduction 

This note reports some of the findings of an investigation sponsored by the 
Institutional Management in Higher Education Programme of OECD and 
financed by the Department of Education and Science. The purpose of the 
study was to exan-iine the potential for performance indicators for the teaching 
function in higher education. In addition to their teaching roles institutions 
of higher education pursue reseaich and scholarship and render public service 
and these latter activities contribute directly and indirectly to the teaching 
function. It is impossible precisely to unscramble the joint COSts and products 
arising froin these muh i -missions. However, a consideration of research, 
scholarship and public service was outside the project's remit and for the pur- 
pose of this case study they are treated as residual activities. Furthermore tile 
project %yas constrained to consider those aspects which could be "easily 
quantifiee" and for which information was "readily available". 

The data base for the results set out below was formed ftom the undergr. "(1,11ate 

Courses (except Art) at Lanchester Polytechnic and Loughborough University for 

the academic year 1972/73. In tb,, It year the total first degree population at 
Lanchester. and Loughborough was very similar-and the split between sandwich 

and full-time students in each institution was virtually identical. In both 

institutions over 90S.: of the undergraduates were reading for degrees ill Cither 

engineering and technology, pure and applied science or social ani business 

studies. Within these three broad discipline areas, however, the mix was 
different - engineering and technology (ýS%) was the dominant discipl,. n2 at 
Loughbo rough whereas at Lanchester there was a more equal balance between 

engineering and technology (3156), social and business studies (371M. ), ami pure 

and applied science (24%). 

The Framework for Institutional Performance Assessment 

The case study was premised on the view that an institution is assessed in terms 

of its effectiveness and its efficiency. An institution is effective if it ir-hieves 
Its objcctives; it improves its efficiency if it achieves these objectives with 
fewer resources. Thcrefore, performance assessment involves firstly, ( om- 

paring t lie level and quality of an institution's outcomes with its objectives 

and, secondly, cxamining input-output (i. e. cost-benefit) relationihirrs. 11 

an histitution's objectives are not in line with those that society has set for it, 
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It may be intLrnally effective and efficient -and yet be illeffCCtiVC 2nd, hence, 
inefficient externally. 

So the first critical task is to establish a set of objectives which are congruent 
with society's needs and expectations, but drawing the boundaries to the aims 
of an institution as open-ended in its inspiration as a polytechnic or 2 university 
probably requires a direct line with God. It has been argued that university 
objectives are not only ambiguous but are destined to remain so since both 
faculty and administrative staff feel this to be beneficial (Cohen and March, 
1974). That education influences lifeýime chances is not disputed but how 

exactly is less certain. Whether higher education's role is conceived in terms 

of a capital goods industry (Schultz, 1963), or n-ore libC'-, 211Y to include the 

social and cultural dimensions, or simply as an elaborate (and expensive'. ) 
filtering device signalling ability differences which existed bAore the process 
began (Arn)w, 1973) its ultimate impacts are by definition long term and 

obscure. The assessment of institutional performance requires more proximate 

goals. 

The Department of Education and Science has ventitred the following overall 

objectives for the teaching function in higher education: 

"To provide higher education for those who could benefit from it, 

and to meet the rcquirements of society for qualified inatipower. " 

(DES, 1970) 

The first of these aims is at the level of a bromide and is beyond dispute. 
The second aim is niore controversial but the majcr reasons for going to 

tuxiversity identified by the largest groups in Startup's survey (1972) %yere 
occupational in nature and this phenornepoa applied partiCUIaTly to applied 
science and science students (Startup and Birk, 197S). 

In the event the following objectives were 2greed by the project's Stcering 

Committee which was composed of a number of intercsts - 2cademic and 

administrative - from within and without Lanchestcr and Loughborough: 

"Subject to maintaining academic standards 2nd meeting cost 

constraints, to attain a satisfactory level of: 

1. Student intake in terms of both numbers and quality; 
2. Pass rates; 
3. Value added; and 
4. Student employability. " 

The form of words accords nicely 'A'it], the 11satisf icing" plicnoincoon of Simon 

(IS957). Ncvertl)elzss goals 1,2 and 4 are c3pable of bcin, -, defined as talgets, 
i. e. in quantified terms. "Value ad(lod" presents problems of definition and 
Is lesý susceptible to quawification. If it is interpretcd as being concerned 
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prhYlarlly with educational (i. e. knowledge and skills acquisition) rather than 

experiential, attitudinal, cultural. and soc. ial gains plus personal consumption, 
then it overlaps with the pass rate goal and the latter may scrve as a proxy. 
However, accurately to meazure and compare this learninj . in standardised 

_ý ý, a 
pre-course and post-course csts covp. ring common syllabi would be required 
(Attiyeh and Lumsden, 1971 and 1972). 

All is not 16st if we accept tl: e inevitability of the generality and Inoperability 
(in a management context) of "goals" in education. It is possible to move 
directly to the measurement of "outputs" or (licrhaps more exactly) "outcomes" 
in education and Ave hope that oveg time the evidence collected by this sort of 
exercise will lead to 2n improve-d under; tanding of, and sensitivity to, the 
sophistication of the educaticnal process. 

Given that an institution of higher education exists ir; its teaching role to 

provide a set of learning opportunities and that students may choose to eurol 
or not, the first indication of success is provided by the numbers and quality 
of students actually enrolled. SubseqAiently the institution hopes to progress 
its students successfully through the systern and ultimately to have its graduatei 
accepted by the econorny. Dropouts, failures, repeaters, successes and 
graduates are all outcomes of various stages of the educationa! procoss and a 
careful monitoring of these together with the collection of data on the initial 

employnients of graduates is indicated. Inherent in the success rate criteria 
Is the view that the institution inay rely on teachers' "professionalism" for the 

maintenance of s-adernic standards. To an extent this is ensured by the 

system of extQ. zial assessors and examiners but sorný! doubts have been cast on 
the comparability of degree staudards in the UK even within the sarne subject 
groups (Nevin, 1972). 

So much for society's response, now to the question of how the institution 
dePloycd its resources in providing the learning opportunities. Usually this 
input output relationship is surnmarised in the forin of a unit cost but in the 
UK the popular approximation is the student staff ratio. This ratio is a func- 
tion of a number of variables and decisions on these are largely within the 
province of the acadenlic. staff (Bottoniley et al 1971; Delany 1971; Simpson 
et al 1971). These variables are significant in detcrmining the costs of 
instruction and an exaininition of resource utilissation at tile micro-levcl 
should t2ke account of them. Depending on the complexity of the curriculum 
this may involve a detailed timetable analysis such as outlined In Exhibit 1. 
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Exhibit I 

Timetable Parameters 

DepaAment x y 

Subject Elements LMN 0P 

nr. d211 12 No. of Groups Forme 
rM 

Students' Contact Hours 20 is 30 20 20 

Course 
RE 

Enrolment Enrolments to Subj ect Elements 

A 30 30 20 30 S 

B 20 -S 20 20 20 

Enrolments from All 
Courses 30 2S so 2S 20 

Hence a TIMETABLE ANALYSIS requires the following infor mation: 

For a year of a course - ("course -year") 

Total Enrolment =E 

For a particular subset of meetings for a course 

Enr olment from a particular "course-year" =S 

Enrolment from all "course -years" of all courses = E* 

Number of classes formed each assigned to ONE teacher =g 

Hours per annum, attended by a student wh 

Department providing tu ition 
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Consider an institut tion with two departments X and Y with two courses A arid B 
(Exhibit 1). Course A is based in Department X and course B in Department Y. 
There are 30 enrolments to course A and 20 to course B. Following a course 
involves reading a number of subject elements and attending a set of meetings 
with academic staff. These meetings may be compulsory or optional, involve 
just one course or be joint with other courses. For ex2mple, students enrolled 
on course A study subject elements L, M, N and 0; subjects L and N are com- 
pulsory whilst M and 0 are optional. L involves just course A whereas M, N 

and 0 involve joint meetings invofving both courses A and B. Therefore, to 
2nalyse a set of meetings information on E, S, E*, g and h (Exhibit 1) is 

required. -From these parameters a number of 'values' of significance in the 
students' formal learning environment may be derived (Exhibit 2). 

Exhibit 9 

Timetable Parameteis 

I STUDENT'S TUITION LOAD = Hours of timetabled contact with 
faculty th2t the student on average received 

((h)(S 
/E 

2 MEETINGS timetabled for'a course. 

3 Summed over a department or discipline area or for the institution 
the statistic "Meetings" counts joint meetings (i. e. meetings 
invohing two or more courses) several times. Therefore, where 
several courses attend the same subset of meetings, the timetabled 
hours may be allocated pro rata to the number of students attending 
from a course, i. e.: 

AI. ýLOCATED ME ETINGS 
&)(g)(S/Efl) 

4 Hence MEETINGS "SAVED" 

S STUDENTS' AVERAGE GROUP SIZE 
CE*/g) (h)(S) 

E(S)) 

N. B. In each case the surnmatious are made over the relevant 
subsets. 

See Note I at the end of the text for 2 precise definition 

of the formulae. 
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The economic implication of tuition loads, class site& and the extent of joint 
meetings may be summarised in a unit cost. The unit costs used in the 
Lancbester Loughborough case were constructed by allocating direct depart- 
mental Inputs (i. e. academic staff plus their technician, administrative and 
'materials' support) to courses and thence to students on the basis of "allocated 
meetings". The arguments for an allocation on this basis have been rehearsed 
elsewhere (Birch, Calvert, Sizer, 1977) but the basic logic of the calculation 
Is set out in Exhibit 3. (See Page 2; ). 

The Results * 

Table I (see Page 22 ) summarises the course parameters by discipline (see 
Birch, Calvert, Sizer, 1976 for a rnorq detailed report). At this level of 
aggregation the pattern of pass and attrition rates, and the mean and the 
coefficient of Variation of examination marks were remarkably similar overall 
and by discipline area across the two imstitutions. The Significant differences 
In response lay in enrolments: per course (higher at Lanclicster except in 
engineering), the percentage without A level (higher at 1-anchester except in 
social science and business studies), and average A level scores (overall just 
below 3= 'C' at Loughborough and just above 2= 'D' at Lanchester). 

However the pattern of resource utilisation is quite different across the two 
Institutions. Lower tuition loads (except social science and business studies), 
larger classes, a bigher incidence of tuition from "service departments" 

(except science) and much larger savings in tuition demands through joint 

rnectings were consistently observed at Loughborough. Of these differences 
the most striking was the incidence of meetings involving more than one 
course which was far higher in all disciplines at Loughborough. As a 
consequence under-graduate unit costs although reasonably close in social 
science and business studies were in engineering and science and overall 
significantly lower at Loughborough. 

As suggested above, one indicator of society's- response to the final outputs of 
an institution is the initial employments of graduates and their startiug 
salaries. In 1972/73 this information was only available for 2010 of the 
graduates at Lancliester and 50% of the graduates at Loughborough. Frcrn 
this sample it seemed that discipline area rather than institution was the 

more important determinant of initial salary and the correlation between 

starting salary and examination mark although positive in the majority of 
cases was by no means strong. 

Conclusions 

In the present ecouomic climate and in the absence of an accurate specifica- 
tion of cauic and effect in educ. ition attention inevitnbly focuses on cost 
effectiveness. At a discipline level of aggregation the Lanchester-Loughborough 
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Exhibit 3 

Department x 
Subject Elements L MN 
Groups FormcdCg) 2 11 
Contact Hours 0ý) 20 is 30 

Course Enrolment Enrolment to Subjects 
A 30 30 20 30 
B 20 S 20 

LE*ý 
*Enrolment from All Courses 30 2S 50 

Meetings Provided (g)(h) 40 15 30 Total = 85 
Meetings Received (g)(h)(S/Efl 

Course A 40 12 18 Total = 70 
Course B 3 12 Total = IS 

THE LOGIC OF A DEPARTMENT COST ALLOCATION ON A MEETINGS BASIS 

Direct Cost Meetings Cost per Meeting 
Dept. X (say) Provided Dept. X 
E3400 Dept. X 85 E3400/85 E40 

Meetings Received 
From Dc-. t. X 
Course A 70 
Course 3 15 

Cost per Course 
Contribution from 
Dept. X only 
Course A (70)(E40) E2800 
Course B (15)(E40) F600 

Enrolments 
Course A 30 
Course B 20 

Cost per Student Enrolled 
Contribution from Dept. X 
only 
Course A= E2800/30 = E93-1 
Coursell=: ýE600/20 =f30. O 

__J 
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case apparently provides the sort of intelligence which central budget allOC2- 
tors avidly seek-, viz- few differences apparently in response but quite different 

patterns of instruction leading to very different unit costs. Certainly the case 
for intern2l resource allocation based in part on past effectiveness and efficienc 
Is not without support. There were examples in both institutions of "rogue- 

elephant" courses with outcome and resource utilisation patterns SigllifiC2ntly 
different froin the norms for their institutions and discipline. Had these diver- 

gencies been monitored they would have pronipted "disceming questions". 
The answers -migbt have helped the authorities to isolate and to support the 

genuine cases of development and diversity. However. given tile present 
state of ignorance about the nature of educational processes it is to be hoped 

that whatever "stindardising tendencies" enierge through tile increasing role 
of central planning authorities and agencies (Trow, 1974) there will rein3in 

scope for the exercise of subjective judgernenLS at the sharp end. 

The cultural and social implications of the teaching strategies deploýed were 
outside t he scope of the Lanchester Loughborough exercise, but the relation- 
ship between average exit marks for each course and the relevant timetable 

parameters, unit costs and a proxy for student quality (A-level score for fiNt 

year level courses and previous examination m2rhs for second and third year 
levels) were tested. The results are set out in Table 11. (See Page 24 ) 
Entry marks were the most strong]), corre lated "explaining" about one third 

of the exit niarl. s -a result which accordi with the findings of Fntx%-istIC and 
Percy (1974). The consistency of the correlation coefficient, for class sizes 
(negative), classes saved by joint meetings (negative) and unit costs 
(positive) lends some support to tile argument that tile economic advantage 

of large classes and joint meetings are matched by some educational dis- 

advantages. 

Further research is required firstly, to replicate the Lanchester Loughborough 

study in a variety of settings selected for their diversity and supposed similarity; 
aud, seCondly, to develop accurate and reliable measures of outcome 
Initially of learning gain and ultimately of the va hia -added type. This 
second task is formidable and tile chances are it will require efforts on the 

part of many invCSfiOI'atQt$ and will proceeI .. iy Meanwhile we 
shall continue to rely on existing examining arr-ingenients and the compara- 
bi)ity of degree standards. In these circumstances improvements in unit 

costs may prove to be misleadin 0: more student& may pass through the 
system at the saine or with a less than proportion2l increase in costs, but the 

value -added to the extra students may be outweighed by the decline in value - 
added to the existing students. However, a move towards a more systernatic 
collection and analysis of data on institutional outconies and the processes of 
instruction is overdue. Regular reports at the course level on response and 

'resource utilisation, if necessiry defined to ineet peculiar institutional 

characteristics, wotild facilitate intern2l I'management by exception" and 

establish a data base and prompt tire research from which a greater under- 
standing of the educational process might be achieved. 
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NOTE 1 

In precise mathematical terms: 

Consider the jth year of a course i "course-year" (i, j which attends a 

set of meetings k as part of its timetable. 

Enrolment to course-year (i, J) Is E 

Enrolment from course -year (i, j) to this set of meetings 
k is S 

ijk 

Total enrolment from all course -years to this set of meetings 
k6 E* 

k =Dijk 
Ij 

If this set of ineetings is split up into groups the number of 
groups each assigned to one teacher is gk 

Hours per annum attended by a student Involved in this set 
of meetings is h 

k 

Then for course -year (Ij) 

STUDENT LOAD = 
ý((hk')(Sijk)) 

/E 
ij 

ALLOCATED MEETINGS = ý((h 
k 

)(g 
k 

)(S 
ijl( 

/E* 
k)) 

STUDENTSIAVER AGE GROUP 
(E* 

/g 
(h 

k 
)(S 

ijk 

SIZE kk) 

Cnk 

E tj 

(h 
k) 

(S 
ijk 

E 
k ij 

For the Institution ý i( 
E* 

k 
/g 

I) It 
Nk )(S 

ijk 
'E* 

k Institution's Average Group Size cc 

(11 11)(g k)(S ijk 
/Ew 

k ijk 

hk E* 
k 

k 

jh 
k9k 

k 
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TRACING THE EFFICIET2 FRONTIER IN BRTTISH UJIVFRýITIES 

John Ca)vert 

De--ek Birch Loughborough University 

P-13STRACT 

This paper considers tb. e feasibility of finding an overall measure of CD 

efficiency for institutions in hiener ediicatiýn given tfiat tIL-2y are 

_'constuners' ni- s+aff time, mhtcrials and money, and lproducersý\ of 

graduates, postgraduates and research. 14. does t1his v. y identifying 

a group of ItbeclLn. 'Alcally , icre efficient" inst3. tutions which- are used 

as benchmarks for the rest. For ilLastrative purposes the a. rproa(-h 

is applied to UK Universitie3 in the years 1072-3 and 1973-4. 

J, 
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OErD/CFrNI /TMITE PROJEO T 

From I August 1973 to i Decen: ber 1975 J. R. Calvert and D. W. Birch, 

vith others, were eng! iged on a D. E. S. -financed'and OECD/CERT/IME-approved 

study to develop performance indices for the teaching function in higher 

education, in the W, by means of a detailed study of Loughborough 

University and Lanchlester Polytechnic- Ilie Steering Committee Included 

Polyteehnic and University Administrators and a -representative of the 

D. E. S. The main resats of the study were the identificaticn of various 

measures of input and output and the idc-a of a performance profile rather 

than a single measure of perfOrmanIce. 

OBJIýTTIVFS OF TITE R-ESEAiCH AND THE. PROBLM4 T. T CONSTDM7ýý 

At various points members of the OECDICERII. D, IHE Project '-teer--nr, C, )=, i-*Lttee 

and outside comnentators raised the question of the pos. sibility of constructing 

,,..., an overall efficiency ratinG for an institution or department. This is the 
I. 

problem that th-e research sets out to examine. 

, fairly crude measures 0 Its objectives are two-fola. Firstly, using f input 

and putput, the aim is to dcvelop an interpret a rodel capable of mapping 

technical efficiency in the use of inputs and production of outputs in 

,. higher education across and within institutions. 

Secondly, the aim ip to derive more realistic measures of inpu+ end output 

to which the model. could be applied so as to indicate in which directions 

institutions or departments should move if they wish to attain a m3re 

"technically efficient" posi. - 1,4 On 

During the OECD/CERI/IMIIE prcjcct a considerabic database for the two 

institutions was established and this database, although now outdated, 

would constitute a viable "test-baý; e" for any wl'uh1r, institutional 'r. mr-11res 

of performance which the proposed project would throw up. 
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CONCYTTUAL FPA'i-Fl'()RK 

Act2ývlties of an Ediicatiotial Institution 

Most educational systems have a number of objectives which iiot 

infreq7, iently are Lnconcistent. Uni er! ýO agreement among educators JL 

-is canfinerI Ito large general i s, -. t i. ons which ten. 1 to establish the 

-boundaries of social policy rather thsn give content to realisable 

Itto 
. Soals to preserve and enhance the intellectval stock", 

facilitate- ea. *Cal o-pportimity", and so on. It is difficult to 

---dissý. gree witt any coraro-1 unaerstanrling of suýc!. L bromides and eq7aclly 

difficult to dep? oy them use-4-)ally i-a F. management context. The 

more detai]-ed the list of goals the more li%ely it is to be disputed 

in terrn. s of inclusions, omissions, and interpretations. However, 

there sec-Lz to be broad agreement on the major output programmes 

for. bigher education - instruc-tion (or the treiismission of knowledge) 

and research (or the acquisitýon of knowledge). 

Now Figure 1 outlines the componento of the teaching function and 

illustraies that since educ&M-on haiý a lifelong-impact the choice 

of inputs and outputs depends on which part of the system is examined. 

If one considers the allocaltion of funds to piovide teaching 
5. 
opportunities then the output is tYe places provided. But if the 

system is taken to include the. provision of graduates then the 

Output-includes the numbcr and quality of graduates. 

0 
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Compa-ants of tI. -, -A eaci. ing "System 

FICURE I 

OBJECTIVFS 
Educational 
Lconomic 
Cultural 
Social 
Politic4l 

INPUTS 

(i) Students: knowledge, 

skills, aptitu dcs, attitudes, 
ez-%ectatiors at entry:. 
socio/econoinic 
bacb-ground. 

(it) Staff: Academic, 

pedagcGical, 
administrative 
technic., A], man. gcri2l 
compmencc and 
C? *?. 'rience 
Expectations: 

(M) Physical Facilitizs: 
spaca, equil-mcnu- 
learaing, teaching, 
cultural, recreational 

PROCLSSES OUTCOMI: S j-OU-" PUTS 

The Curriculum /Learning (1) IMMLdiate. 
Environment. Provisi n of learr. ing 
Ile -pattern of f ornia lised oppoýtunities. "Places" 
"mcet'ngs", teaching and on an orgrinised curricuhim. 
tuition loadi Respomer-appiications 

pedagogical sirategics Eurol-nents 

and taý; ti-. s . c. g from 
trwiftional mix cf staff (ii) Short Term: Gradunatcs 
rupervisel lectures, Students: knowlrd; e, skills, 
tutorials 2nd labs at one aptitudes, attitudt! ýs, 
end of spectrtim to student expectatiots at exit-. 
orientated prtygrainmed 
-learning and resource (I iii) Longer Term: 
centrc b-ased eavironment Impacts on GNP/Lif- time 
at the other Eami. nS. -: Culturvi and 

Social dimen-ions. 
The Assessment/Licensing 

mechanisms/criteria! 
assignments-, tests, 
exanis etc. 

(M) The "Organisation": 
Management structure 
4 process, "style", 
+ "ethos", etc. 
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3.2. Cr,; 6- Meiksu. -es rf Lir-it F,, -ad qu, -put 

3.2.1. Teach_; ng Outputs 

lw%ý 
There are at lea-st two 2--hools of 'whought on how to col, cept-ur'lis C 
the outcomes of the teaching function: fir--4.1y, the chaanges in 

Studcnts' characteristics associated vith various institutional in-out 

and process variables; qmd. secondly, the characteristics of the 

learnirg opportanitiez made Pývallable. The changes wrOught 'n 

Studer)ts' skills, knowledge, attitud. es and value-- bet-jecn entry to, 

aný exit fr-)ia, imiversi, 4CY refiec-lu, their l6arning functions and are 

-O! ily indirectly relitcd to the institution's- prod-actior, funct Ion. 

11-he cutcomes %ttrillitable to the inst"itut-lon (and the inst-i. tutiWi 

alone) ar-- the maGnitudle ana quality of the services inaae available. 

Initially it --s as! ý; umed that sti,. dent enrolments on -undergraduate 

and pnotgracluate prograimes are an adequ4te proxy for the maUnitude 

of topLching services niade available. This assumes that thL: Iquality' 

of the places provided on an organised curriculum-both v-ithin and 

Ficross institutions is comparable. 

a 

3.2.2. Reseqrch' Out -ruts 

The measurement of research output is i=ensely difficult. Vario., s 

processes have been suggested -a weighted sum cf 'Lhe publ it. -r-tions 

proauced, the lcvel of research funds attracted or the qualit-, .F 
veigl-. 41c. d hours spcnt on personal research (Cartter (1965), Layard 

and Verry (1973)). Initially expenditures from research granta is 

the chosen proxy. Of course, this is essentially an '-nput rpeasure 

and its use can only be justifted as an attrmpt to obtain a more 

realistic mapping of the teaching outcomes. 
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3.2-3. Inputs 

The measurement of inputs ic not quite so difficult but still causes 

problems. one can count academic staff or total their salaries. but 

it is infinitely more difficult to bring in a quality measure. 

Similarly, one can count money spent on equipment etc., but not 

easily esteol; sh the input that equipm-nit Thas into the teaching 

or research activity. ject wolild use money values for Initially the. pro 

-n case some inputs but also incorporate the nuLiber of academic sj, 

institutions have thc'! right"n-,, mber of staff but at the 'ý, rongfsalary 

levels or vi-- e v"rsa. 

3.3. "inPvt/Out-oA'Prof-*1e and it-. Goonetrical Interpret-qtion 

An educational institution has many inputs and outputs so unleos these 

are converted to monetary 'equivalents' as in a cost-benefit analy:;. s 

tot; ether as in a utility approach, the institution or or Wighted 

departrient can only b2 described by an input/output profile. 

ýOmlever, - if 'we think of the input/output profile as a vector it defines 

a point in multi-dimensiýnal space and so one can consider any collcction 

of institutions or departmeýts as a collection of points. 'This collection 

Of points will have a boundary and intuitively some of the boundary 

Isistitutions will be more efficiellt than some not on the boundarl. -. 

I 
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Corcci)ts of Fff: rj, -c-n_, -y 

The theory of the 1'irm in neoclassical economIcs asuumes the 

existence of a produntion lunction whicb dcfi-les the relationship 

between inputo and outputs. Consider an industry N! here two factors 

-ion are employed to produce a single output under conditions of product 

o,. (* cons-Eant returns to scalc. F-. t. xm-. opcrzting ir. this: indust. L7 

'tcd. oi. a greph (Figure 2) against thcir unit-output vmlues. razzi be ploL 

Input 1 

per 
Unit 

Output 

InpuL 2 per 
Unit Output 

Figure 2 

A-0 

rarrcll (1957) has -used this diagram to Picasure and distinGuish 

bet-, Tccn a firia's tec; m,, cal efficiency and its pricc efficiency. 

SS' is the envelcpe of the observations for all firms. lic, firm. is 

able to produce a ur. it, of output with an input ratio to the South- 

WCst of SS', . 
1e: SS' represents the production frontier. Consider 

firm which firm P. Point -), repres, ý-nts a (pcrha, -, s hy-ýothetical) 'A 

is Inore efficient than P althouCh , isinc, the srLme ratio of inputs. 

If the strai,, -,, Iit line AA*' tanpential to SS" at is the iso-cost 

lina b. -sed oi, the input-priec, ratic then firm is less contly than 

Q r-nd, thcrcfor, ý_-, poii, t A repre-, unts a I. c-. s costly situation than 0. 

. 
(and liciiec of P) r)ut vith Vlic , atne input )-atio. Micrefore: 

4 
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OQ 
6-P represents the technical efficiency qf P; 

OR represents the priceefficiency of Q; aný! 
OQ 

on represents the overall efficiency of P. 
OP 

In the rest of this submission we are concerned. solely with "technical's 

ef f ic-5. ency". -Indeed, 
if we compare two or more firms with the same 

input mix Viey have the spLme "price efficienby". (Note 1) 

In Educational Management the price or value of many of the inputs 

and outputs is*not rewftily available and so'the idea of comparing an 

institution wiLh a hypothetice-Cone wlth the same. mix of inputs but 

different leve-Is of output has some attractions. It delays the 

attacb-ment of weights or subjective values to inpuLs or outputs 

until the actual comparison is made and means that the analysis for 

the mo. t part is not carried out in "funny money" but in actual 

riumberstof students or nounds sterling spent, and so on. 
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-icr (Is it near the 'boundary or rear the averaj-, e? ) 3.5. The Production Front 

-ing- t]he efficicnt Intuitivel-Y if there is a true production frontier rela`. 

use of inputs to produce outputs then given a set of points some of the 

'boundar. -y Joints should be nearer to it than any of the non-boundary p-Dints, 

and 'hence it. wrillal(I saem that the best c. b-*Lir%4. -e of the production frontier 

bas. d on ; art of the boundary of the :; et of. pointB. 

Ecowever, as Týmmer C'I'97l') hes pointed' out, since only exxtrcme observttions 

vovld be uxe, ý to astImate the frontier the estimatirw; is highly siibject tc, 

errors Jn the data. if one assrjres that scme of the extreme points are 

ran&, --a outliers and not -Lru: Ly efficiern; thcn the 'true' frontier runs 

tbro%h the sel. and so h. -, suggests t1liat ýýnc can e, -tht: r rejec I., some of 

these outliers and look for a stable frontier or use the set as a wh. )2. e 

and fit to the average. Now-ever, he comments that the fýontier basc-d on 

the boundary poin-Ills of tne observed set may'not be a neutral trunsfor- 

meuion of the rr-ontier based on an average so one has to make a choice 

one way or the other. Ke randcnay aeletes extreme points* and looks at 

the Lhanges J. r. the frontier estimates. On the other hand. Levin (1974) 

does a compariscii off average and estimates, but to 

do, this he ha! -, to assume a shape for the fitted function (Cobb Douglas 

type). He still found great differences between the two methods. 

4 
In conclusion, thL choice seemis simple - either one specifies a function 

for the prcdueýtion frontier and then fits it to all the data, or one 

estimates the frontier by finding the boundary points of the observed 

set. The research uses the latter since it is very*difficult to specify 

a function for the production frontier in a multi-input/multi-output 

Siti. ation. The .,; 
implest foria of sunh a function vould bc- an input/output 

maty. ix, 
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4 MITIMN. MIG TIII! PRODITMOTI FRIONTIET' FROM DATA 

h. l. Matilematical Procedure 

We can estimate the proauct-ion frontier as a series of line segments 

from observed data if we assume that the frontier is convex Ci. e. if 

tvo"points are attaina-ble in practice a point representing a weighted 

byerage of the'two is also obtainable in practice). This is because 

-the set of observations then rakes up a convex-set and then each 

obsexvation CLn be written as a linear combination -If zome of the 

boundar-I points. Any li. ýe* segirient jo-r ninp, two observations is defined 

by lincar combination- of the tN, -o points.. 

However, the. points vhich are used to esti1nate the froi, tier are no+ 

simp"Iy on the boundary, t'A. ey must be more "efficient" than the othuro, 

So when loohine at inputs a line segment should be nearer the origin 

than other pointr and when Icoking &t outputs it should. lic further 

away than other points. The method of finding ýIic frontier poin-'I. -. s 

is, thereforc, to find the line segments which lic to the right side 

of every point with respect to the origin. In the two. input one 

output case with constant r--Aurns this is straightforward using a 

graph ical approach (Note 2). However, in the multi-input multi-output 

case the concept 6f 'nearer to the origint is more difficult to pin 

down. However, Carlson has suggested one approach as outlined in 

the next secton. 
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-A Lincar Pro(ýrzmmi. ng Approach 
S 

There are sevcral metl; ods available for identifying fron icr 

Observaticns but the most Gencral aLd leas'. sensitive to prior 

specifiection of the form --). L to f the produc-It-. ion function is thjL! ]. 
-;. neaýc 

progra=. Lng -'%--c,! hni-jues. The IP approý. r! h wa.: ý oriinally sug ected 

b "F and later deployed in thc measurement of arrell (2957, OP-cit. ) 

educationa]. produ-, tiou by Caa-Ison 1975) Eu. Ld Levin (1974). 

ýBricfly, thrý approacb -equires th- idei-. t -*Lf-, 
*ctLt ion of the input end 

otitput variebles of all the institaLicns in the populai-ion where 

OLI-1. Cie institutions are judged to have comparablc quality Outcol-l-les 

(or vbcre orie cr neasures of qiAali-Iky 'are explicitly included 

as L-harac ; crisfic variableo). U is then -used to maximise one 

Output, subject to satis: ryint; other ouLput and input consIlraints. 

The result of this ir, a proftctica efficienc.,, index that will be 

1.0 foa all -nstitutions on the frontier and less than 1.0 for all 

C)ther'institutions for that output. 

Consider the boundary and a -point P If P is not on th3 boundary we kk 

-c-r -put 1 or output 2 can move frcm P ia the dir, ý ion. of increasinG out k 

until we reach a boundary point which will be a linear combination of 

the frontier points (Figurcs 3 ard 4). 
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Figure 3 

Output 
.. 

Output 

I 

rk k 

0 01 
Ouk'OV-A 2 Output 2 

Thus, if we select a point in the set anO one oft 'h- C- outnuts we can f5 nd 

the boundary in one direction amd at the saxie time identify some of ý-)-e 

fronlAer ;., )ints. To accomplish this for institution S and out-put r 

ve ; rormulaLc a linear progr, --urmiiiir, problem as follows: 

If X. 
1, 

the quantity of the ith resource uzed by institution t, 

and Y 6t = the quantity of the ith output produced by institution t. 

then the*point on the front.. il-r in direction (starting from 

institution s) of increasing out-plit r is given by z, .. O. O., z t 

Vhere we: 

Max I zt Yrt 
t=1 

T 

subject to ýzX. < X. i=i....... N 
t it is 

t=1 

T 
zY>Y1, M 

t jt JS t=l 

zt >0t=I...... T 

Figure 
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The optimal solution to this lincar program wil. 1 identify some of the 

fronti. er roInts, ic. ýhe. points w-ro-th non-zexo weioits. Flence we 

can identify E, 11 the froatier institutions if we solve the linear 

program for every institution S for each of the outputs r. For. any 

one output we can measure how near an institieLion is to the frontic- by 

-ive function at ratio of its output to the value of the object 

Ortimal, ie: "effic--ercy" in one direction (iti; outjýut) is gi,. r= by 

7 t. 
Yr Tj-dz approach assumes a consistent slope of the 

irontior (el-ther posit-ive or negative) but does not insist on constant 

returns to --cale (ie: does not include -. L; be origin in the set of 

points). 

4.2.1. An_111iistration 

Frontier Un'iycr. sities in the M'I" 3.972! 73 an3 1973/'04 

Information on the followint; variables for the acadcmic years 

3.972/73 and 1973/74 was collected from DES publislied sitatistics 

for all the UK universities exceDt the London Graduate School of 

Business., the 14; -_, n: hestcr Business School, the Wel,; h National School 

of Medicine and St. David's Lampeter: 

Outputs 1 Undergraduate enrolment full-time; 

2 UndergradAatc en-rolment full-time plus, part-time-, 

3 lrostrraduatc cnro'A. Mert full-time; 

Postgraduate enrolment- full-time plus part-time; and 

Expenditure from research grants (a proxy for research 

involvlmnTnt). 
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Input s Total full-time teaching and research staff paid 

directly frprl, unlvcrsity funds; 

ii. Salaries of teaching and research staff; 

iii Other departmental salaries and wages; 

Departmental and laboratory expenditure; and iv 

V. Total expenditure. 

The institutions identified as being'on the frontier are listed in 

Tab IcT rc "efficiency" 
Lh-=- complete -sults of the analysis (ie: L 

index equals 1.0 for_frontier, institutions and less than 1.0 for 

othf---c instituti. Dns) for each of the outputs 1 to 5 is provided 

in Appendices A mid B. By dcfinition, if an institution is on 

the boundary in one direction it is on the boundary. The index 

produced is a measure-of "efficiency" on that output progranune 

given the need to satisi)r all other output and -input constr. aints. 

Out of the total sample of h9 institutions 24 are identified as 

"efficient" in one or the other or both of. the academic years 

examin, 2d. Sixteen universities/univer Sity Colleges appear as 

boundary institutions in both years. The eieht institutions 

-listed as on the boundary in only one of the two years, achieve 

at. least one high index on the five output programmes exainined 

in the year in which they are not on the boundary. Hence, the 

efficiency" ranking appears to be reasonably stable over time. 

An examination of the equality constraints in the optimuin solutions 

revealed "staff numbers" and "recurrent departmental and laboratory 

expenditure" as the critical constraini 
. iig, varicoacs. It is on these 

variablec; that the Pitt XL iorL1; y of non-boundro7 institutiuns wo Id have 

to operate if they Wished to ir,,, -jve tov., vrds the frontier. (Note 3) 
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Table 1 

Frontier Univc: -sities 1)72/73 and 197)/74' 

. 1972/73 19-73ýL4 

2 
3 

7 7 

12 12 

15 15 

16 16 

17 
18 

20 20 

23 
26 26 

32 32 

33 33 
34 34 

35 35 
36 36 

37 37 

38 38 
44 44 

45 45 

46- 
48 

Boundary 
Institutionz; 21 19 

Total Sample; 49 
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4.3. Farrell's Formulation to Find 'Mcasures of Efficiency for 
Non-Frontier Points 

Farrell (1957) suirgests th'at the frontier should: 

(a) observe constant returns to scale, and that 

(b) nowhere has a positive slope (i. e. extra inputs always produce- 

extra outVits, however small). 

One way to ensure that the production. frontier novThere'has a positive 

slope is to add points at infinity (0,0). The establishmert 

of a line segment parallel to the axes na, i also be achieved using 

(max, min2) (min, max2) with easier eomputation in a one-output case. 

He does tbis so that the two input one cutput case can be gt. -nerali3cd 

to a rany -Anput many output case aL; follows. 
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'0 
A j) 

k 

Input 1 per e 

uniJoutput 
Zigurc 2 

Ile 

0 Input 2 per 
Unit Ou'. pvt 

Consider points P. and P. -i., hi ch are adjzLc(--jit frontier points, and -no 2 nt 

Pk ty"ý lirm under examination (Fij. ure 2).. co-ordinates of PPi and 

'P. are P.. P. and 

Let X ijk, 11ijk be the solutions of: 

XP. + pp. =P 

Any point P, on the line throuGh P and P has -Xij, + Vij I For any 

point P for which OP cuts PP internally Xijm and vi, 
M 

are both 
M 

positiv. C. Hence if Pis Pj lies between P 
k. and the origin, ijk + pi, >"' 

Jk 

and X and are both positive.. Therefore, the line j ijk joining Pi, P. 11ijk 

is part of the frontier if, and only if, X+ 11.1 for all points ijk Ijk 
in the set. Thus we can establish-ýIie production frontier as a set of 

linked points and the technical efficiency of any Pk is equiLl to the 

maximum of VX 
ijk + "Jijk ) for all frontier seepnents P 

I$ 
P Since the 

frontier is assumed to be convex this maximum will be attained when 

mid ji are both. positilve. So we can compare aP rrith that ijk ijk k 

I)oint where OP 
k cuts the frontier whic1i al'.. houUh hypothetical in 

theoretically obtainable bince it is a weighted average of two 

frontier points. It 'will have the same input ratio as Pk but will be 

using fewer inputs to produ:! e unit outpjjV. (note 
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If We gcnerrlize to n inputs and in Ou"kput s but retain the assiunption 

of constant returns each ins-', itution now has an -input -vector-- X, -and an 
OUtput vector Y, and call be represented as a poiat in m+n VA 

cIL-aensional space (ie: P The'set of points is 

extended to include points at infinity as before. Since there are 

const. ant returns -if P (X Y3. ") is efficient then (12 X. Y must 
be efficient also and hence the crieln 'nUS4 be added to the set as a 
frontier point. Instead of lines arift line seMents ire now have 

b, yperplanes and Jacets. A facet is part of the hyperplane whosc 

_%ihos'e - po, nv -s can be represerrtcd as vreighted averagc3 with non-nýýgative 

veir)its (eyc(ýpt for the ori(jn) . of the mn defining points. The 

frontier is now a surface in m+n dimensional space made up entirely 

of such fa'cets. 

h -Le4ýicral point on the boundary wlý Oro compare a po'nt Pk with ypotl 

ination of *(M + n) frontier points need to compare P with a-linear combi 
k 

_r., crts matching the inputs of P and includiliz the origin. Farrell sue., k 

by the same rati. 0 for each butput. This 
exceeding the outPuts Of Pk 

ratio represents the techncýL! effioiency. 

at if solution of: th S Xhus, we have 

Y (Y. Y. 'feet Y. 
31 + 

(X. X-44900X... * ýý) 6=4.. + 7-1 +M+n 

and t) is part- of ihen tile facet defincd by P 
11 --j +M+n-2 

the frontier if, -and only if, 61 ý, I for all Pk in thc' set - 

The technical efficiency of , is (as before) tLe maximu", Of 
-Lk 

Therefore an efficient J11fititution caii'prQduce Yk outputs from 

co)lstant 1/1 6j Xk inputs (ic: less inpiit., than P. ) -tnt",, 
I 

ore outPutc outpitts from Y inputs (ic: M returns to '-("Lles k 
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5 -- ISING T11'r, 1,, 'F; TTI, IATEr, FROTTTIýfR 

5-1 Movinr,, Alonr, tbe Frontier 

Using the approach outii. ned above and Illustrr. ted on a small example 

it- seeras possible to -11)lit a set of institutions into frontier and 

non-frontier institutions. However, an institution "'on -Llhe frontier" 

is there because no other is "nearer" the true frontier but that may 

b oecause the institution is vcry c-onr -ase of one or e -mical 
in its 

tyro inpiits for exai,, -rile, and not necessarily beca, . 11se it is economical 

ackoss a majo. -ity of inputs and outmAts. 

This means I. Iiat a frontier institution may- wish to move along the 

frontier tcý get &'different output and inpilt mix. If one attaches 

relative vttlues or -vaights to the inputs or outputs this CFILI Cr-j' y 

be done (0cal Programming, 'Acr example). Otherwise one has to compare 

an insti. tu', ion with 'adjazentl ones Rnd cmpare diffcrences. Further J 

researchwill, it is hoped, provide a mechanism fol finding 'adjacent' 

institutions xA also indicate ýah certain inst -Lt-at. ions are on the 

frontier. 

5.2 Movin, - Towards the Frontier 

Institutions that are not on the frontierif they vished, could move 

towards it in several ways. They could become rare efficient in the 

Farrell sense by producing the sEuae output mix w7ith less inputs,, or 

use the same input mix. to prod-Lice more out-outs. P-Iternatively, th--y 

could muve to-vards a -. L*rontier po,. nt rerre7enting different inputs 

and output mix. Again, if one attaches relat ive-weights to the inputs 

and outputs this is easily done. Othervise one hns to proceed towards 

the frontier vith the same input mix or the same output mix*or by 

heading for the nearest part of the frontier. F-ur'ther'rescarch, it is 

hoped, Will proVide a mechanimn for doina Oils simply. 
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Further Work 

A' 

Once the approach has bcL, -) thoroughly tested on the sample set of 

-o crude measures 6f input and output of institutions 5t, is hoped 4. 

carry out the foMoving activities. 

Test the Validity 6f Pnrtition'Ing the_L. )amole 

Frcm the sample data, albeit crude , It is obviour, that certain 

institution3 are in a class of their'oi-m and hen*c: e end up on the 

frontier because'there is nb other to compare them, with Ce. g. Lnndon). 

This leads one to the idea that the sw-ir-Le could be split into rodbric-x. 

ex-cat. etc., and frontiers found for each mxb-set to see what differences 

there are between these wid the totel frontier. 

6.2. Test the Stability of the Frohtie. -ý- 

Ti=er ( 1971 has suggested that since the estimated frontier ;. s 

calculated from extremeý observations only it'is vulnerabl'ý", o errurs 

in the data. He suggests that some of the frontier points should be 

discarded and the frontier recalculatea until the stability is achieved. 

Hence, if'it is possible to identify institutions that are only ', just 

t on the frontier' the sample set will be reduced and the fronVier examined 

for stability. 1t is hoped' that the resea--*ch*will provide a technique for 

carrying this out easily. 

6.3. Look for Better Measures of Input and Output- at the 
Institutional level 

It is obvious from the example that some O'L'the proxy measures are 

inadequate but it is also semi-evident that the seeming contradictions 

in the choice of frontier institutions indlcate what is wrong with soine 

of the measures. In any event, part of the p,. Loject time will be spent 

on exom-4ning the measures available and hopci*iLlly consider-ing new ones. 
.I 
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(For example, the average class size experienced by a student COECID/CaI 

ctudy referred to earlicrý as a measure of teaching t-nv;. ronmerit provided. ) 

6.4. Test the Avoroach within the Inst-L+ution 

Qttite oft: i. L in education the p. -ovision of funds and sometimes the level 

of stu(. Ient applications are outside the cor-trol*of the inst-tution and 

the problems arise in the allocation of reso 
I 
urces within the institution. 

T'here is a need, therefore, to examine the possi. bility of utilising the 

pprosch outlined above v-*Lthin an institutioý,, say at departmental level. 

The research., therefore, will incorporate en ana2-ysis, based on 1.1hp 

Lougbborcugh Lanehester data base of within : Lnstitutional effic;. encly 

vhich will idcntiPf frontier departments, indicate how to move alcnp, 

the frontier or tviards it as well as ýicntify its stability. 

I 

the Tnst4-'-. uticn 6.5. Identify Useful Measures of Input and Outnut within 

Xn the same vay that the -vesearch will Involve examination cZ better 

measures at the institutional level, it is hoped that. the analysis will 

indicate which measures at the departmental level are most inadaquate. 

J. b The research vill, therefore, include an examination of poi; s-' ly beýtter 

mear. ures of input or output at the departmental level with FL view to 

incorporating them in the approach being utilised. 
'S 

a 

0 
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7. USE OF THE, REý')ULT') 

True, '-, art and Weathersby (1977) have tried a similar approach on 

black colleees in the USA but only in a one output situation. - This, 

of course, lends itself to applying regression analysis to the frontier 

institutions to fit a specified production function. However, in our 

cases whc---e there are many inputs and many outputs, the esteblishment 

of the production function as anything more than an empirically found 

set of defining points must --wait further research, more recent data, 

and preferably bett-7-! r measures of input and output. than taose used 

for th- initial study. (The simp2est form of'proauction function for 

the ixalti -i nput /mult, i -output case is the in-put/loutput matrix). 
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i 

]NOTES 

Vot eI 

There is one other concept of efficienci from'the neoclassicýal y 

theory of the firm - "prefference efficiency" - which describes the 

utility maximising mix of multiple outputs. Leibenstein (1976) 

suggests a fc, Lrth type of eff-icieney'-. "X-efficieney" which 

describes mana. -,, erin. 1 ability and willingness to enable organisaticns 

tP accompli-sh their -objectives. 

Note 2 

Consider the two input one output. c-'ase. If there is constant returns 

ve can comparc inputs per unit output and plot each institution or 

department as a point in two-dimensional space, ac follows: 

Input 2 per 
b C2 C) 

Unit output 0 

0, 
0 Input 1 per 

-11nit Output 

Points A, B and C obviously define two line segments that lie between 

the rest of the points and the origin and hence are more technically 

efficient than many of the other members of the set of points. 
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In brcf the procedure inv-)Ivels: 

leor each university, trying to identify a hypothetical 

7il'sti tutio. i which produces equal or more outputz: with less 

than or eq-ual inp-ots. 

2. 'This hypothetical institution will be a linear combination 

ofseveral frontier institutions (or a proport., on, of one 

fronticr institut5. on). 

3. In the optimui: _ solation, to the Lp some constraints will be 

equalities. 

h. It is or. those equality constraints that the vniversity 

it .., ished to under examinatioii would have to op. -rate 
04*11et ical bcundary institution since move toý: arda the llyp 

i: f. the inequality constraints are altered the basic solution 

is unaltered and the index of "_-fficiency" is unaltered. 

Note 

We can adapt the same approach to two oj:, tp, jts and one input. 211 C 

assimiptiors now are that the production frontier is concave to 

the orip_in and nowhere has a 'P0SiLi'v; -; slope. So to close the 

boundxi7 we need to extend the set to include (max,, O) (0, maX2) 

or simply (max, ", li-1-12)(min, max. ) as"before. ' 

Output 1 per P. 
Unit input 

V. 
*11, k 

Out-put 2 per 
Unit input 

.1 
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Let %* V be the solutions of X* ijk PI + P. P ii k, '*; iku ijk k 

kv point on the line throu&h P 
3. 

and Pa has. X* ijk 4 'O*ijk 

Hence if Pk lies between the origin and the segment PiP. 
JS 

I and if OPk c. uts P. P. internally 11 are ijk + lj*ijk 
I ') 

ijk, ijk 
V 

h 'bot 0 Therofore the line `, oining P and P. is part of the 

frontier if, and only if, X* <I for all P in the' set ijk + "*ajk k 

and the technical efticiency of P in the maxinium of X*. + jj* k ijk 

for &I segments of the bQundsry. The concavity of the "boundary 

ensures that. at the raxitaixn X* ijk and 11*ijk are both positive. 
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kj22ondix A 

Efficiency llatinUS' 1972/73 

outj2ut 1 out)2ut 2 Output 3 Output OlItput 5 

I o. 86 0.89, 0.81 0.85 0.24 
2 1.00 1.00. 1.00 1.00 1.00 
3 0.80 0.80 0.93 0.97 0.89 
4 0.79 0.79 o. 6o 0 -'74 0.33 
5 0.76 0.75 o. 56 0.57 0.53 

6 0.91 0.91 0.51, 0.94 0.37 
7 1.00. 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.0o 
8 o. 66 0.65 o. 41 0.65 O'ý, -6 
9 o. 94 o. 94 0. U02 0.89 0.39 

so JL 0.97 0.97 o. 69 0. "12 0-55 

11 1.00 1.03 1.00 1.00 1.00 
12 1.90 I. en 1.00 1.00 i. 00 
13 0.91 0.91 0.75 0.78 0.39 
. 1)1 0.89 0.89 0.1171 0.88 0.51 
15 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

16 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
0.99 0.99 Oi95 0.98 o. 56 

19 0.78 0-73 o. 64 o. 69 O. rc . 1.10 

20 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

0.92 0.90 0.57 0.72 o. 66 
22 0.6'1 0.67 o. 68 0.75 o. ho 
23 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
24 0.75 0.75 0.58 0.58 0.63 
25 0.93 0.93 0.74 0.95 0.67 

26 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 ý. Oo 
27 0.83 0.83 o. 86 0.90 0-45 
28 0.75 0.75 0.52 0.76 0.26 
29 o. *14 . 0-74 0.68 0.70 0.36 
30 0.85 0.85 0.83 0.83 0.8c, 

31 0.80 0.79 0.56 0.71 0.38 
32 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
33 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
34 1.00 i. 00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
35 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.0.0 
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Appendix A continued .. 0.. 
. 

Pat 2ut I 0-ut. Tr)ut 2 Outj. ýýut 3 Output 4 output 5 

36 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
37 1.00 1.00 1.00 i. 00 1.00 
38 1.00 11.00 ý. Oo 1.00 1.00 
39 0.83 0.85 0.63 0. ý63 0.31 
4o 0.80 04,79 0.37 0.27 

41 0-73 0.72 o. h8 0.52 . 0.110 
h2 o. 86 0.86 0.59 o. 74 0.82 
43 0.74 0.75 0.34 o.!,,.? o. h8 
h4 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
45 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

1-6 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
4*r o. 86 o. 86 0.65 0.78 0.56 
48 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 i. 00 
h9 0.85 0.87 0.38 0.37 0.13 
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Appelidix B 

Efficiency RatinCs 1973/74 

Output 3. Output 2 Output 3 Output 4 Output 5 

1 0.86 o. 86 0.77 0.82 0.23 
2 o. 96 0.95 0.83 0.91 o. h4 
3 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

.4 0.78 0.78 0.6j. 0.74 
' 

0.38 
5 -0.76 o.,, 76 0.55 54 0- 0.. ". 9. 

6 Q. 90 0.90 0.59 0.95 . 0.40 
7 '3.. 00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
8 0.0 o. 66 0. h C, 0. Uo 0.28 
9 0.91 0.9i 0.86 c. 86 0.42 

10 0. '04 0.94 o. 74 0. '(2 0.115 

ii, 1.00 1.00 -1.00 1.00 1.00 
12 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.. C0 
13 0.86 o. 86 0.65 (,. 65 0- 2% 5 
14 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
15 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

16 1. () 0 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
17 0.91 0.91 0-93 0.9r, 0.43 
18 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

19 0.73 0.73 o. 6h 0.67 0.119 
20 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

21 0.89 0.89 0.72 0.73 o. 61 
22 0.74 0.73 0.75 0.77 oA6 
23 0.56 0.56 0.83 0.81 O. ho 
24 0. *TG 0.78 o.. Q 0.62 o. 61 
25 0.92 0.92 O-7P 0.90 c. 64 

26 1.00 1,00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
27 osp, 5 0-85 O-P 0.83 0.50 
28 o., t6 0.76 CA8 o. 66 0.31 
2-9 0-74 0.74 o. 64 0.65 OA2 
30 0.87 0-87 CI-77 0.76 0.88 

31 0.80 0.81 o. 6o 0.73 OAý 
32 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
33 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
34 1.00 1.00 1.00 - 1.00 1.00 
35 

. 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
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Appendix B continued 

Outpet I Output 2 output 3 Outl! Ut Output 5 

36 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
37, 1.00 1.00 . 1.00 1.00 1.00 
38 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
39 0.79 0.81 050 0.93 0.35 
40 0.73 0.73 0.35 0.33 0.24 

41 
, 

o. 74 0.73 o. 47 
. 0. h C. ) o. 49 

42 o. §6 
. o. 96 Mo 0.78 0.96 

43 0.75 . 0.77 0.31 0-43 0.57 
44 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
45 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 J. or, 

I 1 46 0.93 1 0.94 o. 45 0.50 0- 1'5 
47 0-38 0.88 0.72 0.85 0-ý'; 7 
48 c). 94 C). 9%6 o. 68 0.82 0.54 
49 0.82 0.83 0.43 0.52 o. 16 
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APPENDIX 2.12. 

"ASSESSING INSTITUTIONAL PERFORMANCE: THE EFFICIENT FRONTIER" 

by CALVERT, J. R. 

in PROCEEDINGS OF THE FOURTH GENERAL CONFERENCE OF THE 

OECD/CERI/IMHE PROGRAMME, OECD, PARIS, SEPTEMBER 1973 

A 
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ASSESSING INSTITUTIONAL PERFORMAJCE: THE EFFICIENT FRONTI7ý, R 

John Calvert. 

Lecturer in Management Science 

Department of Management Studies 

University of Technology 

Loughboruugh 

ABSTRACT 

The paper ccnsiders the feasibility of finding an overall measure of 

efficiency -Por institutions in higher education given that they are 

"consumers it of staff time, material's and mor: ey, and "producers" of 

graduates, postgraduates and researnh. It does this by identifying 

a groir, .U 
.0 of "technically more efficient" institutions which are used 

as benchmarks for the rest. For illustrative purposes the appron. ch 

is applied to UK Universities in the years 1972-73 and 1973-74. 

. 6ý1 . 
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THE PROBLD4 

From 1 August 1973 to 1 Decembee 1975 the Author, with others, was 

engaged on a D. E. S. -financed and OECD/CERI/YME-approved study to 

develop performance indi-cators for the teaching function, in higher 
I 

education, in the WK, by means of a detailed study of Loughborough 

University and Lanchester Polytechnic. (Birch, Calvert and Sizer, 

1977). 

The Stciering Committee inciuded P,:, lý-technic and University Administrator-- 

and a representative of the D.. E, S. The r-Rin results of the study 

incluaed the identification of various mea=1res of input and outplat. 

and the idea of a performance profile rather than the choice of a 

single measure of performance. However, at various points members 

of the Steering Con-u-nittee and outside commentators raised the question 

of the possibility of constructing an overall 
. -eff; -cipncy ratin5 for an 

institution or a department from the available rieasures of performance. 

It is this problem that this paper and the related research sets out 

to examine, 

0 

S 
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THF6- OBJECTITES OF THE R73SEARCH 

Firstly, using fairly crude measures of input and output, the aim is 

to develop and interpret a-model capable of mapping technical efficiency 

in the use of inputs and production outputs in higher education'acr6ss 

andwith; n institutions. 

Secondly, the aim is to derive more'realistic meaaures of input and 

output to which the model pould be applied so as to indicate in which 

directions institutions or departments should move if they wish to 

attain a more "technically efficient" position. 

Daring the OECD/CERI/II,, UIE projeUt a considerable database for the twu 

institutions was established and this database, although now outdated, 

would constitute a viable "test-base" for any within-institutional 

measures of performance which the research would throw up. 

0 
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THE ApriiOACH 

Most'educational systems have a number of objectives C. -hich not 

infrequently are inconsistent. UnlLversal agreement among edur-ators 

is confined to large generalisations which tend to establish the 

boundaries of social policy rather than give content 'Vo realisable 

goals - "to preserve and enhance the intellectual sto--k! ', 11to 

facilitate equal opportunity", and so on. it is difficult to disagree 

with any common understanding of such bromides 9--id equally disficult 

to deploy them usefully in a managemeni; context. The more detailed 

the list of goals the more likely it is to be disputed in te. -ms of 

inclusions, omissionz and interpretations. However, there seems to 

be broad agreement on the major output programmes for higher education 

- instructi-on. (or the transmiss-ion of knowledge) and research 'ýor the 

acquisition of knowledge); 

I 

Crude Measures of In-out and Out-out 

There are at least two schools of thought on how to conceptualise the 

outcomes of the. teaching function: firstly, : the changes in rtude-rits' 

characteristics associated with various institutional input and process 

variables; and secondly, the characteristics of the learning cpportunities 

'Inade available. The changes wrou,, -;,, ht in students' skills, knowledge, 

attitudes and values between entry to, and exit from, university 

. -reflect their learning functions and are only indirectly related to 

the institution's production function. The outcomes attributable to 

the institution (and the institution alone) sLre the magnitude and 

quality of the services made available. Therefore, the student 

enrolmcnt on undergraduate and postgraduate prograimnes is a crude 

proxy for the magnitude of teaching services made available. This 

assumes that the quality of the places provided on rn organised 

curriculmi is comparable both within and !, -tcross institutioas. 
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The measurement of research output is immensely d4_ffiClilt. Various 

processes hw, -e been sug6ested -a weighted sum of the publications 

produced, the level of research f. "as attracted, or the quality- 

weightea hours spent on personal research (Cartter (1965), Layard 

- and Verry (1973)). A crude measure of research output is the 

expenditure from research grants in a. given period. Of course, this 

is essentially an input measure and its use can only be justified as 

an attempt to obtain a more rea]. istic mapping of the teaching outcomes. 

The measures of inputs is not quite s(ý d2-fficult but still causes 

problems. One can count academic staff or total their salaries, but 

it is infinitely more difficult to bring in a quality measwe-, ' 

Similarly, one can count money spent on equipment etc., but not casily 

establish the input that equipment has into the teaching or research 

activity. Initially it is useful to use money values 
ior inputs but 

also it is useful to incorporate the number of ýcademic staff in case 

some inst-itutions have the "right" number of staff but at the "wrong" 

salary. levels or vice versa. 

The Efficiency Frontier 

.,, 
Educational institutions, like otner organisations, consume a range of 
inputs and produce a range of outputs. Hovever, some vill do th: Ls more 

-. efficiently than others. If their performance Jis to be examined it 

seems feasible to first identify the "technically more efficient" 

institutions and then use those as benchmar! ýs against which the rest 

can be compared. If all the inputs and outputs are considered then 

intuitively these technically more efficient institutions will be on 

the boundary of the net of institutions considered. The term "efficiency 

frontier" refers to ti-c part of the boundary determined by these 

.,.. technicaliy more efficient iiistitutions. (see -Figure, 1. 
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Input 1 
per unit 
outplit 

Input', 2 per 
unit output 

Figure 1 

In practice more than two inputs and one output are involved and so 

the efficient frontier has to be found mathematically using a ýechniq: ae 

such as Linear Programming (Calvert and Birch (1978)). 

Non-Frontier Tnstitutions 

Once the frontier institutions have been identified and the efficient 

. -frontier specifled it is possible to compare a non-ýrontier institution 

with one on the boundary. The ideal method is to compare two institutions 

with the same mixed inputs but different levels of outputE (Farrell (1957)). 

, Tlds delays the attachment of weights or subjective values to inputs or 

outputs until the actual comparison is made and means that the analysis, 

for the most part, is not carried out in "fanny money" but in actual 

numbers of students or pounds sterling spent, and so on. This is 

particularly relevant in Educational Mlanagement where the price or 

-value of many of the inputs and outputs is not readily available. 

>( 
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AN ILLUSTRATION 

The. approach outlined above has, for the piýrposec of "Illustration only, 

been applied to the UY, Universities in 1972-73 and 1973-74 (Calvert 

and Birch (1978)). The D. E. S. published statistics allo-wed the following 

variables to be used: 

Outputs Undergraduate enrolment - full-time 

Undergraduate enrolment full-time plus part--time 

Postgraduate enrolment full-time 

Postgraauate-enrolment - full-time plus part-time 

Expenditure in the academic year from research grants 

(a proxy for research involvement) 

Inputs Total full-time ýeaching and research staff paid 

directly from Universit y funds 

Salaries of teaching and research staff 

Other departmental salaries and wages 

Departmental and Laboratory expenditure 

7otal expenditure 

Out of the total sample of 49 jnstitutions,, 24 are identiXied as 

, IýPore efficient" in one or the other, or both, of the academic years 

examined; of these 16 appear on the frontier in both years, and the 

other 8 liave a high'ranking on at least one of the 5 outPut programmes 

examined in the year in which they were not on the boundary. Hence 

'rontier appears to be reasonably stable over the two .. the efficiency I 

years. An examination of the non-frontier institutions revealed 

.. 
"staff numbers" and "recurrent departmental and laboratory expenditure" 

as the critical constraining variables. It is on these variables that 

the majority of non-boundary institutions would have to operate if 

they wished to move towards the frontier. 
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FURTIET-IR WORK 

Once, the approach has been thoroughly tested on the sample set of crude 

measures of input and output of institutions it is huped to carry out 

-the following activities: 

1. Partition the sample into "O: Obridge", "Red-brick", "Ex-CAT" and 

so on, so that like is being compared with like.. 

2. Test -he approach within the institution using the Loughborough- 

Lanchester data. 

Look for better measures of. input and output across and within 

institutions in the light of the results of using the crude 

measures outlined above. 

IF 
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